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Abstract

Building on Kibblewhite's long term investigations of the nonlinear waveiwave

interactions and the infrasonic oceel noise and the microseisyqs these induce, this thesig
further exploreo the physical nature of these processes. The classical description of this
interaction, which takes into account only the homogeneous component of the induced
field, has been extended to include the inhomogeneous coruponent. A complete enpression

for the wave induced noige epectrum is eEtablished folloring a geometrical analysis of
the dispersion relations arnong interacting waves. The relative importance of these t\r'o
components and their directivity properties are also calculated and discussed. It is shown
that while at obs€nation points deeper than 500 meters the effects of the inhomogeneous

component can be regarded as negligible, it can canxre an increase of noise level of up to
40 d,B in the region nea,r the surface of the sea. tr\rrthermore, in contrast to the nea.rly

omni-directional distribution of the homogeneons component of the induced acoustic field,
there is a tendency for the energy associated with the inhomogeneous component to focus
in the wind direction.

Based uPon a multilayer analysis of a visco.elastic geoacoustic model, Green's
functions a,nd the spectral transfer firnctions relating the surface Eource pre$rure field to
the undemater noise and microseism fields are derived for both nea,r and far field cases. A
3-dimensional presentation defined on the dispersion plane (frequency and horizontal wave
number) is introduced to discribe the sea bottom reflection-loss and, Green's functions,
and ie octended to include the inhomogeneous region for the first time. The characteristics
of this 3-D presentation are explained in terms of the geoacoustic parameters.

fhs infusnce of the interaction of multiple seas (and swell) on the induced acoustic

field are also discussed in this thesis.

All these effects a,re considered in the calculation of the synthetic spectra of
both the noise and microeeism field. When compared with measured data excellent
agreement is found behreen the theoretical and experimental results, which providee

further confirmation that the nonlinear interaction is the mct important source of the
infrasonic ocsan noise, as well as confirming the basic validif of the proccdure introduced
by Kibblewhite and Ewans to derive the ocean noige spectra from microseism records.
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Chapter One

CHAPTER, ONE

Introduction

In recent years the connection between microseismic movement of the Earth's surfacen

infrasonic ocean noise and ocean-surface wave activity has once again become a subject
of considerable interest[1-111. This work reactivates an investigation which has attracted
the attention of fluid dyna'nicists for nearly 100 years. An excellent review of this long

running study has been presented recently by Kibblewhite and Ewanslr-rl, so no attempt
is made to repeat this exercise in this thesis.

It will sumce to say that following the first observation of microseismic activity
many theorie were proposed as the ocplaination of the phenomenon. Among these,

the most prornising was that based on the theory of nonlinear wave,wave interaction
first put forwa^rd by Michettzl and further developed by Longuet-Higginslrsl in 1980 and

Ilasselmanolrrl io 1963 to explain the two to one frequency relationship between the
seismic and ocean wave fields. This theory was adapted subsequently by Brekhovskilllrsl,
I{ugheslrel and others to account for the large sea.state dependent component of infrasonic
ocean noise.[u'rEl

While nonlinear wave interactions offered an attractive mechanism to account for the

energy tra.nsfer from wind waves to the underwater pressure-field, and through this to
seabed motion, satisfactory verification through ocperimental field data has been slow to
appear' primarily an a consequence of the experimental difficulties encountered at the low
frequencies itt ro1""6. [re-z{l

A number of recent independent investigations have however provided that confirma-

tion. In 1985 Kibblewhite and Ewans reported for the first time, a whole set of ocean-

noise spectra in the range 0.1 to 2Ez, for wind speeds 5 to 30 mf slrl. While these

spectra were derived from the vertical component of the s€abed displacement, the spectra

showed excellent correspondence with the limited a,mbient noise data then available, which
were recorded by conventional techniquesll8!. Moreoner these data not only convincingly
established the 2:1 frequency dependence between the wave and seismic fields, but also

provided a qualitative confirmation of the other essential features of the theory of nonlinear

wavewave interaction. Other theoretical and experimental investigations appearing about

the same time provided supporting evidencets-lrl.
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Successful as these new achievements have been, others[26] have remained sceptical
about the domingnt role of nonlinear interactions in infrasonic noise generation. It will
not be the purpose of this thesis to challenge Guo's[26] development directly. The approach
will be instead to examine the new questions which have been raised regarding the wave

interaction ProceEs and attempt to remove those uncertainties which currently exist and
which have in pa,rt prompted the alternative theoretical proposals of Guo. For instance
having recognised the significance of wave-wave interactions, we no\r need to know more
about the behaviour of the spacetime spectrum Ie(E,u) of the pressure field induced
by these interactions. Such as for a given frequeucy r,;, how does the energy distribute
in the F-phne when the magnitud,e of the wave vector exceeds the wave number of
the acoustic wave, ula, (ot : the gound velocity in water)? Further, does /p remain
meaningful when F be"ome" infinite? Eow doea the ratio of the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous components of the pressure-field change with increasing frequency and
depth of obserrration? How does the geoacorrstic structure influence the pre*.oure-field,

' and associated seismic response? What a.re the spectral transfer functions connecting
the wave, prcEsure and seismic fields, inside and outide the active wave region, when the
bottom structure is comploc? What is the relative irnportance and influence of interface
waves' medium pa^ra.meters, multiple seas, residual swell and the angular distribution of
wave energy in each?

These questions form the basis of this thesis. To assist the amooth development
from previous work, this thesis begins in Chapter 2 with an analysis of the funda,mental
processes involved. The comnonality not readily apparent in ea^rlier theoretical devel-
opments is established in an independent analysis which is somewhat more general. As
a first step this theoretical analysis is applied initially 1o a sirnFle two-layer geoacoustic
model, and the results obtained are used in Chapter 5 in a re-exarnination of existing
ocperimental data, discussion being restricted at this stage to the pure wave components
of the pressure field. Chapter 2 also s;arninss the spectral transfer functions, the wave
spreading function and the interaction of multiple seaa and establishes the para.meters for
the subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 is devoted to an indepth discussion of the actual processes involved in
wavFwave interactions a1ld sxatnines the relative contributions of the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous components of the induced pressure-field and a complete expression for the
pressure-field is established. The efects of environmental enha^ncement and its dependence

on frequency and water depth a.re also discussed.
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In Chapter 4, another significant acoustical cha,racteristic of the induced pressure.

field, its angular distribution, is described. The discussion of the directivity has been
extended to the inhomogeneous component and to very low frequencier.

Chapters L to 5, in which the real environment is rnainly treated as a twelayer (liquid-
liquid and liquid-solid) structure, make up Pa.rt I of the thesis and provide the fro",ework
upon which the more complex geophysical models are examined in Part tI.

Chapter 6 is another key chapter in that it aims to provide a numerical analysis of
the refl.ectivity of a multilayered visco-elastic ocean bottom. Typical structures (selected

from the literature) are examined to provide background data for intercomparisons which
are presented in Chapter 8. An interesting waveenergy convergion from the pressure field
to a low-speed bottom layer and the effects of trapped modes formed in this layer are also

discussed.

As a natural development of Chapter 2, Chapter 7 is dedicated to the analysis of
the wave-induced pressure-field and microrseism response of a multilayered geoacoustic

model. Both near field (inside the active region) and fa,r field (outside that region) c:rses

are discussed, using the Green's function. Transfer functions for selected models are
established for later use in Chapter 8.

In Chapter E synthetic spectra for both the pressnre and microgeism fields are
evaluated, based on the multilayer analysis and transfer functions established in Chapter Z.

The spectra are then compared with arrailable experimental data, including those reported
by other authors.

Overall conclusions are reviewed in the last chapter. Some auggeations for future
research are also proposed.

For various reasorur it has been considered appropriate to provide separate lists of
references for each Chapter. Thie has led to some redundancy but it is believed this
procedure, which helps make each chapter a self-contained presentation, will be of help to
the reader.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Generation of

Infrasonic Ambient Noise

in the Ocean by Nonlinear Interactions

of Ocean Surface 'Waves

2.L fntroduction

In a recent paper by Kibblewhite and Ewans[l], the wave origin of infrasonic ocean noise in
the frequency range of 0.1 -LHz was confirmed by the close relation between ocean-wave
spectra and those of the noise-pressure fi.eld derived from the induced rniqpoasistns. It was
also shown that the acoustic-noise field and the microseism activity in the frequency range
0.1- 6Hz, both arise from nonlinear interactions of ocean surface waves. A large number
of publicatio*[l-01, which a.re reviewed in [1,2], have considered the theoretical aspects of
the generation of microseism.q and ocean noise by such processes but their interrelation is
not readily appreciated.

The purpose of this chapter ie to present a somewhat more general analysis of the
phenomena and draw attention to some aspects which do not appear to have been widely
recognised previously. In particular this analysis buil& on earlier work by Hasselnann[61
and demonstrates that an acoustic field can arie€ not only from nonlinear interactions
between ocean-wave componentg of nearly the satne frequency and opposite directions
of travel, but also between any two components satisfying certain, but less restrictive
conditions. We also examine the implications of some simplifying assumptions used
in [rl, whereby the microseism response was attributed solely to the vertical ground
displacement, and the associated acoustic field in the water was derived from this by
means of a simple impedance relation assu-ing the bottom to be a f,uid half-space. The
difficulties inherent in these assumptions in respect to shear-wave excitation, propagation
outside the active ocean region, and signal enhancement through bottom reflectivitR were

acknowledged in ttl (in section vA) and re-emphasised recentlylr,s].

To assist the smooth development of this discussion, a condensed derivation of the source

Pressure field induced by the nonlinear interaction of two ocean-wave trains is given in
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Section 2.2 of this chapter (an a.mplified description will be given in the next chapter). The
discussion is concerned with the derivation of the resulting acoustic-noise pressure field
within a finite ocean volume, and that of the seabed motion this induc6, 6 mentioned

earlier. The real ocean is modelled as a water layer overlyins an elastic half space, with
the random source pressure field acting on the mean surface of the water layer. The
frequency spectra of the source pressure field, the underwater noisefield, and the vertical
displacement of the seabed, for this simple geoacoustic model, are developed in Sections

2'4 and 2.5. Finalln Section 2.6 is devoted to establishing an estimate of the contribution
of Rayleigh wave energy induced by the source pressure field to the seismic signal received

at a distance, and evaluating the effect of any fetch dependence of the wavefield.

2.2 Non-Linear rnteraction Between Plane surface 'Wave

lbains and the Resulting Source Pressure Field

As was mentioned above, the nonlinear interaction of surface waves has been widely
proposed as the main mechanism responsible for the generation of the double.frequency

infrasonic Pressure field and associated microseism activity at frequencies below 6 II z.
Several theoretical treatmen6l6-el have been developed since Longuet-Higgin's original
contribution to the subjecl[ro'rrl. Since these are based on fairly conventional perturbation
approaches only a simplified snmmary of them is given here before the present analysis

and discussion is developed.

By denoting the velocity potential d as t

i =Yd

the basic equations governing irrotational motion in
boundary conditions can be written as follo$'slr2,Bl

Momentum equation

(2.1)

a fluid (water) and the associated

(2.2)

Equation of continuity
*,.X+*n'tgz:o

# . ptY26: o

t Here and later we use d to denote a vector and s its modulus.

(2.3)
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Equation of elasticity

Free surface condition

and Surface kinematic condition

o! : .,r'
dPr

-r c(s) . (#* +,-'), + or - o

(2.4)

(2.5)

(#,'- 4), : o (2.6)

where p is the pressure, u- the particle velocity vector, p1 the water density, c1 the sound
speed in water, g the gravitational acceleration, f : f (2, y), the displacement of the ocean
surface from its equilibrium plane z : Or 1 as the kinematic surface tension is the ratio
of the surface tension to water density, and c(g) - V=zf/[t + (V=c)r]t/2 tt the principal
radii of the surface curvaturelr2l. Even though it is responsible for the generation of waves,
the turbulent air Pressure acting on the ocean surface is neglected when discussing the
interaction of eatablished surface waves.

By applying the total derivative, df dt:010t+i . V, to Eqs.(2.2) and (2.S) and noting
from Eqs.(2.3) and (Z.l) that near the surface

#(*) : *#r,.,2 - f,,t = "l*#: -alY26

we can' rewrite the momentum equation, and the boundary condition at z : g as (for
details see Appendix $A.1)

,.ly26:#+fttvol'*iro.v[(vo)']*o# e.T)

and

(# * fttrol' * ir6.v[(vo)'] * t#)r=, ,,frr6: o (2.E)

As g ia not known a priori, it is inconvenient to express the boundary condition at z: (.
This difficulty is overcome by expa.nding Eq.(2.8) about the plane z : O as a porver series

of g and introducing the perturbation series

d: sd(l) *c26(z) *... a^nd f - sE(r) ts2E(r) *... (2.9)

tt V= = (0l0r,AlAs)
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With s anr adequately small quantity this leads to the following series for the different
orders of s (for details see Appendix gA.2):

("'), f.fvz6$t - # - ou{uY - o

#*o#-^N-'W-o at z:o

(or), c.lzyz61) - # - r# : *[v6t'r1,

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.15)

#*o#-tv:4-
-*rlrr,')l {',#-r$s# at z:o

in which use has been made of the notation V= = (0 l0r, A lAil and the approximation

ry o *r='t:Y='#:v='#

The first-order solution f(t) can easily be found as

4,(r): Q"xp[r'(d./ -ot)+qzl (2.L4)

which decays ecponentially with depth, and further using the first order kinematic
boundary condition derived from Eq.(2.6)

4 o6tt
At'= E at z:O

we obtain for 3(r) the first-order solution

f(')(r-, ,) : ryexplr(q- 
-i - ot)l

where the amplitude Q is a constant, f and r- are the horizontal wave number and position

vectors, a is the angular frequency, with (see Appendix $A.3)

o2:se (r+ +) (2.16)
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When 1 q << g lq t Eq.(2.r6) reduces to the gravity-wave dispersion relation

o2:ge or o:.,r$i (2.17)

The second-order field /(z) can be obtained by introducing the first-order field /(r) into the
right-hand side of Eqs.(2.12) and (2.rs) and solving the resulting equations. These two
equations ca^n be separated, for exrt'tple as Brekhovskikhlel has done, into the two parts

d!') .oa /[2), which satisfy respectively an inhomogeneous equation with a.n homogeneous
boundary condition and an homogeneous equation with an inhomogeneous boundary
condition.

It can be shown without difficulty (see Appendix $A.4) that both d[') 
"tta /[2), obtained by

simply substituting the first-order solutions d(r) and f(1) into the second-order equations
will be of the form exp[rz(q- .; - ot) * 2qzl, which indicates that the attenuation rate in
the direction of the negative z arcis is twice that of the first-order field. Neither of these
solutions is therefore of importance in the generation of microseist," and the underwater
noise field in the deep ocean.

The field d[') it always an inhomogeneour wave rapidly decaying as z becomes increasingly
negative and thus not of significance to the generation of microseisrns. For details see

Appendix $A.5.

The nonlinear interaction between two trains of surface waves can however produce
pressure waves which do not decay with depth. In fact by substituting a first-order field
d(l) consisting of any two trains of plane surface waves such that

6o - Qt(q1)exp[r(q-i '7 -o]) *qal+Qz(q-z)exp[r'(fi .r- -o2t) tqzzl

- d[') + 6fl

and

c(r) : clt)+ sjr)

into the right-hand side of the inhomogeneous boundary condition satisfied by d[') we can
finally write after some manipulation (see Appendix $A.6)

10

(#.'*.'v='ft) ol')

x i2Q{{r)Qz({r) ({oro, - qi.d)@r* or) * tiqrqr(* . g))
exp(;[(4i + s-r) . ,' - (or+ or)r])

t For an air-water interface at 200C, 1 x T4cmssec-2. See ref.[14], p.176.

(2.18)
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A possible solution of d[2) is then

6l'l - BQtQzexp(r[(q-r + dz) .i - (o, + oz)t + pozl)

By substituting Eq.(2.19) into Eq.(2.18) we get equations for lro and glel,

-or'(ldt t q-zl? + poz) - istto* (o, * o2)z : g

and

11

(2.le)

(2.2o)

(2.21)
" 

- 
Z((qrqz - ft' q-r)(ot + or) + tq/tqz(otqrs + ozql) l(zopz

ro(e +'yls-r * qil') + i(o, + or)'

In Eq.(2.20), we choose (from Appendix $A.Z) the root po 6

(2.22)

to ensure that the waveinduced pressure field 4[2) tends to zero when z goes to negative
infinity. Moreover, u lP represente a downwa,rd travelling pressure wave, it follows that

4a12((o1I oz)z - arzlg-r + qil'z) - gz > 0 (2.23)

By denotirg {-r . dz = {r(zcos 0, oo : gl(o,pt), h : 1 f 1qffg, nz : L t 1qz2lg,
and x : oz/oy and solving the inequality (2.23) we can establish the range of crossing
angles over which two plane surface waves interacting with each other will produce such a
travelling acoustic wave. It follows from Eqs. (2.23) and (2.f0) (see Appendix gA.8) that:

-r < cos, < -+T,((t. #O) - oozqL2(L + x)2 + Ioo,q,,) (2.24)

Since as is the ratio of the surface gravity wave velocity and the ocean sound velocity,
and is generally small for the frequencies of interest, we can neglect the last term in
Eq.(2.2a). F\rrther because the speed of sound in water is much higher than that of
surface gravity waves, it follows from Eq.(2.22) rhat C[2) witt still be an inhomogeneorur

wave decaying exponentially in the negative z direction except when the horizontal wave

vector lil+ q-21+ 0 (when d er 1800), and o1 N oz.

It is of interest to establish the active range of the angle 0 and the frequency ratio oz/or
for which this condition would apply. For the sake of simplicitn we restrict discussion
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to gravity waves, assume 4r N 4z: 1 and expre$ the right hand side of Eq.(Z.Zl) as a
function of frequency whereupon

v(ot,or) : u(oo,*) : #((r + xt) - oot(l + x)') (z.zs)

Denoting X : 1 - A, and neglecting terrns involving Ar(" > 2), we find after some

manipulation that u has a maximum value

n,,.otN -L*2as2 at X : 1 - aoz/2

This \ralue correponds to an angular limit,

0,o :cos-1(-1 * 2os2) or 0l : 1800 - 0^ x 2as

Further, two roots of Eq.(2.28) can be found for the case u - -1, viz. y,: I * ao. Fig.2.l
shows the relation between u and X, md the shadow region represents the d.omain of the
active values of the crossing a,ngle, d , and frequency ralio o2f o1.

The vector diagra"t corresponding to Fig.2.1 is shown in Fig.2.2. We see that for a given
wave-number vector, {i, the interacting wave vector g-2 will lie in the segment OBCD with
its head in the shadow region D4 which can be considered to approximate a circula^r disc.
The resultant wave vector, ir*f2, will lie in a disc, D,, centred at point O and having
the same shape a Dr.

From the above it is seen that the nonlinear interaction of two trains of plane surface waveg
ca^n induce a second-order potential, d[t), .orr*ponding to a homogeneous sound wave,

if the wave-number vectors of these two waves satisfy the condition (z.zl). On the other
hand, if the modulus lai + qil is greater than the sound wave number w/au the induced.
field 4[z) will be an inhomogeneoru one d.ecaying with depth, but at a rate less than that
of the first order field. The detailed discussion of the inhomogeneour components will
be given in the next chapter. The efiect of 6[z) can be established in terms of a source
pressure field, Ps(r-,t), acting on the mean surface z : o, which ta.kes the form:

Po(,-, t): -p,(+l 
),=, (2.26)

: iBptQrQz(or a or)op(;[(d + q;) . F - (o,,+ ar)t])

with B defined by Eq.(2.21). The analysis in subsequent sections is based on this concept

of a source pressure fi.eld.

L2
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2.3 Response of a Liquid Layer overlying a solid Half-space
to a Plane-Wave Pressure-Field

Before proceeding to discuss the wind-wave induced component of underwater noise arising
from wave interactions in a practical situation, it will be helpful to derive the response of
a simplified ocean environment to a plane pressure wave acting on the surface. For this
Purpose' the ocean is modelled as a water layer of depth .E[, overlying a solid half-space.
The geometry is shown in Fig.2.3 where pr and p2 arc the densities, and a1 and c2 the
compressional-wave velocities of the water and sea bed respectivelg ad 9z is the shear-
wave speed in the sea bed. The reponse of a more complicated geoacoustic environment
will be discussed ln Chapters 6 and T.

Let us introduce displacement potenti.6lr,rol O, and fir I U:L,Z) such that the particle-
displacement vector, 5, , take" the form:

Fr(uuraurwr) - VO, + V x fr, (2.27)

where trv, ov, ur!, a.re respectively the c, y and z components of S], . Sirrc" water can not
sustain a shear sttess, it follows from the continuity of stress that no horizontally polarized
wave component (SE wave) will exist in the solid half space. Accordingly we can write[6]

Vz: x frllrz (2.28)

where E i" tl" horizontal \ rave number vector and fi the unit vector along the z-a:cis.

o, and !tr2 (the amplitude of vector 02) satisfy the wave equations,

13

k
E

and

grtLu + 4o,: o

y,e, + fiv,: o

(2.2e)

where w : 2n f is the angular frequency.

t In Eqs.(2.27) and (2.28) fr2 denotes a vector of which the mod.ulus is \[r2.

(2.30)
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Substituting the assumed solutions

t4

Or : Bl exp(-r&i") + C*zp(ik'rz) 
)

or : B2exp(-ik'rz) l *pt;(E .f - wt)l (2.31)

ilz = Dzup(-iki) J

into the boundary conditions Lt z :0 and z : -fr, we obtain:

at z:O
Poss: Prss : rr (#.#.y): po(E,w,i,t)

at z: -E

Prss: P23s :

Pzzs: Pzsz: O

Prgr : &rs:0
Utl: Uz

where

(232)

E-(kr,kr) t r--_(r,g)

ku,:rl ffii , k.,,:rlffi
o,t? : \tlpt , otz2 : (Zpz + \i lpz , Fr' : ttz/ pz

and ln Fz are the elastic constants of the media, Ps is the source pressure field acting on
the water surface, and Pr1^ is the pressnre component acting at the interfaces of the two
media.

The substitution of Eqs.(2.31) into (2.32) leads, after solving the system of algebraic
equations for coeffi.cients Il1, B* Cr and D2, to a.n expression for the vertical displacement

of the sea bed; viz.,

w-*(E,w,r',t) : # : -#Wpeexp[r'(8. r- - cur)] (z.as)

where

r(k,,,z) :sin(&i{ .,ft#r;((. - ki,)' + tk,k;*f) c*(ria ) @.ua)

" 
(*.*. y) +zt,*: 

^, 
(# . *. Y)

, *+o!':o02 ctg

, ++d=r,:oog, oz
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Equations (2.33) and (2.84o) .uo also be derived directly by
coefrcient 

^R5 (see g3.S) so that

or more generally,

usmg

15

the bottom reflection

r (k,,,") :sin(ein) . r (=*) "*1o1ry

In the sane way we can establish an expression for the pressure field

P(E,w;i, z,t) : ffipo(F, wi i,t)

where

r(k',w2,2): sin[fri(]r +")l+it#fr((o' - ki') + 4kzkzki) .*1*i1n +z)l (2.36a)

and

J (k',w2) : J (k',w2, z)1,=o

(?,34b)

in the water layer,

(2.35)

(2.366)

(2.37)

(2.38)

2.4 The (Jnderrvater rnfrasonic Noise Field rnduced by Non-
linear Interactions in Surface Wind Waves

Our discussion relating to the underwater pressure field produced by two trains of
plane surface waves can be extended readily to the case of a real sea in which wave
components are distributed over a certain range of frequencies and directions. As is
usually done, we suppose that a real surface can be described as a time-stationary and
space homogeneous stochastic process, so that the first-order velocity potential /(r) *4
the surface displacement, g(1), (later in this chapter we will be mainly interested in surface
gravity waves) can be expressed in termc of Winer's generalized harmonic analysis[5,r2,161

as:

JTj.=r',=?) _ expl-dlci(.H + z)] + ^Bc explt/ci(rr + a)l
Jlkz,wz) exp(-rlc,rlr)+n exp(d,tiIr)

4(r)(r-, z,tl - / ontt,o' ./ - ot) + qzldeQ)

,(r)(r-, ,\: 
Iexp[r(q- 

.r- - ot)ldz({)

and
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where according to the boundary condition, Eq.(Z.O)

dZ (q-) : r|tq,f), o --,,EA

The two-dimensional variancedensity spectrum of the surface displacement is then

16

(2.3e)

(2.40)

with ( ) denoting the ensemble average.

In Section 2.2we show that two interacting trains of plane surface waves satisfying certain
conditions will induce a Eoruce pressure field acting on the mean surface of the sea given
by:

Po(r-, t) : iBptQt(d)Qr(dz)(ot + ar) exp(r[( q1* iz) . / - (o, + o2)tl)

If consideration is restricted to gravity waves only, then from Eq.(2.21.)

(2.41)

B_ (2.+z)

calculation inor alternatively using the definition of po given by Eq.(2.22), and the
Appendix $A.13

B-

where e is a phase factor.

(2.43)

For the case of a real sea, the source pressure field induced by a.ny two of the stochastic wave
components, with nearly opposite propagation directions and nearly equal frequencies, can
then be expressed as a Stieltjes integral, i.e.,

ff
Po(i, t) : J J *k-r,q;) 

"r.p(d[({-r 
* s]) .f - (o, + oz)tl)dz1(Qr) azrlo-; (2.44)

where

M(dr,dz) : pt(qgt - q1' q-z)(or * oz)2opz 
exp(re,)nerffi

t,({)__W:ffi

trog*i(or+or)'

(qrq, - qi'q-)(or + ozl ,. \

-

(ot + or)' - g2(q-t + q-z)2

withe':e-LzT

(2.45)
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Further if the pressure field is a zero mean process, the wave-number frequency spectrum
of the field is then established as the Fourier Transform of the cova^riance function of the
source pressure field, .R(p-, r) (for derivation see Appendix $A.14)

ff
fe(E,w) : | | a@,")o,p[-i(E. A - wr)ldf drTJ

-- | wk,, F - s-,) (, (G + \M- ,) /, (q',) ftG - q1) dqi, 
Q'+oo)

in which use has been made of the orthogonality

L7

By substituting il* {2: k, ot * o2: w, o2f o1- X and fJq-,) : gzFn(ou\ E(0")leo"s)
into Eq.(2.46c) we obtain after some manipulatioru (see next chapter)

2r

fe(E,Q: irpr's'/

""(ft) "(+) "P'1"@2)do,
(2.46b)

where A: 2kglaz, i: cos(dr - /r) and d1, d2 and 02 ane respectively the angles of
the wave vectors q'r, qz and E. HP) and rl(o) are defined by Eq.(2.4g). For the case

of homogeneous waves, i.e., when k 1 w f a1, vye can use the "double frequency" and

"opposite-direction" approximation in the calculation of Eq.(2.466), and put

Q'r * dz x O and c1* o2 x 2o1

(dz(d)d^2,(q1)=fo for d#q-'
I (t-talt') ror d : q-'

I oprlolzor - w)dor: in(ir)

lMl' = 4pf ol , dq-r : er dqr d0 : $de dor

Noting further that

and that

we obtain from Eq.(2.466) rhat

o t? , Pt|rrlT I
lo(E,r) : '# J t,tt:rl It?q-r) do (2.47)
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Equation (2.47) can be expressed alternatively as t

fr(E,d = f,plgzwn"z(lw) r(w)

by use of the following definitions and relations:

18

(2.48)

t

r(or)- [r@uto+ride
!*

where ^E(d) is the normalized spreading function of the wave spectral energ:r, and is d.efined

as:
fiEp) - +G(0) and Ho - J 

G(0)dtao 
-r

Integration of the wavenumber spectrum /o(F, ar) with respect to the wave-number vector
F establishes the frequency spectrum of the source pre$ure field, .Flo(ar), as

| - 
2rktu

F,(,)= | h[,,)frai " I I f,(E,ekdkd,oE
Dr00

It is shown in the next chapter that for the second-order interaction discussed here k,.,o"

k ,'lg and that w2 l\d can be used as a reasonable numerical limit. Defining rl;,(w, z)
as the ratio of the inhomogeneour (integratingw/ar - w2l(2g)) 

"",d 
the homogeneous

(integrating 0 -r wlo,) components, we can write

2r wlal

r"(,):[1+4;'(at,o|I|nG,Qkdkd0l-[1+4;'(ol,q|wr"'(i4I(tu)(z.s0)
00

The spectrum of the noise-pre$ure field arising from the wave interactions can then be

expressed as

Fr(w, z) : ft * n;,(w,4f#Fo,(!rr) r(w) rn (z.sr)

t se€ ref.[5], Eq.(2.18)
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where

19

2*

I
o

4;r(w, z) -
'f '1"' | .to,t,.z,,tl2
J { lffil I,&,w)kd'kdo2

(2.52)

a,rrd
1

rw(w) : I lffil' *o* in which n: karlu
0

(z.Es)

Equation (2.50) with 4;,(r^r,0) : 0 can also be derived from Hasset'nann's Eq.(Z.fS;tal,
Brekhovskikh's Eq.(53)t6l and Hughes' Eq.(SB)ltl if d,ue allowance is mad.e for the use of
a single or double-sided spectrum. Equation (2.51) is the exact solution of the med.ium
response for the model assumed and incorporates the effects of seabed reflection and
enhanceme6l7'el. As expected Eq.(2.81) reduces to Eq.(2.80) when z : o.

In Chapter 3 we show that 4;,(ar, z) decreases rapidly with increasing depth and frequency.
For a shallow depth, say at 100 m, the quantity 10 log ?;, can be as high as 2E - Bo d,B at
O.2Hz, dropping to less than 5 d,B at L.OHz. At a depth of 1000m these values reduce
toOd,B and -40d8 respectively. The implications of this depth dependence in respect
of the New Zeala,nd experiment (a,nd others) is examinsd in Chapter 3. It has been
established that the wave-induced pressure field described in [r] and [2] is not seriously
in error even though consideration was restricted to the homogeneous component only.
However a detailed discussion of this question is presented in Chapter B and Ref. l{1.

By a similar procedure we can also establish the frequency spectrum of the vertical
displacement of the seabed. This lea& finally to the orpression

F*t(r) : *ft t qi,(w, --H)1F,2(w lz) I(w) I*t(r) (2.54)

where

rr,t(w)= [ffi.'. (2.55)

2.5 The Spectral
tions

The Ilansfer tr\rnctions

Ibansfer tr\rnctions and Their Approxima-
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We can now define a series of spectral transfer functiong for this two layered model. For
simplicity the transfer functions are er(pressed in terms of the homogeneous component
only. To obtain the full transfer function the factor [1+ 4;,(o,z)] should be included.

(r), Tpx(w\, the transfer function relating the spectrum of the source pressure field
to that of underwater noise field,

?prv(r) = (2.56)

By refening to Eqs.(2.S0) and (2.S1) we obtain

Tpx(r) (2.57\

(see Appendix 9A.17)

(z), Tpu(r), the transfer function relating the spectrum of the source pressure field
at the eurface to that of the rnicroseism response, the seabed displacement spectrum,

,2)
2) rcd,rc

F2 ru2

@
r(
J

I
_^ [

0
t'

Recalling Eqs.(z.so) and (2.s4)

Tpu(r)=ffi

it follows that:

(2.58)

(2.60)

(2.5e)

(see Appendix 9A.18)

(3), Tux(r), the transfer function relating the seabed displacement spectrum to that
of the underwater noise field,

rpu(w\:#[ffi"*

Tyy(w) _

Since .F',v(ar, z): Fp(w)Tpr(r,z) and F^t(w)

Fx(wrz)
Fu(r)

: Fp(w)Tpu(r), we cen write

r u y (w) -- ffil = (p tw a r), 
I : 
lffi_r],; : :: (2.61)
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Steep angle and fluid-bottom appruimations:

In the situation when 9z: O Eq.(2.3G) becomee:

21

J(*,,w2,z):sin(;,r"("+a)*tE.*(:rugp(,*I/))(2.62)

where .E is the water depth, n: o,r/az, BDd the other symbols ate aa previously defined.

Further, from Fig.2.4 the variable r, defined as the ntio k f (w I or), is seen to be just the
sine of the incident angle of the pla.ne pressure wave, so that r : sin O. If E 1 tu, we c'n
therefore write

rt(*',wz,z) l'= (=fr)' [t - #p,io' (e1a +")"*o)] (2.6s)

where

n mcosO-\,FJtl:m
is the plane-wave reflection coefficient of the sea bed.

It is of interest to the rsults obtained by Kibblewhite and Ewanslr,z,ll to now consider
the transfer function relating the microseism wave-number frequency spectrum to that of
the noisepressure field, i.e.,

Tu*(8*1 : /"(E')
-MIv \'-'-' 

f u(Err)
From Eq.(2.51) we have

fx(w,z) = f,orztzw Foz(lw) r(r)lffif

which when combined with the equirralent expression for fy(E, or) and Eq.(2.68) gives

r*,x(l,,) : g (=*)' [' - E*'.io' (e1r +') "* o)] (2.68)

In the case where O + 0, the whole water-sea bed interface moves in phasJ,'"it follo*,
that

r**(E,w) : (pp,,)' (i+fr)' [t - ,r. ",*F,"' 
(;(E +,))] (2.66)

(2.64)
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and that the corresponding inverse tra.nsfer function relating the pressure field to the
ttticroseism field will be

22

Equations (2.66) and (2.67) reduce to the transfer functions proposed by Uricklel and used

by Kibblewhite and Ewans[l] when, as a first step approximation, .R1 is ta.ken as 0.

It is also of interest to establish an approximate expression for the transfer function
Tpu(w), in the case where 9z - 0. By using the approximation,

d Prffi<<1
d1

the appro:cimate transfer function becomes (for derivation see Appendix $A.19)

with

rpu(,) o ftr,y,

": #(t - zoz * 2na)

(2.68)

(2.6e)

Plots of Tpy(w) for a selection of geoacoustic models typical of the New Zealand region
are given in Fig.5.7 of Chapter 5. The curves were calculated numerically using the
full expression, while the straight lines correspond to Eqs.(2.68) and (2.69). Within
the limitations of the si'' ple two-layered model, and accepting the restriction to the
homogeneous component only, it appears that over the frequency range of present interest
(0.1

EwanE[l] adequately reflects the frequency dependence involved, but that, as expected,

the absolute levels are influenced by the geoacoustic properties of the environment. A
detailed discussion of these questions and their significance in reepect of the source fi.eld

arising from wave-wave interactions, is also given in Chapter E.

2.6 The Shear-Wave Contribution

In previous sections we have discussed the spectrum of the pressure/microseism field as

it would be observed on the sea floor inside the active region. A more important case

in practice is that considered in [t] when the sensor is a (vertical) seismometer installed
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Fig.2.5 The gqmetry for ttc actirae stotm rcgioa aad tle oa slore o.rxier'ration
point.
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outside the artive region. The purpose of this section is thus to establish a preliminary
estimate of the rnicroseism field at a distance from the source region, where the shear-
wave component8 are expected to make important contributions. This analysis is again
based on the simple two-layered model. A more realistic statement is provided in the
multilayered analysis presented in Chaptere &8.

It is difrcult to obtain an exact assessment of this contribution in the experiment described

in [f], since the vibrating interface is partly covered by water a^nd partly in contact with
airl moreover while the obseryation point is not ingide the storm region it is not very
far from it. Some simplifications have to be made to obtain even a rough estimate and
we first aasume that the active oceen region can be modelled as a visco-elastic half-space
in contact with the air at the plane boundary, z: -H, on which is acting a source
pressture field of finite size. The justification for using this simple model[6] is based on
the fact that the depth of the water layer within the active region is sufficiently small
compa.red with the dominant wave lengths involved that its effect on the pressure field
can be neglected. Furthermore, based on Fig.2.1 of the earlier paper [t], we describe the
active region as a rectamgular area and set the negative c and poeitive y axes to coincide
with the coastline as shown in Fig.2.5. Finally, in spite of the close proximity of the active
region and the measurement site, we shall still use the far-field asymptotic expression of
the Hankel function in the subsequent calculations, noting that this is sufficiently accurate
when the propagation distance is larger than one wave-length. The problem now becomes

one of solving the homogeneorut wave equations governing the displacement potentials,
with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, the calculation being based on the diffraction
theory appro:cima6ioa. I tzl

From Section 2.3, we can establish the governing equations and approximate boundary
conditions for the displacement potential at point E within the solid half-space (r- lies

on the interface). Using a cylindrical coordinate systemlrtl centered at point r-t, letting

lt- - t-'l : p' and noting that D is that part of the plane z : -E excluding S (see Fig.2.5),
we can substitute the suggested solutions

f
Oz(E, r-') : I A exp[r1o(" * H)]Js((p')f dft

0

7
![z(R, i'\ : I B 

"*pln{z tII)lJo(€p')€d€
J
0

(2.7o)
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into the boundary conditions. After some manipulation (for details see Appendix $A.20)
we obtain solutions of iD2 and ![r2 as,

o,(F) : # I ,,,rr,ro7 i Qe'- @lp,D-"rn(o"k* 4) rogp,)€d€, (z.TL)
r0

a.nd

v,(E) : -# I ",,rr', or, 

{ ffiexp(q5(z+ 
E))ro(€ p,)€d€ (2.72)

where

D(€) : (z€, - @l g)r), - 4€rrtoqt

and we have used the assumption, o,z2 : 3922. Inboth Eqs.(2.21) and (2.72) the integrands
of the inner integrations are, apart from a multiplying term {, even functions of {, so by
use of the formula

Jo(€p'): *[rj')(€p,) + rj')({p)l

they can be converted to path integrals containing the whole real axis.

As D(f) has a zero point € : €n - O/(0.91ga02) corresponding to the wave number
of the free Rayleigh wavelrtl, by neglecting the contribution from the cut-lines, the path
integration can be ca^rried out in terms of the Residue Theorem. since

D'(€n) - 8€n [zgk - (nlgr), - 4.elqopqsaf

the vertical displacement of the sea-bed vibration W-n(/,t) can now be expressed. in
terms of the potentials or(E) and V2(^d) as (for derivation see Appendix gA.21):

W-s(r-rt)

: exp(-ro u (* - # - :*),=_,

tl* I P"(,-')fi e'te^"-nt+!t 6,-r

n

0.1E3

Pz
(z.tto)
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We have up to now been considering a simple harmonic source. For the case of wave-wave
interactions, the term tF€np,,(r'') op(r[€op' - nt]) in Eq.(2.z3a) should be replaced by
the stochastic integral (derived in Appendix 9A.22):

Pa(rn,r-,r) : I IrfU*(q-r,,dz,)
e.:cp(;[(q-t' + d/). r-'+ d" . s-' - (o'r+ o)tl) dz(dr' . r-,) dz({2, . /')

(2.73b)
where En : €nd' f gt, tf we asltume that the wavefield has local stationaritn so that position
dependent spectra exist. The auto'correlation function of the vertical displacement (which
is assumed to be a zeto mean-rralue process)

Rw (i, r) : (w _ s(r',t)w !"(i, r - r) )

is then

Rw(/,') = # I I #Rp(d,r,r-) dr-, d.iu

where

Re(d,r,r-) - (P*(r'' ,t,i)pfi(r-, - d,t - ,, r-))
with p' -- 7-o - r-n

As the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function, the frequency spectrun of the
microeeisrns, takes the form (for the detail see Appendix $A.24).

Fu(w,4 : ffi I # I I r*r,'o,'f,(i,,,') fc(-q-r,it) 5(w - 2o,,)S o, *,

: 
ffis2w' r(w) | 

F"'(*,r) 
o,-,

in which we have used the relation, Fz : pzgzz, with the definitions m : pz/pr, atd

a2
and h(ir,i') : fur"tir,r-,)n(e)

(2.74)

(2.7s)

2*
f

r(ar) - I H(0)H(0+4d0
J
0
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By referring to Fig.2.5 and assuming that the wave spectrum depends only on the
coordinate y, the integral involved in Eq.(2.78) can be written as

I F](i?,r'') 
d,r-, _ 7 r"r(*r,s,) iJ d -!-o\2*'"'_1.

:toffi
where

L,

Fmi = + I ,ru,rr",(*,,s,)dy,
0

is defined as the square of the wave spectrum averaged orrer the fetch, Lo, wtd we havelml

The spectral function of the microseism field then becomes

Fu(r,il: ffis2w' I(w) LrI.'|.J,*iL

d,r'
dy'

(2.77)

By recalling Eq.(2.s0) the spectral transfer function of the Rayleigh wave can be

established as:

^ / i\ Fy(w,i\ _ 0.018 alttr,, ?(s,ar)Iprnl*tr)--l|@:6r$; (2.78)

where a(s'ur) is the ratio of the fetch average of the square of the wave spectra to the

square of the local wave spectrum, s1 sirnply the ratio of the wave spectrum squarel i.e.,

{("-E)2+(s-v,)n (2.76)

(2.7e)?( . .F'.r(*cr)E'QJ:ffi

The transfer function for the Rayleigh wave,

Tpun n arzpt-292-5w-t

thus differs from that defined by Hasselmann ([5], p.185),

i!, - plz1z-sw
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by an extra factor er2w-2. This is because here we have used as the denominator
the frequency spectnrm, .Flo(o) - pr'g'rus (see Eq.(2.s0)) instead of the wave-number
frequency spectrum used by Hasselmann, 4(k, w) - p12g2u.

Figure 2.6 showe the ratio ? (s, u) as a function of frequency for the particular case where
the size of the storm region is taken 8 Lntry : 100,000m x 400,000m, with c : 1000m,
and the fetch, y, used in calculating the local spectrum is ta^ken to be the g-coordinate
of the observation point of the wavefield in the New Zealand e>cperime.t (g - 1g4,000m)
under southeasterly conditions.[1] The curves seem to suggest that, in this case, the ratio
for wind speeds from 5 - SOmf s and for frequencies higher than 0.2 -Elz tends to a constant
value, z(s,ar) x L.26(t0logroa x LdB). This result is not surprising in view of the
proximity of the recording site to the active ocearl region. It also explains why the use of
the compressional component of the microseism field alone, in the analyses reported. by
Kibblewhite and Ewans[l], waa a reasonable simplification.

Comparison with the approximate spectral transfer function for the local compressional
wave given in Eqs.(2.68) and (2.69) allows us to establish the ratio of the two transfer
functions,

nr1-) =H:Tor2or2,r2 = nr(L - 2nz * zna) gz6

L#qk,r)
(2.80)

0.036c1{

in which we have used Eq.(2.Gg) for the factor c.

Equation (2.80) indicates that the ratio of the two transfer functions depends on the size
of the storm region, the elastic properties of the medium and the frequency. To establish
some feel for the value of a1(o) we consider two geoacoustical models. In both cases we

take "L, = 400,0OOin and 4(s,ur) = 1. For Case I we assume vralues of n :0.1g and

9z - 4r56omf s (Ref.[f8], Section a.a) as an extreme situation, and for Case 2 we take
n : 0.55 (or : 21727 ^1"), Fz : azl{i: 1, S?E m/s, which are representative values for
the area involved in [tJ. Equation (2.80) then establishes the range of aa(cu) for the two
cases oner the frequency 3ang€ 0.1 < f <LHz, as2.5x 1o-t < qilw) <2.5 x 1O-2 and
0.8 < ,tr(r) < 8.0 respectively.

In Case I the Rayleigh component of the induced ground motion is apparently some two
orders of magnitude lower tha^n the compreseional wave. This case probably represents

the extreme if the true basement in the Maui arealtl is the significant interface but the
situation in the New Zealand experiment proves to be more realistically represented by

Case 2. Certainly horizontal ground motions could be detectedlz2|.
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A detailed exarnination of the influence of the interface wave component on the seabed

displacement based on the simple geophysical model assumed, is deferred to Chapter

5. It will be shown there that no significant errors appear to have followed from the

approximations used i" [1] to estimate the acoustic noise field from the compre^ssional

component of the seabed displacements. Ilowever a frequency dependent contribution

from a shear-wave component, at the level indicated for Case 2, together with an

adjustment for multiple sea interactions, does appear to resolve the minor ambiguities

described in the earlier paper.

2.7 Summary

In a recent paper of Kibblewhite and Ewanslrl evidence lvas presented to establish

nonlinear interactions between oceanr-surface waves as the dominant source of the

infrasonic noise field in the ocean and of wave induced microseisms. The experimental data
confirmed the essential characteristics predicted by the various theoretical treatments then

anailable, but the a,nalysis was frustrated to some degree by uncertainties in the various

transfer functions involved. The resulting uncertainties so introduced in the comparison

of the experimental and theoretical spectral levels were discussed in Section VA of that
paper.

Some progress in resolving these regidual difficulties was reported subsequentlylzl] but a
full understanding requires a mone comprehensive theoretical treatment of the phenomena

involved. The purpoee of this chapter has been to provide such an analysis. For

sirnplification the ocear is modelled as a water layer of finite depth overlying an elastic
half-space. The first step in the analysis is to establish the sounce pressure field at the
ocean surface, created by nonlinear interactions of ocean waves. The solution of the
wave equation using appropriate boundary conditions leads from this to ercpressions for
both the underwater acoustic noise field and the vertical displacement of the sea-bed (the
microeeism field). The spectra of thes€ wave-fields are then derived by assuming that
the motion of the ocean surface is a space homogeneoug and time stationary proce$r.

Expressions identical to thce of previous treatmentE a.re established, but the analysis is
extended to develop a set of spectral transfer functions relating the source pressure field,

the underwater nois€ field and the microseism field in a variety of geophysical situations.
For the pa,rticular case of a water layer overlying a solid half-Bpace, it is shown that
when only compressional wave components are taken into account in the transfer function

relating the microseism spectrum to that of the source pressure field, Trrp(ar), lies very

28
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close to przarzu2lo, where c is a parameter dependent on the geoacoustical properties

of the medium. This formula can be regarded as an extension of the transfer function
pr2arzwz proposed by Uricktel, which, as a first-order approximation, neglects the effect

of reflection from the sea bed.

An ocpansion of the theoretical analysis then exa,mines the consequences of shear-

wave excitation in this simple geoacorrstic model. This establishes that the transfer
function linlcilg the obseryed microseism field to its underwater noise equivalent must be

modified when both compressional and shear-wave components are present in the ground

displacement.

However, as this analysis is restricted to a simple two-layer geoacoustic model, the
apparent agreement between the absolute rralues of the theoretical and ocperimental
pressure spectra in the present case must still be regarded as somewhat fortuitous. In
later chaptent we extend the analysig to a multilayered model, and also examine in detail
the influence of the inhomogeneouE component of the source field on the seismo-acoustic
resporure of the environment.
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Appendix

$4.1 Derivation of Eqs. (2.2) and (Z.S)

Applying the operator * - # + a . V to Eq.(2.2), we obrain

*r*,.#i* u'. vff *Lr*r' *Iu.vi, * o!z*

in which ",";;:":::"*,:#'**o,. 
vr(vc)'r + eff =o

#:,.:#
flannpooing leads directly to Eq.(z.?). Applying the sarue procedure to Eq.(2.5) leads to
Eq.(2.s)

$A.2 Derination of Equarions (Z.rO) - (2.19)

we nw ocpand Eq.(2.8) about the plane z: o as a poryer seri6 of g viz:

(('. ,***r#. ) (#*ftvot, **rr.v[(vo),1*,#)).*
tl

-'fr"(t) : o

Substituting the perturbation series

f = s6Fl * sz6Pl+... and f -eg(t) *st6(z) +...

into Eq.(2.7) results in

sr : ,.fYr6lt= "=93 *ou!"'AF 0z

s2: arzvz6tzt=#+ftVot))r+r# 
(A'2)
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and since

G(s) : 

'fts 
= V=2e[1 - f{v=r),]

here

v== (*,*)
it follorvs from Eq(2.4) that

sr: #*o#-1v=r4:e

33

"' 'lt## + Irvoorl'+ ct')ffi * o# + EFts# - rr='utu:'],=o : o

The terrns containing the first anrd second order of s in (A.2) and (A.B) are:

a1tV26(r)-ry -oo!$t:o, 0t2 nlz
a-:

ry * oo!"'- rv_rd!(') _ oAF ' r 0z ''= At

(,{.3)

(A.4)

and

i.e.;

s2:
alY,6Q)-#-ou!!,':

#*o#-tv-'{== - n(r)d'C(') -.Gl-o'6ul 
('4'5)

- 5' 'W - s-'s-d}r-

*loro'1'

-# [o''u1'

The free surface kinetic condition, Eq (Z.o), can also be treated in the sarne way whereby,

f 66(t)="L;t

li,o-4],: l#+vdVc -#].: [#+v/vE -#],

: 
[#+v/ve -#-,#].__,

#1,* * 
" [# + V/(r)vr r, - u3:' -,u,$].=o * ... : e

t#-#1.=o:0

#] r=o [t'u* - vc(1)vr"'],=o : o
f aEtzt

lat
a,nd
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Accordingly the following subotitutionE can be made in Eqs (A.3) and (A.a):

34

$A.3 Derivation of Eq.(2.f6)

Since

d(r) : eexp[r(q- . r' - ot) + bz]

sr4,(r) : (br- s2)d(r), t*y - -oz6rrt,ctt.

it follorus from Eqs.(2.10) and (2.1r) that

t#:ob6ll

or'(b"-q,)*o2-96:o

and

o2 + gb * .,qzb: o

The combination of (A.O) and (A.Z) gives,

ar.'b'+lqzb-ot'qz:o

which has a root

1q2
2af

r | 'l'q' 1aI
-T---

'12q2 !"-Y,r-t3ll

(r{.6)

(A.7)

b:

:g{ ffi-*,)^,qtl *;(*)'-(#
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*of, - wf
"oLt-6.ul or b*q if lrr<<zolz

By substituting (A.7) we get

o, : (s + .lqzlb- gq(l * 4l (d.B)
g

which reduces to

o2 : g8 when t- aa 1
g

$A.4

The inhomogeneous equation with a homogeneous boundary condition and a homogeneous
equation with an inhomogeneous bounda.ry condition, satisfied by the second-order
solution, that is

OPt:Ofi+Ol')

with

alvz6lt-#-r#:*[v6r,r1, (a.g)

#*o#-tv-'i4-s at z:o (d.ro)

and

alvz6lzt -# -out!"' :o (/.11)

# * o# - ro =,u!uf"' : -*[v4t,r1, - ro)# - $roS @.Lz)
again at, z: O.

To keep both sides of these equationo at the lrame phase, C[') "t 
a C[t) -*t both contain

the sa,me factor

exp[r2(q- . r- - ot) +Zqzl

$A.5

let d(r) : dl')+ of;) : et(iiexp[r(q-i .r'-ofi)*qrzl+ez(fz)exp[i(qi .r-.o2t)*qzz]
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Since
Vd[t) = (rgr", rqrr, qr)d[t)

[ool"]' : ?q1,, - qL +qil [dt')]' 
: o

VOy : (itzn,;qr,qr)Qfl

[oo!"]' : o

it follows that

-!'u'o(r);zv ::*?,!J),r,',,:'::,:;:'::":;:;:L+6) 

i _(o,+o2),t i.(q, +qz)z)

Introducing the operator I
r:ar2vz _#_.ft,

leads directly to

toFl: i2QrQz(or + oz)(qsz- Qr-qi)"*p(dt(d + q-r)-r'- (or+o2)tl* (q, + qz)z)

The right-hand side of this equation appears to be an inhomogeneour wave decaying
rapidly as z becomes increasingly negative. Thrx the potential field OP o abo an
inhomogeneous wave decaying rapidly with depth.

$A.6 Derivation of Eq.(2.1S)

By putting d(t) into the right hand side of Eq.(A.12) we get, at z = O :

#*o#_rr=,utt'
:-*[v6t'r1 '-r$#-r'os#
: - *[tvol'11' + (vd['))' + zv4[r)e4or]

- (sl') + d'\ l#*f) + o[')) * oSof, * oSo\',]
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: -z*t[to,o, - ri. q}of)61f')] - rf 
fiot',

+ ftoPll-{oror'ofi + oror,,o['f + gq?6fi + tol6fi]

x i2(o1 I or)(qrq, - q1 - di6l\ Oyt - 4#of,
+ ftoPl [or{oo, - or')cl') * qz(gqz - "rr)6*)f

: i2(or a or)(qrq, - q-, . qi)d[')dl') - d(frd[') + fiofil. [-r(efdl') + alo['))]

-- i2(ot a or)(qrq, - ql, . ilOfl i!:)
* r' 

[$ro['))'+ frllr * ffo?61\ + ffol,,osp)

o i 
[21o, 

I or)(q,q, - dr.q1) * ro,or(!r* *,] d[,)o[,)

: i2QrQzlto,n, - dt . {,)(or tl- oz) * ,ry(I+ *,] exp (r t(,ti + q-z) .r-- (o, + a2)tl)

in which we have neglected termn containing (dlt))t .oa (d[t))z since both involve
horizontal wavenumbersr gi - o'lg (r: 1r2), so much longer than that of the sound
wave' o/ou(ot o lSOozns-l), that the resultant pressure wave will attenuate strongly
with increasing depth.

$A.7 The choice of root 1to ,E1.(Z.ZZ):

Rewriting Eq. (z.zo)

-arr [(q" + q-r)z + p3] - igtto + (o, + oz)2 : o

37

we establish

Since the suggested solution

6t'l : B exp(f [(q-, + q-r) ./ - (o, * o2)t + pozl)
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has a phase factor exp(rlroa) the imaginary part of po should be negative to ensure that
when , - -oo, 6l'l - 0. Accordingly we choosel

po: #l;e +

$A.E Derination of Eq.(Z.Z+)

From Eq.(2.23), the condition

4a1' [(o1 q oz)2 - ar2(s-, + qi)2] - s2 > 0

is equivalent to

4a12 l(o1a or)' - orz(q? + ql + 2qgzcos d)] > e2

or alternatively

o](L*?,Y-ar2lffi+ffi.rffi]
a2,fr

in which use has been made of the relation (A.13)

o2 : sq(L*#l

By denoting

ao: +, 4r: L +191 ,lardr) g

and X : oz/or, (A.13) becomes;

(,{.13)

lz:l+xl

o,'(L+ x)r - F lfr . # . #"* r], (ry)'

whereupon

o,'(L+ x)z - ##lt * #t +2Lx2"*r], +
(1 + x)2 - #lr*fi*' +zftx'"*r], +
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#1,.# +2fix'z"*r] < (r + *r - +
O + fix' + zfrx,coe o) < a.zqf (L+ x)2 - +

Neglecting the oe{ term we can write the condition as

,#r,coso < oornf (L+ x)2 - (t + #*rl
or

cos, < -\" n'2

Zxn qt{(l + #*') - oo'nr'1t + x)'}
On the other hand, coad should be greater than -1 so the condition for the a,ngle between

the two interacting waves should eatisfy the relation:

-1 <cosd< ##Ut*Sf -e^rnrrTr+x),)

39

$a.e

If we denote

X:1-A
then

-1": # [1r + x') - oo'(1+ x)t]

a) For d: 180oru = -1
2x' :1 * x' - oo'(1 + x)z

and the roots Xrr carr be established:

and

t-zxl+xl- oo'(1*x,)2:0; (r -xl)': aoz(t *X,)2

(1 -xJt:oo2

Xr:1*co , A'-*ao

b) For 0:|r*',iu=lmozi

# --r * ++{Fx' - zd,o'(L+ x)l xz - Zx[(r + x') - ooz(1 + x)']] : o
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2x, - oorx(L+ x) - (1+ x{) + co!(l* x)2 : o

zx' +oot(l + xX1 * x - x) - (1 * x{) = o

x'- 1 +a0t(1 +x) : 1r +x) [(xt + r)(x - t) +asz] : s

(x - t)(x'+ 1) + os2 : -A(t - zL+ 1) + @02 : o

a-3{
2

40

or

c)

,' : *{zx. - oor(1+ x)x - (r + x.) + oor(t+ x)r}

"" 
: 

#{ lext - q,t(1 + zx) - 4xs* zas!(r + x)] xs

-Bxr !zx, - oorx(r + x) - 1r + x.) + oor(1+ x)r])
: f t laxt - @ot(l + zx) - 4x, + zasz(t+ x)] x

-slzx'- oo,x(t + x) - 1r + x.) + aoz(r + x)t])

Nea,r the poiat (r' : 0, X : 1 - A) the second term in the last brace equals zero, whence:

',, 
: # [r,t - $lr - oor(s - oor) +zooz(z- 9r] . ,

so that u has a manimum nalue given by:

1

-2u^: fu [t+ 1t-a)t -q'(2-a)'] ao [r+1-44 -4oo2+4aoza] (1+2A)

s 2(1 -2a-Zao'+2oo?a)(1+2a) ecz(L-za-2ao2 +2a) = 2(1 -zoor)
or

um: -(1 - Zoo')

0A.10

The vector diagram corr€sponding to 8ig,.2.2 is shown in Fig.2.3. We see that for a given
wave number vector, g-1, the interacting wave vector q] wiU lie in the cone OBCD with its
head in the shadow region Dr. Since

cA:oc -oA:olr, *n^r, -ol,-tr r co, - 
=(1 - 

oo)' :4ooqr
tt
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a.nd

Appendix 9A.12

BD nvZOEtaafl'^:Zqr
1- (1 -Zaoz1z

(L - Zasz)
N 4aoqt

where

0'^:1800 - 0-

the shadow region D, czn be conridered to approximate a circular disc.

and

41

$A.11 Expressions required in deriving Eq. (Z.gZ)

We denote dor _. ailz . k. av|'r:d ur:E-iE
_ diDr atlz . ko 0r0zvr=d az:d+iE

.,=T .r=*-?X
and the stress-strain relations,

pvrr= \u0u*2p,* t pvr2= pv2r= u"(W.*)
Pv22: \,0u *zpr* , P,*: pvs?: ," (* - *)
Pvss: \nlr*zpr* r pylr :pvrs:r"(*-*)

,,:*.*.* and Fr:o

as well as the conventional vector ercpressions

: 
*uo-_ !r,

ku DVz
kov

(d.14)

(.4.15)

Es 9o 2s

?t. 0

001

E
E*o:

"(i ,. n) vz:
rs lo 2s

-9_ -g_ _9_0x 0y Et

+-+o
vr = ?*r".?#o- (*# . I#) r,

(,l.ro)
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where E o, i o, and 7o are the unit vectors along three axial directions.

$A.12 Solution of the elastic equations

42

The substitution of Eqs.(2.31) and (A.14) into the boundary condition (2.32) leads to the
following set of equations

^r(#.# *#l lr=o: po(E, w,i,t)

),(#.#*#n.=-r
:l^u# . # * #t + zt,# - rp,+# - r*+#],.=-,

lrl,Q, , kr 02V2 k,02rg2 ktt A2w.1l'ffi-t a,, -iffi-ifrl rr=-r: o

dor, [ao-r-k-avz-!t+] -o @.17)$ tt=-E: lE - kE - T og J,=_n

Subetituting Eq.(2.31) for O1,2 and ![2 into (A.17) leads to a system of equations containing
the unknown coefrcients Br, BzrCu and D2,

-^,#r, - ^,5,",- 
P66

-^r#", e+i'4n - ^r5r", 
e-i* E. (# + z1t2kr11n, eihLn + 2p2kklD2 eir;n - o

2kLB2 eit!.E . ryD2 ei*n : o

-iklBr eiP,E + ;klCLe-i4E + ik'zB2 eitt n + ikDzeiE;E - O (/.18)

with

Pqoexp[t(E .r- - o.rt)] = Po(E,w,?-,t)

or we can take Pzsr : p213 instead of P223 : pzs2 as the boundary condition in Eq.(A.18),

i.e.,

l* . *] t.=-H= l,#. ?# - +# - +#] l=-': o
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without changing the result

From (A.18) we have

Br*Cr:#
81 sir'rn * cr e-.ih'r" - ^(t - fflnz eiE"E _ 24o2 

e;klln : o

,He*l .#D2eiHE :o

Hei,, -#e-*,E - $"rei,z' - 4orei,i, :o (,t.rg)

By setting

eik\E = €i*, e-i*rlr = €i-, eibLn: €f , eiL,,;E = ff

L _2krpl _ ^ 2pzkkli _, zkL , k, _ kl,f=9, @:r, fi:t, ffi:,
kikLkfr: nr, ft: '.r, ftr: o, *:'; @.zo)

Equation (A.19) can be written as

zt , ?r -PmEl-t-"l:6

€i*Bt + {i-cr - mq€f Bz - r{!+ D, : s

t€L* B, * tfl+ D, : s

nrfi+Br - n$f Cr - nz€L+ Bz - n€l+ Dz - o

of which the coefrcient determinant is A

1100

fi* fi -mq{z+ -r€li*
0 0 t€L* 14I+

o.€i* -zr€i -or€L* -o€ll*

A=

1100

{i* €i -mq -?
o0tt

ot€i* -nrfl- -'n2 -n

eL* €:i*
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: fl+f;+

1000

{i' Ef - €i* -mq -?
o0lt

ot{i* -"t(€T + f) -tu2 -n

: {i+€ii+{(€i - fi*)(t", - t") - nr(€i+ + €i)(r, - mqt)}

The meaning of all the symbola defined by (A.20) ig r€stricted only in this eection.

Since €i - €i* = (-2d)sin(Ic!^E), {l*+ €i- : zc*,(k'rfl), .od fl+€l+ : exp[d(ftf +el)^E]

we have

A, :2expli(,ri + kn El {,-, Ein(ri.F) lW - #,1

.h,coo(rci^F)VryW-WD
:ffiocp[r'(ei +knnl

- {#sin(,ri.E) - r#,f-,r - 4)&, - hi\ - nu,Wl 
"*1*ir11

:ffiYexP[d(&i +&il'E]

x {sin(,tir) +;fiEi?*W - ^ffWf, - r,11p, - *l')] cc(ei.fl}

:ffi+",'Ptd(tl +knnl

x {sin(/ci^E) +;fi1i^lt*, - kI\'+4k k k;l coo(rifl}
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=ffife<p[d(fti + hn qr (kz,u,)

Proceeding we obtain:

Br: ffit$*e;*

1100
0 fi- -rur -r
00tt
0 -nrfi- -ft2 -n

_ _ Pood+€;+€i-
wzpra

"r:#,€rf;*

1100
€i* o -mq -?
00tt

tt{i* 0 -'n2 -n
_ _Poo€l+E;+fi+

w2pr& {(1" - tnr) + nt(mqt- rt)}

:-#,rr€;*€i
I -mq -r
0tt

-tl1 -|12 -fl,

{(t'nr-ln)-n{rl-mqt)I

- *P*Ell,el*.g[,

L -mq -r
0lt
fl1 -tl2 -n

Bz-ffie;.

1110

€i* €i o -r
000t

otfi* -ot{i 0 -n
: .-2Pre;*€i+fi-.rnl

wzpra

1101

fi. fi -mq o

00r0
tr{i* -ot€i- -tt2 0

Dz:ffie;
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Po(F, w,i,t)

_ r^po(E, or, ir 4 €l+€l+ *,
Ptw2A

x {[(tz2 -tn)-n1(rt-mqt))€i+€i. - [(r" -tor)-n1(rt -mqt)] fi.fi-]
_2dei

orwzA

46

The vertical displacement of the sea bed, W-n, then becomes:

tr, I dOrwl lr=-s:fi lr=-*: -;k\(h e'HrE - c1 e-iH'r; ri(E'r-,r4

_p$tkkiPo(7,t) 1ft, - *l\ _ 2k 1=6L6-rtlPo(F'w'i't)
: 

=e 
ilt r'\!-?? 

== 
ps(E, w, r-, t)J(k',r'lr'p?p|

_-L\F
ppz J(k?,wr)

Similarly the ptessure field in the water layer is:

P(E ru),r'rzrt) : ) '02(Dr o2il' ' 621Drr,116r@-E)

- l{(-t2o r) - (kitroQ,-ihlx + k':cter*') r[t1F;-,4]1

. tl2 _: -),frO r: -w2prt1r

Ps = Ps(E rwrr',t)

Or :Br 
"-iaP 

* Cl eib'rt

: - 
Po€i*r€r,* 

{€| e-r4, (to, - ln - nsl * nlmqt)+ €i+ si|r,(ln - tnz - nrl * nlmqt)}
Prw2A I

_ _ Po€!r* {l*
grwzA

x {e-i4|Jfl+')(tnz- tn) - "i!r(fl+s)(tor- 
tn) + (n1mqt -npt)(e-dt',(r+r) * "iti(r+4)}
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= - Pl 
- 

";1u,+r!i1x 1-2i(tns - lolsin [,ti(.t + z)] + Zn1(mqt- rt) cos tti(z + .H)l]p11t2A'

_ 2Po .i1*i+ri1n
p1w2A-

_ ,.,1,k2 - k;2 k', zkz k I
x {; l(ffi M, - A;;d,) sin ei(rr *')l

- hl^W#,# - zk') ffil "* k\(H+ 
"))

: 2Po ,i1t;+t!,1n(r'prl"tk-
x 1; [r11r" - k;' - rk\fsin,bi(.n + z)

- hle,&'- ni\plJli' - *') - 4pzkzk d] .o" k!,(H+,))

_ -izPowzkL .i(t.-+q)E
(w2p)skplA,'

x {sin k\(H + z) - rh,l#u*r, - k';'), - 4p2k2kzr;] "*ri1 n + )}

: -;zkL wz e;Ut +tl)n 
o^k(r'prl"ol a 'u

x {sin ki@ * z) + rfr#';[t*, - k';'), + 4k2kLk;l cos ri(a + z)]

Further by ruing

o:ffirei(E',+L:)E

x {sin ktLE + tfr#r;[to' - k:;\, + 4k2kLk;l coo ria]

we have

Ito'

tDr:-+ffip"
where

J(kz,w2,2) = {sin k'r(E + z) +;L!2A'kt2wt 
O,

and

P(8, r')rirzrt) : -r'pr0r :

- k;')' + 4kzkik;] cos ki(rr + ")\

47

WP(E,u,r-,Q,t)
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$A.13 Derivation of Eq.(2.43)

From Eq.(2.t2\,

" - 
Z(qrqz - iL: i)(o, + oz)

Itog i i(or+ oz)2

and Eq.(2.22),

'o=-#r -#,
we have,

ttog *d(o, + or)' : -#r + i 
[(", 

tp ot)2 - *]

[(o, + or)' -ol(d', + d'r)'] * (o, -,soz)a - fiVr+o)2]I
a or)' - g2(il+ q-z)')*

: Ac't"

with

e: {4'oi
: {(ot

whereupon

B- (A.21)

gA.l4 Derivation of Eq.(Z.4Oc)

By using Eq.(2.a3) we can write

Po(r-, t):ipr I I 1'^*o2)exp(;[(4i+s-r) .i - (or+o2)t])dqr(q-r)dez({r)

: I I M(q-r,q;) 
"*p(i[(s-r 

* s1) 'r- - (or+ o)tl)dzr(ii dzz@z)

where

M(it,d) =

t We divide B by 2 since every pair of components will be counted twice in the
integration.

QrSt-dt'qr)(o,+o,
or+o2)1-ez(Q1r+q-2

pt(qrq, - q'r. dz)(o, * ozlzoroz o*-r..

eozlf (o1a or)' - slil + q-zlz
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with et : € - r lz. The waveinduced undennrater noisepressure field will, by reference to
Eq.(2.35), thr:s take the form:

"xp(d[(,ii + si) - ,' - (o, + o2)tl)dz1(q1) dzz(ql)

If the Pressure field is a zero mean process, the cova,riance function of the source pressure
field will be

R(d,r) - (Pq(r-,t) .P,i(r- - d,t - r))
ff: J llMl'exp(rl(qi+ q-z)-d -(o,+or)r]) (lazklr\f] {aztq,,lf)
fr: 

J J lMlzexp(r[(,ii + q-z).d - (or+ 
"r)r])fr(m)/,(qi) dd,tdz

in which we have used the property that

(dz(q)dz.(s-,)) : {: .-.-.,,, 
for f # qn

| (ldz(q-)f) for q' : {'
The wavenumber frequency spectnrm of the field is then established as the Fourier
Transform of .B(p-,r):

fr
fn(k,r) : I I n@,r) ecp[-d(E . t - wr)ldi drJJ

: I I lMP6(q-, t Qz - E1;o1o, * oz -r)/c(q-r) f s(qrr) ddtddz

: 
Iwto:,,E-s-,)f t(fi(rm.v{Ee -") rr(m) r,(E -a1)aq,

$A.15 Expressions for the terms in Eq. (2.52) and (2.8g)

J(*"w"z):sin (t*("+o)
+ i ^ . -G ((zn2 - opr)' t 4nzr,ffir@.* (:1,6(r + o)ttpt y/n2 - rc2 

t' -P ' '' v ''P 
\or 

t' ' 
(A.22)
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and J(rczr r'): J(*',r,r2,0).

From Eq.(A.22) we Bee that the integrand of Eq.(2.53) should be divided into two parts
according to the sign of the term (o, - rcl). Thus we ce'l write

rr-(i ndn*iw,d.)
where

with

lJ1r1(r2,,,.r2 ,")l' :sin2[(a + ^H)V(r)] + P2(r) coe2[(z + ^A)fr(rc)] (A.2s)

a.nd

lJ4Qsz,r',t)l'-
(sin[(z + E)v(n)] + l&(r)lcos[(z + H)v(n)l)2 + pz2(n) cos2[(z +.8)lr(rc)]

Here we have in fact implied the specific relationships between $'ave speeds,

z ( 1 aod np ) L or p2 1o.11a,2

which r:sually apply for real situations.

$A.16 The Microseism Spectra

(A.25)

(A.26)

Suppose we let E : Q1+ ql *d u, : or * oz. By invoking Eq.(2.1a) the expression for
the vertical displacement of the sea bed induced by the nonlinear interaction of two plane

surface waves, i.e. Eq.(2.33), can be extended to the case of a random sea surface to
obtain:

M(dt,q-2) exp(r[( Q-t * f2) . ,- - (o, + o2)t]) dz(qr) M(q-r)

(A.27)
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tr(ql,q1) - M(q'r,q'z)

and following the Earne procedure by which Eq.(2.a8) was derived we obtain the
corresponding wave number-frequency spectrum, fr(E 14, of the micrceism response:

ru(E,d : #,ffi ' f;o\o',rltlvt l
(.{.28)

: 
= 
g', (t -.1*o,rlrl_:) F^z(,t lz) I(w)2afw lJ(w2,kz)12

which leads to the frequency spectrum (homogeneous component)

r,"(,):l!,ru(E,w)kdkdQ**,1,,,,,wl2)I(w)',i,ffio*@.2g)

Following Eqs.(A.22)-(A.26) leads finally to

F*t(r) : ffi ,"' (, / z) r (,t) iy(wl

$A.r7

In the case where the conditions of Eq.A.2b apply,

rptt(r) = 411,(,) +rfl1w1

t:.;

zi'^lt,l :z l "r'
0

(.4.30)

(.4.31)

(/{.32)

where

(.A.Bs)
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| (sin((a + r)v(z)) + l&(")l cc((z + rr)y(,)))'z t P22 (r)cos2 ((z + .E)r(c)),T adr

(,4.34)
and lr(u), pr(r) and P2(r) are aa defined in Eq.A.ZB.

$A.r8

In the case where Eq.A.2S is satisfied we crn write

rp u(w) : r[!"@) + r['z]r1w'1

where

(.4.35)

(/.36)
and Y(r), Pt(c) and P2(u) are again as defined in A.23.

$A.re Deriving Eq.(2.6s) and (2.6e)

It is of interest to establish an approximate expression for the transfer function Tpu(w),
in the case where 9t + 0. Comparing Eqs.A.3l and A.32 with Eq.(2.62) we find that in
this case

G + Pzz(x)cos2(.F v(r))in (^E v (")) + l& (c) | cos (^E r, (r)) )

so that

r['lrtl:#[
Irf)*(rl:#l

P'(r):ffi

(r - f)rdr
sin2(// v(a)) + m'(L-r')l@,-rr) cos2(rI v (t))

| - r,)x,dr

(/.37)

,n(r) r. .r z _ i (t - r2)r dxtiirtu)=@/

I

(/.3E)
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where

Ev(n): larffi << 1' ot1

Since in our case ff < t we ta.ke the approcimation:

53

^(rtr, 2 [" (L_x')xdxtituru): M to

2 fon'-*z ,--, 

-xax

piw-,,i Jo @xax
z l!o, _r_ x. l.:61LrA*- - 4"FJ"

:#(zo'x'-xt)13

:-
Zmzpfwzo;l

na

In the saqre way,

It follows that;

rru - r[Ir+r!'), * #[o'+ (r - o')'] : ffiF -zo2 *znal

o
E-

p?a?wz

with u: #[t-znz *Zn'l

The followins table lists paraneters and cor"ecponding values for several reported models.

r[?"tl:#1,'

* # I^' r*, - n )xdx = ffi(+ - f;x\i
2 [f nz nr nal:;566 12-Z- 4-TJ

:ffili-+.z] :#o-*tz

{sin [^mr (")] + ffi coo [mr(r)]]'
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plolr' :2.25. 1012 .4o,Ir: gg.83 .1g+rz . 7z

l0logTpra: -120 - l0log(88.89) - 20log/ + fOloga: -tgg.S * 10log a_2llogf
The approximate transfer function thus becomes

m

2.7

2.O

1.29

1.04

with

$a.20

n

0.83

0.9615

0.78

0.64

n2

0.6889

0.9245

0.6084

0.4096

nl

o.4746

0.E547

o.3702

0.1678

m2

7.29

4.00

1.6641

1.0816

o

0.0392

0.1076

0.1573

o.2387

10log c

-L4.O7

-9.69

-8.03

-6.22

Tpu(r)* -' a

tprarqr)2

Lo-#(t-zn?+2na)

Derivation of Eqs.(2.71) and (Z.TZ)

(,4.39)

(/.40)

(/.41)

(A.42)

Recalling Section 2.3, we can write the governing equations and approximate boundary
conditions for the displacement potential at point 

^E within the solid half-apace (i lies on
the interface) as

v2or1E; + $or{E) 
: o, v?irr(E) + fivrt';) 

: o

(;rror1E1 + rrzlpz(^d)),=_, : 
{ l',t, : ; I ;

(r,,or(E) + t22!t'r(E)),=-, : 
{ ;"tt' : : I ;

where L:,;,', L:r,r -t21, and L72 are the differential operators transforming the displacement
potentials to pressure components, in cylindrical polar coordinates.

According to Eq-(A.al) in a cylindrical system we have equations of the displacement
potentials 

nz rrz(V'+ ;;)o : o and (Vr + fr)v : o

whereV2: f)+i*+#
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By denoting

we have

Append,ix gA.2O

ao a2vq:T+ffi
ail a2v r alr do azut

3':- :-0z 0rz r 0r 0z ' 022

O=VzO La,aO. A2A:;Er'7')- E

oo

I a2!r

02 atz

P.. :,#* #t : rl#. #. #_ # _ili#t]
:zu#i'*pl#-#-#,i#,] .

P,.: Xt *ru!: lv?o *ruffi -ruffi -
- (lvz * ruSy, - rutfi * |{*;*

and so

L' : lzVz * rur# Lrz : -rur* (# -:*)
A2 , a laz__a2 _1a\Lzt: zpz# Lzz: ur* (;, Orz r 0r )

Since all the equations and boundary conditions are linear, we introduce the potential
densitiee 6: and &2 satisfying

2p 02{t

; a,a,

or(d) : 
{ 

rrrU,r') dr,,,rrr(d) = { 
trril,r-,) dr-, (A.43)

(A.44)

(d.4s)

in which Prr(r-'): 0 when it € E.

Centring the cylindrical coordinate system at point i' and denoting lr- - t-'l : p, we have

v26z(8, r-') + #tr,U,r-') 
: o, v2iir2(8, 

"-,) 
* #trril,i,) : o

(rrr6rtfr, r'') * L"rfrz(rt;1),=_, = pu(r-')d(r- - r-')

(r,rror{8, r-') * Lrrfrr(rt,r-)),=_, : o

-, az La a2\.':W-Vfr-fi
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and

LtL=' / a2 t o,+g\ +zu,!'rr \!'/ * V u. #) +2p,#

Lu:_ru,*(#.ih)
Lzt:'u'#

Lzz= a I az L a a'\u,il \-aAr - Vil*fr)
The two dimeruional 6 function, d(r- - r-') can be ecpressed. as

d(i-r-,) = *ry:*i ,u*r,rrou
0

by uring the zero.order Ilankel transform

7...._. Td(f) : 
Jo(o')Jo(€p')p'dp' , h(p'): l*G)Jo(€p')€,d€o{

Subetituting the suggested solutioas

f
,iDr(.R, r'') : I A op[no(, * E)lJo(fu,)f df

J
0

56

(A.46)

0r(8, /') : [ " 
*n r{z + H)lJo(€p,)f df

b

into the boundary conditions (A.45) and remembering that the zero order Bessel function
Jo(€p) satisffes the differential equation

t#* i#+ €')ro(€p') : o

and that

":?tiiJ:4€p')
u\sP-t

we finally establish the equationr for the cofficients A and B

lxrnhl,- €') +zp2Aa!,*z1t2l(zrtr1: fi{r'') (A.47)
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-2pzAnn€J,,(€p') + rraft(rri + gr)ro(€p) (.d.4E)

: l-zp2Aln€ - prB(r,t, + gr){] Jr(€p,) : o

Alternatively by uaing the relations

# : €' -'fi , # : E' -nl, - ffi : r,(€p')

and the appro:cimations 12 nl p2 and o,22 :}gzzrwe get

rr(nl- €') *2pznl: pr(lnl- €r) =pr(B€r -#- €r) = t r(z€, -fi1

nl+€'-z€,-#
Thru the equations (A.42) and (A.+a) 

".o 
be written as

/ - Qr\ - 1, (r*' - lH *28(245: fir,,1-'1
zAnn+ a 

Qre,- #) :, 
(,n'4e)

The coefrcient determinant ig

o : (ru, - #)' - nf,rn ,

whereupon the unknorvn coefficients of r{ and B will be

with



Substituting ,4, and B back into Eqs.A.42 and A.45 we obtain the solutions of O2 and V2
ast

o,(E) : ** I ,,.rr,,, o,- f @€' - @lgrD-ze('t,k + 4) ro'p,)€d€ (z.TL)
.0

and

,r,r(E) : -:* | ,,,rr'r t* i ftexp(ac(e 
+ ^F))ro(€ p,)€ d€ (z.Tz)

Chapter Two: Appendix gA.Zl

$A.21 Derivation of (2.?Ba)

We now evaluate the integrals in Eqs.(2.7r) and (2.72). For simplicity we neglect the
contribution of branch line integratione cor"esponding to the body and head waves which
all decay with dista,nce faster than the Rayleigh wave. From Eq.(2.21) we denote

Ir: f 2€' 
-:I/P.,)' exp(a"(a + ff)) ro(€p,)€,,t€- I D(tt -\'-\

Since all the integrand except € are even fuctions of f and gsing the result[2o]t.{1r(rr)

Jo(€p'): * Io* l"rrr-hz - "-i(e'e*t'] 
o,

we have

r, : * [* o, [* 
(2t2 - (na)\on"t'+al 

f(ei€r,"-r,, _ r-isy'corrrr)lf- r'i Jo to D(€)

: + [* o, [* (2€2 - (nn)-')"r-t'*nl 
ged€r,"-h,4gri lo J _* D(f)

We know that D({) has a zero point at { - fn - n/(0.9194p2) which repreeents the
Rayleigh wave. By using the residue theorrem,

: n;€rz€r' -.!t\UrY- qp(q"n(z+ r))rjr)(f"p,)

: fo (O, €,a, 
") 

H['l (€np')
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Simila,rly from Eq.(2.72) we denote

59

,feor': J Dib *,rP(rr(z + rr))ro(€ P')Edt
o

: 
"; €*ffi exP?t',(z+ r)) rjr) (€"P')

: F*(O, €n,AF,t\Gnp')

where
D'(€n) : s€n(z€i - (al9i') - se.44{n 4onlon

: 8€n (zeL - (nl9r)' - 4.elrr"Rqsp)

It then followe that Eqs.(2.71) and (2.72) can no\r be expressed as:

or(a-) : fi,rr(o, €n, z\ r((a,i) , vr(fr) : -#rn(o, €n, z) r(g,r-)

where

/({", il: I e,,f)n[r)(€rp,)dr-,

The vertical displacement of the ,".,U"a vibration W-s(lrt)can now be orpressed
terms of the potentials Or(fr) and !tr2(E) as:

w-n(i,r) =exp(-dnr) (* -#-:T),=__

- exp(-,n q(#* | n,,1t1n[\(€"p,) di,

. #;r I r..rr', (# . i h)ri')(€,p1 or,) 

.=_*

Since

(# . i h)aj')(r"P') 
: -€'''J')(s"P')

we can use the relations fn = fl/(O.9194P2), az x 69r and the results

il€n(Z€n - fi)en."l'+al
D'(nn)
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, ni€aq"n(2€n - #l ri non(zfn - *il1t=_E:W;.,qr;:Tffi
F*lr=-s:ffi

to obtain

W-s(r-,t)

:{ (:+-r,'&) r(€n,r-)rrllz \2 0z "' -, 
,l ,=_n

_e-dn' (r_ ,u(z€h-ff):--t', U6@-
: -ifrrno! c-dntf(€n, r-)

Lfipzfll (z€h- fi, _ q.$rt"Rab")

- 4.934n745a)8(2eh - ) 
,,*,,,

Since rit)(€rp') o ,ffi"'(€ny'-t) ,

and

i{lrnone-itu _ f o (_-,\u(r)t,
J f,.lr_. )rrd-,(€n, p,) d/,

€ngz: u,J,*_ - t.0BZZn

pi4€h - fr - 4.e3qo44n) = zehpl- s;z - o.n pir[ rr;r rl 14
: 2.366or - s1r - n.osy'r.rmo2 - |nr1@ - p,

: (1.366 - +.gg/6:84-gz\6i85)O2 = -0.5784n2

w -s ('-,') * ffi l,#ed(€n/-nr+ 
tt 4r-t

we obtain

?on: €a

to finally establish

w-s(,-,r) - T: ,|tr* 1,4",rcae'-ut*frt4,7,
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$A.22 Derivation of Eq.(Z.?fb)

From Eq.(2.aa)

r f J((s-r,tq'2,)2,("i+oL)r,-E)Pn(f',t,i)- I J {€"M(q-r',e;)

exp(d[(q-l' + d/l .i' + da . p*' - @i+ oi)t]) il(q-r, .r-,) dz(q-z, .i,)

with

,- _ (ol+ oL)

0.9194fr
For the sake of simplicitn we ta,ke ilr an appro:cimation that

J((q{ + iz')z,(ol+ d)2,-E) _ 1
=I

ff we then aseume that the wavefield is of local stationarity, so that position dependent

spectra exist, Pn(r' ,r, t) becomes:

f f 
-Pa(r-',r-,t): J J {€"M(dr',dz')

""p(t[(.ii' + {z\ . i' + € ,. d' - @i+ oi)t]) &(q-r' . i,) d,z(q-r, .r',)

where
<t

7 .Qcn=(.n7

$A.23 An orpression required in Eq.(2.7a)

By referring to Eq.(2.44) we can write < P-(f\P:,(i") > *

< P,,(r-,)P),(i") t: [ [ *W,r,,dz,)M'1q-r",dr"\
JJ

.. J [(e'r, t dz,)r,("i + o,r)2, -El
^

.. J [(q-tn * q'2")t,("1 + o:)', -E]
^

x e:cp (; [tar' * q-z') .r't - (s-r" + ir") .i"] - d [(oi + "l)rl)
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$4.24 Derivation of Eq.(e.ZS)

The frequency spectrum of the microseisms, as the Fourier transform of the auto
correlation function, takes the form

f
F*t(w,i) : I Rw(r,r') s-i'c,d" : 9S t t L ( i *ru,r,r-) s-iwr or)) or-, or-,,J r'\.'''- prrz"!!@\f_ - 

)"
(,4.50)

We now make the following assumptions:

(1) 
'

(dz(q-r',i') dz'(q-r",r-")) : { 
f;U:t'r-)Jv(p-)ds-t ' 4l : {-r"(= q-'1

Lo ,q-r'#q-t'

(azk-r',r-')dz'(q-r',i")) : { f'{d"r-')N(!)d'q'2 ' iz' :6"(= fr)
t o , q-z' * dzu 

;' 
(A'51)

where iV(g-) is a function deecribing the spatial nariation of the wave spectra and is usually
considered to be slowly varying.

(2) : the radius of the spatial conelation of the presEure field is small enough that we can
consider p' N p' in (A.50) and ff(p-) : 1 in (A.S1). Equation (A.SO) can then be written
aa

F*,(w,q=ffi I# I I I i ,.tM(d,,d,)t'

op(d[(d; -; - d,). d - @ - o1 - o,),1)

df dr ft(ir,i') f,(Qr,f') d,q1'diz

in which we have used the property (see Fig.2.E):

d'-dn:it-'o:d

Proceedingr w€ establish

Fu(',4 :ffi I T I I I i u"tM(q-,d)l' d(d* - dr- q,)6(, -ot- oz)

tr-6

dd d7' 4(g-r, ,-') f Jq-z,i') dfid{2
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Since the Rayleigh wave velocity is also much greater than that of the gravity wave we

can still use the double frequency and wave vector approximation in calculating the above

integration, whereupon

Fu(w,fl : # t + [ [ erno?oift(d,,,',) ItFar, r,)6(w - zor)':] aeao,zaF| Jo P- J J g'

:ffi|'*n"*?Y&
where as defined previously

(2"1) , Fn2(q,r'') 
r@)di,Tp'=tn

/r (s-r, r-') : #lr"t;,r-)^E(d), f Fir,r-,) : #rr"f;, r-\ n (e + tr)

and then r(u) : tl' nlep\ + r)d0 since fa - a,/(0.etsagz) we have

Fu(w, il = ffio.snafiel,, { r p) I,Wor,
=Wryt@ I,Ft('uilar,

: 
ffiozwzl(w) I,F:(?'r') di'

in which we have used the relation, pz: pz7z|, with the definitions m : pz/pu and

2r

and ft(ir,"-') : fir"tr,z,l-')H(o)
r

I(w)= J Ep)E(o+r)ae
o

$A.25 Derination of Eq.(2.?6)

The integration

r- fo dd-J-u@
ca,n be computed, by putting (" - "') 

:,4 a^nd (g - y,) : B to give
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-ltr
qrhich l€ad! directly to Dq.(2.76).

M

r + (#l,l
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CHAPTER THREE

The Relative Levels of the Ilomogeneous

and Inhomogeneous Components of the

Aeoustic Pressure Field

3.1 Introduction

In the last chapter the theoretical background to the non-linear interaction of ocean surface
waves was exarnined. Particular attention was paid to the conditions under which the
induced acoustic pressure waves become progressive plane waves propagating downward,s

into the ocean with an amplitude that is independent of depth. Discussion was restricted.
to the development of a general understanding of the phenomena involved. We now
extend the analysis to include consideration of the inhomogeneour component of the
induced acoustic field by allowing the horizontal wave number of the induced pressgre
waves to srceed that of sound waves in the sea. In this case the induced pressure field
involves an additional component which, relative to its homogeneous equivalent, decays
with increasing frequency and depth. Though of relevance in situations where the water
depth is small compared with the dominant acoustic wavelengths, this component has up
to now received little attention in the literature.

In its long history of developmentll-161, reviewed recently by Kibblewhite 1116 Bro"rolr-tl,
Hasselmanlrl was the first to expand on the early work of Michelsl and Longuet-Higginstel
and point out that interactions between two surface wave trains with wave number vectors

of different magnitude and not exactly opposed in direction, can be more important
acoustically than those associated with normal standing-wave behaviour. The reason
for this is that the resultant pressure-wave may poss€ss a horizontal phase velocity that
coincides with a resonant mode of the geoacoustic waveguide. In 1966 Brekhovskikhl6|

established the condition for the generated presEnre field to be a propagating one, but
in his analysis and subsequently little attention was paid to a quantitative discussion

of this condition. When dealing with the integral of the timespace spectrum fr(E,r)
with respect to F most authorsl6,r0-rsl tr."" restricted calculation to the region 0 S
lEl S wlar (where t^r is angula,r frequency a^nd a1 the sound velocity in water) ba.sed.
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onthejustificationthattheinhomogeneorFcomponents(forlE|>
contribute to the pressure field when the obsereation point is located in deep water.
As a.n ocception Schmidt and Kupet*.trlrrl made a numerical evaluation of the integral
/o* lg(&, z, z')121rc2(z) - kz1^-rk d,k (see Eq.(3.a0)) by regarding the noise as deriving from
a mono or multi-pole point Eource. Their numerical results confirmed that in shallo$,
waters (compared to the wavelength) the contribution from the inhomogeneo'E component
can be significant. Catolr6l too waa aware of the significance of this component to
his measuremente. However a comprehensive discussion of the real processes involved,
including a discussion of the upper limit of the integration when the wave interactions
involve lEl> w/audo""not appear to be arrailable.

This chapter attempts to provide that discusEion. The central goal is to determine
quantitatively all possible pairs of interacting wave components (with wave vectors g-r and
g-2) which contribute to the induced pressure field and satisfy the interaction requirements
that g-1 *iz: F and or*oz: q,r (wher" E i" the wavevector and o.r the frequency). It
is also required that the surface-wave vectors dr r{z and that of the second-order press're
field F, must satisfy their pa,rticula,r dispersive relations.

Chapter 2 dealt with these issues for the region lEl < u/or. In the remaind.er of this
chapter we extend that a.nalysis to the whole interaction process by including values of
fF; uoth less than and greater than wlot. we start in section 3.2 with a geometrical
description of the wave interaction process and then demonstrate that a theoretical upper
lirnit orists for the value of lEl and also establish a numerically acceptable approximation
to it for computational purposes. In subsequent sections we give a complete derivation
of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous frequency spectra Fe;(w,z) ,Fp,(w,z) and their
ratios FpilFp, (Section 3.4). Section 3.5 then er<tends the above to the more general
case in which the reflection from the seabed is taken into account. Numerical results are
presented to show the depth and frequency dependence for the two extreme cases where
the reflection coeffi.cient .R5 is taken as 0 and l.

3.2 Geometrical Description of Wave-Wave rnteractions

In an attempt to clarify the physics involved we start the discussion by considering first the
interaction of two plane wave trains (since the dominant frequencies involved are generally
below a few hertz we can neglect any contributions from the capillary components of the
ocean wave motion). We recall from Chapter 2 [Eqs.(Z.tO) and (2.ff)] that the solution
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of the first-order perturbation equation of the hydrodynamic potential
boundary condition on the free surface

67

i : Yd and its

1z6F) a6o6'2vz6lrl - " -^t: _ q"Y" : OF_OE:'
grot t ao\

At, - OE :O ai z:O

is given by

4'(t) : ee>.p[d(q- . f - ot) + qzl

with the correponding pressure field as

(3.1)

(3.2)

P(t) - ippeexp[r(q- .i - ot) + qzl (3.3)

neither of which propagate in the z direction. Tnntead they travel horizontally with phase
velocity o lq k - lq-l) in the direction of g- and decay with depth z at arate, q, proportional
to frequency, as defined by the dispersion relation

oz:gg (3.4)

Here as before p1, a1 and
gravitational acceleration.

Introducing any two of the

into the second-order equation and boundary condition

g are respectively the ocean density and sound speed, and

first-order solutionE

CIt) : Qlexp[r'(q]. . / - of) t qizl

alvz6al - a20@ o6Qt
E-sE:*[v4t't1z

ry * ^?!(" - a 1116(r)1, -.1r;d'd(') ./r) 6z6o)
E-sE --E;[t' r r Oz'tz-lt'ro-5;i- at z=0 (3.5)

leads to three types of solution involving respectively the factors exp[r2(q- . r- - ot) *Zqzl,
exp(dl(rti+{z).i-(or+o2)t] +(qr+qz)z)andexp(rl(qi+q'z).r--(or*o2)t+poz]).
It is obvious that only the third solution, involving the adjustable parameter ps, can lead
to an ordina.ry propagating pregsure wave or an inhomogeneous plane wave decaying with
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depth more slowly thau the pressure field associated with the interacting gravity waves.

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, pe takes the form

uo:-.fi(**
and the induced pressure field

Po(r-, t) - ip{or t o2)BQlq2 exp(s[(g-r + q-z) . / - (o, * o2)t + pozl)

(3.6)

where

ot2 /lq-il : g

ot* oz: w

Qtt'Qz:E

i:L,2

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.11)

(3.10o)

(3.100)

(3.10c)

B-

Equation (3.7) simply says that the second-order pre$rure wave will have a horizontal
wave number { : Q1* 6 and angular frequency u : or* ozt and that when ps has a
non-zero real part Dps and satisfieE the relation

(Dpo )' * lg-r + Q-zlz : (ot + or)' lo,r'

the reult is an ordinar]r acoustic wave, while when Sps :0 the presEure wave becomes
inhomogeneous in the a direction.

A geometrical description of this procesE was presented in Chapter 2, but discussion was

restricted to the case where ftpo I 0. We now remove this restriction. For convenience
we develop the discussion by seeking to determine the wave vectors for two interacting
surface-wave trains when the frequency t.l and the horizontal wave.vectot F a"e defined.

since any pair of interacting vectors must satsify the relationg

they can be represented geometrically in a &dimensional r-E tp."", as shown in Figs.B.l.

To appreciate these figuree it is helpful to first recognise the significance of the cone

OBCDEB centered on the cd-a>cis - see Fig.3.1("). Any point within the surface of the
cone defines an ordinary plane acoustic wave satisfying the dispersion relation

2l(qrqz - Et . dr)(o, + or) .r,

tf @, * or)' - gzlil + q-zlz

lFl : ewf a1 0(e(1
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The cone is a representation of Eq.(B.ll) when e : 1.

The two hornJike surfaces whose apexes O and Ot ate also centered on the ar-axis,
represent respectively the two dispersion surfaces describing the relations or : ,@
and a2 : \@ for the.."" F = 0, when the additional constraint o1 *o2 =r, is also
applied - Eq.(3.10b). (If g-, * 6 = E + O then O and O, do not both lie on the c.r-axis,
and in Fig.3.l(b) the more general case of k * o is considered). The intersection of these
two rotational eurfaces is indicated by the spatial curve Z, the projection of which in the
E-plane is the curve L'. Conesponding to each point ot L,, say G, in the lower part of
Fig.3.l(c), there are two diarnetrically opposed vectors g-r and g-2 which add to give &- : 0.

In the more general 
"""" F + O, this situation describes an induced acoustic wave

propagating in a direction other than normal to the surface of the sea. We first consider
the case - Fig.3.l(b) - of a homogeneous wave, where the end point of E nes inside the
surface of the cone defined by Eq.(3.10). In this situation the apex of the upper horn is
displaced as shown and the projection, Lt,of the intersecting curve.L in the E-plane, is
slightly different from a circle. Each of the two interacting vectors g-r , gf , associated with
point G', now difers slightly in magnitude and direction. This is the case diecussed in
detail in Chapter 2.

When lFl equalE the acoustic wave number ulat,the induced pressure field becomes a
travelling plane wave propagating horizontally. For lEl > ,lo, the acoustic response
degenerates to an inhomogeneotrE wave decaying with increasing depth (distance from the
surface). The intersection curye .[ and its projection Ltgradually change from the dumb.
bell like shape of Fig.3.l(c) to the situation where two closed curves centered on O and
O'exist - see Fig.3.l(d)' In both situations it is clear that for each point Gt on-t,, up to
three pairs of interacting vectors (q1, q1) can lead to the resultant E. tniu is indicated in
ocaggerated form in Fig3.r(d). For a given E and a defined direction for g-1 three poosible
pairE of vectors exist - (i) g-, : Ob,, dr: Gbti (ii) qi - dp, q-z: Fb,iand (iii) q-r: Oh,
q-z: Eb'. Finally when E reaches avalue k: w2/grthe only point remaining cornmon
to the two cunred surfaces are O and O'. In this critical cas€, represented in Fig.B.l(e),
we have dr : 0r oz : ut or o1 : Ut oz: 0, whereupon fi : 0 and 6 : w2/g or q\ - w2fg
and 6 - 0. Beyond thig point the two dispersion curves separate completely from each
other and the wavtswave interaction ceases.

The geometrical description outlined above ghows clearly that the horizontal wave number
of the induced pressure field cannot become infinite but is limited by the the value or2/g
uniquely determined by the frequencn a point not recognieed previously.
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3'3 Wave Number-Erequency Spectrum of the Pressure Field

Having established an appreciation of the physical processes involved we now turn to
the quantitative calculation of the spectrum of the pressure field induced by the second-
order wave interactions. Starting from Eq.(3.7) and repeating the procedures related to
correlation and F'ourier transformation developed in Chapter 2, we can write the spectrum
of the induced pressure field in the frequency - horizontal wave number domain, f*(E rr),
as en integration of dg*1 (see Eq.(2.46o) of Chapter 2)

- fr) dil (3.11)

where

lM(dr,F - qi) f - Plol(w - o)l(\ - los r,d2
' 1-g2k2fw1

/r(q*) - gz F"(o)-H lo - e.)
2o2

6(z) is the 6-Function; ds is the angle between {-r and dz;L-is the bearing of the prevailing
wind; a,nd E is the defined do'nai1 of the integrand in the g-1 plane. By denotin g X : oz/ot,
6 : zke lw,, t: colrd11, and dq-r - .,-dqtdl1, we obtain from Eq.(8.1r) (see Appendix
$A.1)

70

-,) r,k1) r,G

2*

fr"(E,r) : *upr'o' I
x F" (w / (L+ x)) F,(law I Q+ x)) H(0, - 0.)H(02 - 0_) d\r

where

0t: 0t- (r - r/)sg3[sin( 0t - ;il t' : cos-r (t -
\

(3.12)

nlfl1 + x)
x2

I
2 1)

and X is the root of the cubic equation

(x' + r)(x - 1) - i?ft(l + x)s +#rf(r * x) _ o (s.13)

From a hand book of algebra we can find the solution of Eq.(B.rB). It is of interest to note
that the cubic equation reflects the fact that, when ft is sufrciently large, three pairs of
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interacting waves can exist for a given F and a, - 8ee Fig.s.l(d). It is also well known that
Eq.(3.r3) can have only one real root under certain conditions. This inturn corresponds to
the case when E is sufficiently small that there will only be one pair of interacting waves
contributing to the induced field defined by c,., and F. Ftom algebraic manipulation we
establish the condition 6 > I (6 is defined below) for which Eq.(e.rs) will have a single
root (see Appendix gA.2):

x=€-*

7r

(3.14)

where

e : (-ie *q* * (-*o- 
".r)*

e : (|e)t + (ip)t t p : (loe' -2be+ c)la, I = (bp, - oes - cet d)lo

e: b/(sa) s o: (r - lAr) , b: - (ta, + r)

.:(1 -lrnr+rhq , d:(ki-lar_r)

In the last section we established that the maximum value of lF I is wz f g,so that o < h < z.
It can be shown that when r?r is less than a certain nalue h" (x o.g8), for all r?r and f the
discriminator of the cubic equation 6 will be positive and thus x has only one real root.
The region in which 6 is aegative and x can have three different real roots, is very turarow
a'rouad f : 1 (i.e. d1 - 0i. This can be well explained by Fig.B.l(d) where we see that
only in a narrow sector bean (i.e. 01 - 0r * 0) can there be 3 pairs of interacting wave
trains for a given g-i; and thig sector becomes more na,rrow with increasing fr. On the
other hand when ,t is less than the value for which the curves .L and .Lt retain the single
closed form, there will only be a single pair of interacting wave trains. Moreover, since the
value of f*(E,cu) is proportional to [r - coalp]z (see Eq.(3.1g)), it will become smaller
as h increases and the angle d12 decreases. Therefore we can take k,,-n : wz l@d b;lrd
thug r?r : 1) as the upper limif qf /c, without introducing any significant error.

8.4 r{omogeneous and rnhomogeneous components of the
Pressure Field

In previous sections we have derived an expression for the wave number-frequency
spectnrm (fo"(E,ar)) of the pressure field induced by wave interactions. By direct
integration over the F-plane we can obtain the frequency spectrum, which is of more
practical use. As mentioned before we can divide the integral into two pa.rts, one
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with 0 < < wlar and the other with wf ar ( f < w, led. Further, taking the
depth dependence lein'12 into account, and neglecting the term glaf , we define the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous components of the induced pressure field as follows

*z'ff
Fp,o(w,") : I I Io"(E,w)kdLpdkJJ00

*,,aa

Fp;o(w,"\: I I t*(E,w)e-2tMl'lkd0rdk z.-o (s.r6)JJ,4, 0ol

rli,o(w,4=m (3.17)

The last equation etcpresses the relative importance of the inhomogeneous and homo-
geneous components. The integration in Eq.(3.15) can be ca^tried out by using the
approximation x:1and rft = 0 corresponding to the approximations o1ev r,2:ulz arLd,

41* q-2 = 0, justif.ed by the fact that the speed of wind waves is much smaller than that
of sound waves in seawater. Accordingly we have (Eq.(2.80) of chapter 2)

Fp,o(w, 4 : w F"2 (lw) r(w)

where r(o) : fi' n1elnp + r)il is defined by Eq.(2.a9) of chapter 2 and

,.,.7(z:zr \
Fp;o(w,4 : ry t I f I r"@,0r,0i di. dlbl u+',a;, ndn z 3olaL't. l{{ )

where

(3.15)

(3.r8)

(3.le)

In(k,02rdr) : 1- cos(drz)j2x2F. [0/ lF+ x)l F" lxrlF+ x)l H(q- 0.
(r + x)2(1 - lar) [x, - (i'?f + l)x + (1 - l,rr0]

(3.20)

Io(n, 0 2,0r) : In(k, 0 6 lr)l,-*,t,.,

with r = kalw and all other para,meters defined as before. The ratio l;,o(w,a) can also

be written as

? ( 2,2,

lU {rn(rc,060,)do,*,\
4;ro(w, z) - 2rEn2(w f! f(r) "t@'*d* (3.21)
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The depth dependence of the inhspegsneons component of the induced presure fi.eld
Fpo(w,e) and that of the ratio \i,o(w,z) for 3 selected. frequencies 0.2, 0.s and L.\Hz
a're shown in Fig.3.2 and Fig.3.3 respectively. Figures 3.4 and Fig.3.S similarly describe
the depth dependence of the homogeneorur component and the total pressure field. In
all of these plots the solid cuweE correspond to the case when Rb : o (i.e. the ocean
depth is regarded as infiuite), while the dashed curves represent the case of a hard bottom
(by ta,king 8t : 0.95). From the solid curves of Fig.3.2 we see that the inhomogeneous
component makes a significant contribution near the surface where the ratio {;,o c&1 b€
as hieh as 40d'B (se Fig.3.2(o)), but decreases rapidly with both increasing depth and
increasing frequency. At a depth of around 500 meters the inhomoheneous components
with frequencies greater tha,n 0.5 Ez have decreased to the level of the pure wave
components (we discrrse the hard bottom case in the next section).

At a depth of 1000 metere all inhomogeneous components within the frequency region
(0.5 - 2 Ez) can be regarded as insignificant (see Fig.a.z(6)). On the other hand, the pure
wave (homogeneous) components of the field, as they should, are independent of depth,
as is illustrated by the solid curves of Fig.3.4. Figure 8.6 shows the frequency dependence
of the total pressure level for the selected depths of z : -10, -s0, -Iffi, -s00 and -1000
meters' In this plot curve (6) represents the spectrum of the homogeneogs component,
which is independent of depth. From this plot $'e see the decay of the inhomogeneous
component with depth and frequency and its contribution to the total pressure field. All
of the above curves are calculated for a wind speed. of 30 meters per second. Similar
results can be predicted for other wind epee&.

3.5 General Expressions for the Wavelnduced l]ndenyater
Pressure Field and Microseisms

In the last section we discussed the waveinduced, pressure field by assuming that the ocean
is of infinite depth. It is of course clear that the oceiul bottom a.nd its geoacoustic structure
will influence the Pressure field, particula,rly bea,ring in mind that at the dominant
frequency involved (o.zVz) the wavelength of about 7b00 meters is comparable to the
depth of the ocearr. In Chapter 2 we dicussed the real environment by considering a
particula,r model of the sea bottom. Here we extend our discussion to a general model
cha^racterized by a bottom reflection coefficient 81. As shown in Fig,3.10(D) we aasume a
pressure-field Ps : Po exP [der] is acting upon the free surface at z :0. Substituting the
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two assumed solutions

into the boundary conditions

p* : a*. 
"i(hz*tlrt)

74

P+ + t-|,=o = P*ei'n and : P- 
l,=-r(' * Rr)P+ + P-l

Ir.=-fl

grves

A+ + A- : poo a+ - Rt eizvrg A- - 0

The total press're field in the water corumn then becomes

P(F, x,z): poE eib'

where

E- s;,Lib+n) * E6 s;ri(r+r)
e-iatr + R+AT a^nd &i:

which was established in Eq.(2.38) of chapter 2. From its definition
displacement of the sea-floor can easily be derived, as shown in Eq.(2.88)
2' Following Chapter 2 we establish the following corresponding expressions

f n(E,w,z) - lnlz yr.(E,w)

Denoting

J(k',w', z) - 
";tiQ+Et* 

85 e-dvr(:+r) : sinrti(z + 4 - t (||#) .o, h,r(z + E)

we get 
J(k"uz) : J(k"r'r2'0) : g-ihr * R5 eiE'E

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

the vertical

of Chapter

(3.25): I ele2,lffil"f , 
"n, 

o 2, o 1) do 1

o

Fn,(w,4 * ryF}(*r) r(w) ry(w,z) (3.26)

n:f,ffi

where
I

rx(w,4:llWl'*o* .Frvi(c.r, z) : Fx,(w,z) q!:(w,z) @.ZZ)
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q!:(w,z) -

75

ZrFoz(wf2) t(r) In(r,4
got

x f 1t@',,',1r)l {f f ,"(*,0,,0,)d,e,do,I *a*
! | J(n2,w2, , (6 ,o 

)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

with.I.(,t,0*,0r) as defined. in Eq.(8.21) and J(*r,rr): J(kr,rr,O)l
ll=r

It is obvions that as Er * 0, n!l@,2) - n;,o(w,z) as expected. A comparison of
Eqs.(z.ss) and Eq.(2.33) in Chapter 2 shows that the corresponding expressions for the
microseism spectra can be establiEhed by substituting the factor krllprr, J (kr rwz)l for E
into Eqs.(3.28)-(3.28). This leads to

fu(E,q: # 6'7Wfwl
2rr
I I"(k,02,01)de2

J
0

Fu,(w) : ffr",(id I(w) ry(w)

where

f {ff '"(*'or'ot) 
de,ae,} * a*

9ct
2a

f I L-n2

I l{"'..1-I
q!!(u,z):

2rEn8(wf\ r(r) IM(u,4

The general influence of the ocean bottom on the pressure field can be seen in Figs.3.2
to 3.5, where the dashed curves correspond to a ha.rd ocean floor (.R6 - g.g5). Any
realistic situation will certainly be much more complicated than this model. Discussion of
such cases is deferred to later chapters. A prominent feature of these plots is that in the
deep ocean the homogeneors component now displays a structured depth dependence (see
Figs.3.4 and 3.5). This is of couree due to the mode effects caus€d by reflection. When
the water depth or frequency is lower than a certain nalue (correaponding to the cut-off
frequency of the waveguide) this effect vanishes (see Figs.B.a(c) and s.s(a)). Curves (1)
to (3) in these plots also demonstrate the development of the structured depth dependence
with increasing frequency. In contrast to the pure wave component the inhomogeneous
component does not show any depth structure in spectral level. This is to be expected
since in this case propagation is entirely horizontal. The efiect of bottom reflectivity
on the inhomogeneous components is only to increase the level by C.B dB. This can be
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seen in Fig.3.2. Figure 3.6 shows the variation of the spectra of the total pressurefield
with obserrration depth, compared to the spectra of the homogeneous component. This
confirms that when the obs€rvation depth is greater than Eoo meters the effects of the
inhomogeneous component can be neglected with out introducing auy siguificant errors in
the frequency range of interest.

A typical apectrum of the presure-field when the environment has a ha,rd bottom is
shocrn in Fig-3-7. Here cunre (1) it the total pressure field, and curve (2) the homogeneous
component, both calculated for a wind speed of SOmf srwhen the observation depth is EOO

meters and the water depth is 1000 meters. The reflectivity of Rc : O.gE ie used as before.
We can see that in the lorr frequency range the level of the total presure field is several
dB higher than that of the homogeneous component. At higher frequencies however both
curveE coincide since the inhomogeneouE components have been nearly totally attenuated
at this depth. At frequenciee higher than about o.4ilz a set of peaks appean as the
result of mode effects catrsed by the bottom reflection. It is well known that for a water
layer bounded by a free suface and a perfectly ha,rd bottom the cut-off frequency of the
lst mode is .f"r : all4ill, 

"od 
as predicted the peak with the lowegt frequency is at

0'374 E z tn this case. The other pea&s in Fig.3.7 are formed by the interference of all
mode involved at a given frequency.

A comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental d.ata from a shallow water
environment is shown in Fig.3.8. The dashed and solid cunres a,re the homogeneous
component and total pre$tuae spectra calculated using formula d,eveloped in this chapter,
6ssnrning a wind speed of Lomf c, a water depth of 18 meters, and ftr : 0.g8. The dotted
curve (3) ind'icates the measured noise level reported by 1r1i"1o6[lzl under qsr.parable
conditions. Even though the "real" bottom reflection coefrcient would be smaller, the
general agreement in levels can gtill be considered very good. Figure B.g shows the
importance of including the inhomogeneous component in any shallow water situation
(the high level at frequencies lower than 0.1 Ez ha,s been explained as a,rising from other
anomalous sourcesll4) .

3'6 Space-Time Covariance and an Equivalant Source Level of
the Noise Pressure-Field

3.6.1 An analyeie based on the plane-wave reflection coefficient

Up to this point discussion of the pressure field arising from wavewave interactions
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has been based on the concept of a set of random planewaves. The generation of a
rough sea surface by the wind has been rega,rded as a stochastic process characterised
by a second-order spatial homogeneity and temporal stationarity, and, specified by a
wave number-frequency spectral density function, ft(iro) (also known as the spatial-
time spectral function), where f is the gravity wave vector and a the frequency satisfying
the dispersion relation gldl - oz.t This approach allowed us to regard. the random sea
surface as being compoeed of trains of plane gravity waves with rand.om amplitudes a.nd
phase. DiscusEion then proceeded by considering the non-linea.r interaction between any
two trains of plane waves defined by vectors g-r and 6. Folloring a somewhat involved
analysis of the conditions under which the second-order pressure field would be either a
progreesive acoustic (homogeneous) wave or en ena^nescent (inhomogeneous) one decaying
with increasing depth and frequetrcy, we eventually established an expression for the wave
nnmber-frequency spectral density function, fr(E rw), * " 

gtatistical description of the
waveinduced acoustic field.f

To incorporate the influence of the sea floor on this acoustic field we again based the
a'nalysis on the concept of plane incident waves and described the response in terms of a
planewave bottom neflection coefficient -R6. The overall analysis has therefore involved
two subprocesse8' the first deacribing the generation of an acoustic noise source by non-
linea,r Proc€sEes in the surface wave motion, a^nd the second the linear tra,nsformation of
the source field by the ocean medium (including the seabed) acting as a linear space-time
filter. Thee sepa.rate processes are srunmarised in Fig.B.g.

3.6.2 An analysis based on the Greenrs fiuction

It is well known in transform theory that there are two equivalent ways to d,escribe the
responae of a linear system to an input signal - in the frequency (wave number) domain
or in the time (space) domain. We have used the first approach in the analysis described
above, the input source Pr€ssure being regarded as aset of plane waves - Fig.3.lg(o). In the
second approach, on the other hand, the source-pressur€ field is treated as a distribution of
point-sources, Fig.3.10(D), and the Green'g Function used to describe the space r6porurc.
Each approach has its advantages, depending upon the circumstances, and both are used
in ocean noise studies. For instance, in the first approach we can use a wave number
spectrum to describe the source and acoustic reponse and obtain a physical picture of the

As mentioned earlier the efiects of capillary waves a,re neglected.
During this analysis it was also assumed that the acoustic field was also second-order and
stationary in both space and tine.
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angular distribution of the acorxtic energy, while in the second the source intensity level
and spatial correlation function can provide an alternative description of value in other
practical applications. It is of interest therefore tro 1se(amin€ the problem from the Green,s
function approach and compare the two results. This comFarison will be particularly
releva.nt in respect of the recent work described by Schmidt and Kupermanlu,rel. In
the analysis below we apply the Green's function to the waveinduced noise field, and
compare the results obtained with thoee of our earlier analysis and with those of Schmidt
and Kupernlan.

3.6.8 Comparison of the two approaches

We begin by assuning that a random pressure field Ps(i,t), arising from second-order
wave interactions, is impoced on the surface of a water layer of uniform depth, bounded
below by an interface characterised by the plane wave reflection coefficient, Ee (see
Fig.3.tO(D)). The velocity potential in the water column, t0(r-,2,t) (with d : VO),
satisfieE the wave equation and boundary conditions such that:

V2o - 
1 a2Ov_rs_darr:o

o(r-,0,4=-* 
lnog,r1a,

z(o, P)l : o- oz'lr=-E
As before Puor ane the water densiW and sound velocity respectiveln and Llsalinea^r
function of the potential and its normal derivative. According to the theory governing
the spectral analysis ofitationa.ry random processlrcl, each realisation of the stochastic
Process' tD(r-rzrt) and Po(r-rt) can be expressed by the Fourier-Stieltjes transform as:

e-i'tde(r-rzrw) e-tutdPo1r-orw1

Denoting t0(r-,2,w) : d0(r-, z,w), 4(r-6,t1 = dpo(io,ar) and substituting them into
Eq.(3.32) we have:

..,v26-46-o
ai

t-
O(r-, 0, ar) - 

=Po("-b, 
r)

tttPt

@
f

Pq(io,t) : I
J
-€

ct
fl|(i,z,t): I

J
-€

(3.32)

(3.33)
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L@,*)1.=-,: o

we now choce the Green's tr\rnction G(r-, ,lio, zo) satisfying the relations:

vzc(r-, ,lio, ro) + !cp', zlr'o, zo) : -4tr6(r- - is) 6(z - ,o) (e.sl)ai

G(r-,olib,zo) ^, f^aG\l: u '\t'E )1,=_r 
: o

(G and 6 satisfy the same boundary conditioru at the bottom interface). After some
manipulatiool2rl - see Appendix $A.4 - we can establish an expresEion of the form:

6(r',2,w): # I Fobo,rl*"(r',zlro,ro1] a;o (3.ss)

connecting the stochastic processes of the source and acoustic fields. The Green,s Function
and its normal derivative are derived in Appendix $A.3. Ftom Eq.(B.sE) it can be seen
that the statistical propertieo of the induced noise field are uniquely dslgrnined by thoee
of the source pressurefield. some of the key properties ca.n be listed:

(1) The space.time covariance function:

In the following the symbol <> is used to denote the ensemble average, oDd on the basis
of the assumption that we afie dealing with zero-mean processes, the corrariance function
ta,kes the form:

C p (r', z, t, i', z', t') : (/'(i, z, t) p. (r',, 2,, t ))

: ,, p?,i I "-u'r-,,r,) 
(do(r- , z,u) dlb. (r-, , z, ,w,)l

o

- 
1 tf tf o-i(ut-u't') (dps(r-6,or)dp,i(rj,,ar,)) (a.g6)t6rzJtJJ v

r;*
" l*," rr-, z I r-o, 

^r]L&"(r-,, 
z,l a,,,6y] dr-o dro,

I ff ^,.: 
t6-r J J "^F",t,'-o',{) 

Gt^(irz,'-o) Gti,k-',2',r-o') diodi'o'
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where cpo(r'o,t,r-o',t') = (Ps(r-b,t)pf (rj',t')) iE the space-time covariance function of the
source proc6s, and according to Appendix $A.4

c'^ci = + II "r" ri1E'1r-ro;-E''1r'-ro';1 aE aE,

where

E E' - | e-i'rbl,n) + R, e;tb+41 | e-i'/b+al + R, 
";'r'(r+d)'l 

*:y@4si1n 
JL ffii?l

(2) Steady state space-covariance function:

In this case

Cp(r' , zlr-' , z' ,w) - (d,P(r' , z,w) d,p, (r-, , z, ,w,)l

(3.37)

(3.38)

: # I I rye,^(i, z,is) GiF,, z,,io,) dls dis,

I ff- ip I J C po(fo,r-o',u) G'^(r', z,is) Gi(i', z',r-o') dlo dio'

(3.3e)

(3) Spac+tine spectral deruity function:

If Cpo(r-orr-b') ig the steady-gtate covariance function of the sonrce process, the assumption
of stationary and homogeneity allows us to ercpresE the space-time spectrum (or wave
number-fr€quency spectrum) of the procesE as (see Appendix $a.s)

f-
fr(k,z,w) = I Cr(d,z,w) e-ib't d6 @ = f _ r-,)

J
(3.40)

: lnl, fo"(E ,w)

where

(3.41)

Equation (3.40) is simPly the expression we derived previously nsing the concept of plane
wav€8' and have used in earlier calculations (see for sxlrnple Eq.(e.zs)) ff we normalise
the source covariance function by writing

C p o (r]6, /o', u) - otlV(do)
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where o2 : CPoli6-rs, is a normalisation factor, wG cnrlr after some manipulation,
Appendix $A.6) express Eq.(3.3e) alternatively as:

(see

(3.42a)

(3.42b)
0

This equation is the s*ne as Kuperman's Eq.(lg)[rel except that o2 equates to gz x L6r2.
This difference a,rises because of the difference of the definition of the strength of the point
source.

It is of interest to note that in their analysis Kuperman et allr.,rel (and also Ligge tt et alzzl)
assumed the source to be distributed on a plane at a depth z' delow the sea surface. This
is sometirlsr. inconvenient and can introduce uncertainty which is avoided. in the present
treatment *iog Helmholtz integration satisfying the inhomogeneous boundary condition.

If we take B- : 0 and z : zt in Eq.(3.a2) we then establish a formula for the frequency
spectrum of the pressure fieldt

Fe(w) -

(3.43)

Equation (3.43) is the siune as Eq.(13) of Ref.[ul, except for the constants and a factor oz
which arisee from the different definitions of the correlation function iV(el). In tul 

"rr4 
lrel

iv(gt) is defined as the correlation function of the source potential whereas here we have
deffned it as relating to the source pressure.

3.6.4 Oceen surface-noise source level:

In the literature the ocean surface-noise source is usually described in one of two wayslzrl.
In the first case it is d€scribed by a covariance function of the pressure on the source
plane, while in the second the description ig in terms of a distribution of independent
but directional point sources. Itr this caae a widely assumed directivity function is cosn 0,

cp(d,z,z,,w): * I *16"ro^ I lnp 
";t'1u-8") 

dE

azl?: h J *k")an, I lalzro(*ld - dol)kdk

*, I wr {liv(41) 
e-iE oo dd,} ar

I wr r,,tE ,e dE

t since cp(d, z, z' ,w) 
l,a=,, 

: (dP(r, z,w) d,P'(7t , zt,r)) 
l=, 

: {dp(r, z,w)lz, /tu : Fe(r)
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where d is the a,ngle to the vertical axis. Schmidt and Kupermanlul have shown, following
Liggett and Jacobson[2t], that the conelation function ff(A,r) then becomes:

82

.tV(e-o) =

z6(rcldol)

loowlo,l
2^^tJ"tbldgl)

Itcp-bl

for m:0

form)1
(s.nn)

(3.45)

where n : w f al and a1 are the wave number and sound speed. at the depth of the source
plane in a layered ocean.

By introducing intrpducing this form of iV(el) into an ocpression similar to Eq.(3.e3), a
formula for the intensity spectrum (see Ref.lr{l Eq.(s)) is established

I : ryS f br,-,,{r, z,z,)1, (*, - k l^-rk dk
o

where gp,u,u is the Green's tr\rnction corresponding to .E' in Eq.(g.4g). A procedure is
then proposed to subtract the propagation effecte (the integration of Eq.(3.15)) from the
measured spectrum to establish a "source levelt. Generally, this is a reasonable method
of separating the propagation effects (the Green's tr\rnction) from the measured data
when the source level is independent of wave number. However the application of this
procedure to the wave-induced pressure field measured in the Maui environment is not
straight forward and calls for comment.

First, as we have demonstrated in the previous sections, the wave number-frequency spec-
trum f*(E ,c.'t) of the wave induced acoustic field, has significantly different characteristics
in the two regions, & ( ,/ar and & ) wf ay In particular when k s wf alrthe acoustic
wave field is pure and omnidirectional and nearly ind,ependent of &, while when k > uf a1
the acoustic field is inhomogeneorut' generally directional in the horizontal plane and
decreaseE with increasing &. The decrease of source spectrum level with increasing /c

when k > wfal can easily be seen by referring to Eq.(8.20) and Fig.B.l. Infact when
& increases, the difference between {i and fi and thus o1 and, o2 also increases, leading
to a rapid fall in the producte F.t(ar) Fn'(oz) and ^E(d1 - 0r) E(0, - 0r), and therefore
in the inhomogeneouE component of the total spectrum. These source propertiea have
not been incorporated in [rrl. Their analysis would be appropriate if applied only to the
homogeneoua component.

Furthermore it transpires that in the Maui environment the first acoustically significant
interface occuts not at the s€abed but at the lower boundary of the unconsolidated
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sediments at about 500m some 4oom deeper. At this depth the contribution from the
integration of the Green's function in the region k > wf al becomes insignifica.nt, as
is discuEEed in detail in the multilayer analysis of chapter g. schmidtr and Kuperman
have therefore over compensated when dealing with the data Kibblewhite and Ewans
reportedlrl.

When it is desirable to separate the two components the approach outlined below provides
an acceptable way to proceed. We restrict consideration to the homogeneous component
in defining the acoustic source level of the wave-wave interaction process. That is we write
Eq.(3.a3) as

frt"(E,4lnl2 aE (e.loo)

(3.466)

and rega.rd the quantity Fp,(r) as the source strength and ?(co, z) as the propagation
factor or transfer function, with T(wrz) given by:

T(w,z) ar 1 f rpf s2wtFo'(lw) I(w) (3.47)

The ocplicit forms of, fr"(E,t.') and f(o.r) are developed in Section 8.4. The main ad,vantage
of this definition is that the source level will be equal to the noise level measured in the
deep ocea^n, the region corn?nonly of most practical interest to underwater acousticians. It
is important to recognise however that Eq.(3.47) does not describe a purely propagation
effect.

3.T Summary

In thiE chapter the physical process involid in the non-linear wave interaction of plane
gravity surface wave trains has been discusE€d in terms of the geometrical description
of the dispersion relatioru. It has been shown that the induced acoustic wave field can
include both homogeneous and inhomogeneous components, depending upon whether the
horizontal wave number /c is less or greater than the wave number in water. It is shown

lEl=ulol u.l(2cl
f,

Fr(c,r) - I f-.(E,u)lnlraE+ 
Jo 

lE1=w1o,1
: Fp,(r) {1 + r;,(ar,z)} : Fp,(w)T(

,r*
z"l I I f*(E,w)lDlzkdk dLL

0r-ol

wrz)
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that the induced wave number & has an upp€r limit rralue of wz f g po that in the calculation
of frequency spectrum of the induced noise field the integration does not have to extend

to infinity. It has also been found that a reasonable numerical upper limit of w'/l2gl exists

which allows the computation to be mudr simpler without introducing signifi.cant error.

Based on thig new analysis a complete ocpression for the sectrum of the noise field induced
by the second order interaction of oceanr waves is established.

The previous formula in which the homogenoru component only is taken in to afount

appear€ as a special case. The relative importance of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous

components is also discussed. The numerical calculatione show that the inhomogeneous

component can be neglected only when the depth of the obsernation point exceeds 500

meters.

In the last s€ction we have further denonstrated the equivalence of the plane wave and
point sonrce concepts in describing the ocea! surface noise field, and shown that the space-

time cwa,riance function, the eteady-state spatial cova,riance function and the space-time

(or wave number-frequency) spectral densrty of the noise field can all be calculated from
corresponding properties of the source proce$r.

We have also discussed a recent suggestionll{l concerning the importance of propagation

effecte in enaluating source strengths at very low frequencies and srernined the relerrance

of the pointe raised in respect of the noise generated by non-lineatr wave processes. It
has been shown that it is not eanJr or meaningful to separate source characteristics from
propagation effeck for this noise source even though it is relevant for mono- and multi-
pole source situations. Errors of up to 40 dB h source level can be introduced il care is

not exercised.
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A r.Appendrx

$A.1 Derivation of Eq.(s.rs)

By denoting x: oz/ob h:Zkgfw2, i: cosd11, and carrying out the integration of
d(ot+ oz-w) bysetting dqr:(dqn/e4e, weget

f*(E ,w) : lefs.- [ f [r - cos(du)]?r"(or) 
F"(u - ol E(01- 0-) E(0, - 0.,) q, (#7 ,r,u (r - la,1

(,4.1)
Further, from the trigononetric relations between F,q1 md q1 (see Fig.B.l(b))

ql:q?+k'-2kq1cwos t or: u --r - w2

1+ x 'rnc {t 
: !1ff

where 0rh: 0t - 0r is the a.ngular difference. We can d,enote i : cos d1p and write:

x{ : 1 . # 
_rf :1 * e'g'(lr+ xf, _ zkg(t-t x)zt

(x. - 1) : irr?2(1+ x)1 _ ,'nig+ x)r
(xt+r)(x-1) - i'a(l +x)s +,rai(L*x):o (A.z)

A careful e:caminafiion of the geometrical relationg between F,4, *d qi in Fig.g.l(6) shows
that dr can be expreased by dr through the following relations:

0t:0r-r+{ for 0t1/r10r*r
0z:0r*r-{ for 0t-r1/r101

or simply,
0z: or - (n - d) sgn[sin(h - or)l

where s|3n(I) :^xllxl. The acute,angle, r/, can be obtained by using the trigonometric
relations, ql + ql - Zq.,Fltcoo:/t - k2 and ql + k, - 2qrkcoe(0i - 0r) :grt, wt""e,rpoo

c6v - IL - fnii(r-+ il' /21

xz 
4 (,{.3)

Finally to get the explicit form of the rerm (dq1l&a) we start from the equation:

x.: [r _!t+ 9t' Qt 8rz'

so that

87
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4x'#:'#-#:'#(r-*)
dx k (, ft\
dq;:-\t-a/

The required derirrative dq1/&t can be obtained as

+ :'!$ + x)-, - rt1 + xl-"**dtt 9 t- ' "' g \- 'r' dqt dw

or dh _ zwlgg+x)2 _ zw6:ffi:
By uarng these relations we have

*:+o+x)' , er:# or tor:s(r+x)2

whereupon

dqr _ 2rlg
6:

:

2wx"
g(1 + x)'{xs + ?(r + x) F- ia(r + x)rl}

- 2rxt
g(1 + fl' [x'- (i'ni + l)x + (1 - itr 0]

in which use has been made of the equalities (A.2).
Substitution of the expression for dqlldrt into Eq.(A.f) leads straight fomardly to
Eq.(3.13).

$A.2 Solution of a cubic equation:

The termg in Eq.(3.14) can be arranged by order of x as

(1 - itt') x' - (i'tt + r) x2 + (1 - la' + at) x+ ("'rt - th'- 1) - o

Defining

c-(1 -l,a') , b:-(f'ar'!+t)

r:(1 -l,rn'+f"il , d=(nt-ia'-r)
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we obtain a.n algebraic equation in the general cubic form

axs+ bx'+cX*d:o

which can be further sinplified as

89

YE + W* g = 0 by setting X: y- I
3o

(A.4)

The nature of the rgots of Eq.(A.a) depend on the value of the discri'ninator A, where4.: (r!e)2{*o)1. [hen A > 0 uq.1L.+1 has one real root and two complex roots, while
with A :0 Eq.(A.a) has three real roots. The expressions for these roots ane as follows:

xr:(-u+u)i+(-,,-r)l

xt: w(-tr + r)i + at (-u- ,)*

x3: ut2 (-r. + r)l + w (-v- ,)+

where u: lq, a : (*q)' + (lp)t, and ur : *(-r + rvaQ, r.r : f (-r - i\/s).

$A.3 Derivation of Eq.(9.35)

Multiplying tbe wave equation of 6 in Eq.(3.3a) by G and the wave equation of G in
Eq.(3.35) by 6 and subtiacting one from the other we have

Gv26 - 6v2e : 4rd(r- - ,-o) 6(" - ,o),i

The integration of both sides of this equation over the coordinates of the source leads to

Iil (cv'6 - ,6v'c) d.isd,z: *r6(i,z)

and by applying Garus'Theorem we obtain

6e-,2): * f (cva-,6vc) dAx * It G# - aff) ao
! \ on on/

where E can be restricted to the ocean surface and the bottom interface by neglecting
the contribution from the cylindrical surface at infinfy, artd,0l0n denotes the outwardl!
directed normal derivative. ff we choose the Green's Function satisfying the free surfacl
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condition at z :0 and the sa.me continuity
satisfied by 6, then we have

t: t,lo=-, a'nd #:*1.-_,

61i,,1 -_-* il t#*"
,o=0

The ca'ncellation of the integration orrer the bottom interface can be justified by the
following reasoning. If we de+ote the potential and its nornal derivative on the lower side
of the interface as 6r ana a&1lan, the continuity of these two quantitiee demands

90

condition at the interface z : -H as that

(/.5)

l.e. ; /ao ,. /ao,rl, / 

-:@r 

! 

-
/ 0n -'/ 0n

since we have chos€n G to eatisfy the sarne conditions u 6, we can write:

"l#:r,/*:r/*
$A.4 Derivation of the Greents tr\rnction

To make it convenient to apply the reflection coefficient boundary condition, we decompose
the Green's Function into the form of plane waves, i.e. we write:

gt(2, zo) : I I G(r- , z lio, zo) 
"-ilb1(z-n)+rr(r-uo)l 

d@ - so) d(s- so)

and thus 1 ,,
G(r', z l r-b, ro) : # J J or{r, zo) ei!E{.-ao)+r,1v-ro;l dk, dk,

Inserting thee expressions into Eq.(3.34) we obtain the equation and bound.ary conditious
for g2(zrzs)

/d2 .\
(# *'r')er(z,zs) - -4n5(z - a)

gr(o,zo)=o , L(or,*\l :o , 12:{-1r,\ oz / lt=-n ai
By simply integrating both sides of the first equation we can convert the inhomogeneous
equation into a homogeneotut one with an additional continuity condition at the sourcepoint z : zot i.e., we can write

(#* ,') sr(2, zo) : o , ez(z= o, zo) : o
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4tal'.-:_4r , o.lo*o:s ,d" t,".-o r:o-o
Two sets of independent solutions,

r'(0,,Y)1,=-,: o

Au gi'r('-'o) + 5;,. e-h('-'ol for zs S z 1 o

Aagit('-al + Bar-n(r-ro) for - H < z S zo

can be substituted into the aborre boundary and source point continuity conditions to
determine the four amplitudes. In the last equation the interface continuity conditionctn now be replaced by a given refl.ection coeffi.cient. In this way we obtain a system of
algebraic equations

Aug-ha * Buei'o :O

Au - Bn - Aa* Br: -{t'l
A"l Bu- Aa- Ba:e

Aa: BaRn= BaR, gizt(E+a)

which can be simplifled as

Au : - Bu giha , Aa : Ba Rtt

-8. (1 + ei21o) + Bd(l - au) : -Ytl
B" (t - ei21q) - ra(l - trtcr) : o

a,nd thus we obtain the solutions

2r(L*&d_ 
^ _ 2r(L+ R r) e;z1aEr: -ffi;I , Au:=d,r( 

ai2.rn_lEar)

2r(L - eiln,")Ba-ffi l Rar) '
, 2n(L - ";zta)RnAa: J'{ t-t". Ei

This leade to the expreasion

gt(zrzs):
e-dr( +f) +E eir(t+r) ain.lz

C-i'rx * R5 gi.rE 1

"-i1$+El 
*.Rs gir(r+r) sintzo

W1

zo3z<O

-n<z1zo

Since we are interested in the case when zo + Orthe second expression on the RHS of the
above equation should be chosen as the required solution. Substitution of this ocpression
into the previous expression then gives:

*"rr, zlio,.)|._, = + I W ";i.1r-ro1 
4i
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which, by using zt
dE:kd,kdob , Jq(&r) =*ter*.-rdo

0

and after integrating over d01 becomea

A .l ,T e-irk*r) *.R1srr(r+r)
fr"(-,zlr'o,.)l,,=o :, l, ffiJo(klr- - ?-ol)kdk

where ,
,' :5r- o

$4.5 Derivation of Eq.(8.4r)

Recall from Eq.(8.40)

lr(E,z,w) = I "rr1,z,w) 
e-ii.t d,6

where d:r'- r-',
By expressing nq.(e.89) as

cp(d,z,z',w): # IIII cpo(do,w)IEnEnl";lE".(r-sot-E,.(i,-,a,)l dE,d,En d?-odio,

with p-6 - r'-o - r-i,, we obtain

h(E , z,w) - # | il lEn Enlcpo(e-o,,.r) eilE'.(r-i0)-E'.(F,-Fo,)- i.ttdio di;dE, d1n dd

: # I I I I rr' E"l f eo(Eo, w) eiIE "'{r-r6)-Fr'17r -ro')-t'e+Fo.al

x dr-odfa,dE,aEn ae aEo

: 
# I I il,"' Enl f *(Eo, w) eitl"'t +En'7t -En'7o -E''r' +E''ro' -E'e +;o'ro -6.ro'l

x dib dis,dE, aEu ad aEo

-- IEE'lfpo(F,a.')

in which we have used the definitions of the d-function

a1E1 : I e-;t'tar- , 6(r) - [e,,,dt
J

(zu), : I orr, 
";E.t4i , ztr: I orr, 

"-iuts.
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corresponding to the Fourier trangforms

x(F) : I x?-l 
"-;E.r 

47, , (zrlrx(4: I x(E) etE.F dE

and
| .- f

x(w) : J x@ eid dt , 2n2a(t) = J x@) s-iut 4,

$.{'.6 Derirration of Eq.(e.lf)

Denoting d : i -?n, do - ri -iot, md Cpo(r-b, r-o,re) = otlV(do) we can write Eq.(3. 0)
as:

cp(d,z,z',w): # I *16r, as'o 
lWrnrrl "ilE''ro'-r''r'+i.a-8.6+E.r'-r--ro'l 

d,/o, dE, dE

# tiv(do) dd" [ ]np ";i'10-..t 
dE2^-J J

: * [ *rra aa,i ur.ro(&le- - s-bDe d,r3^-J J
0
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CHAPTER FOUR

Directivity of the f]nderwater Acoustic Field
rnduced by Nonlinear rnteraetion of ocean

Surface Gravity Waves

4.L fntroduction

In previous Chapters we have diecussed in detail the conditions under which the acorrstic
resporule to the non-linear interaction of surface-waves takes the form of either a p're
homogeneous wave or alternatively an inhomogeneour one which decays with depth. We
have also evaluated the wave number-frequency spectrum and the frequency spectrum of
the acoustic field for both cases.

As the propagation direction is specified uniquely when the wave vector F and frequency
(, are given we can also xplore another important characteristic of the induced. wave field.,
namely the angula.r distribution of the acoustic enersr. While ellrgrslr-zl have assumed
that the acoustic resporule to wave interactions is omnidirectional in the horizontal plane,
no quantitative evaluation of the directivity appea,nr to have been produced, to justify this
assumption, eopecially for the case when the anplitude of the E vector is greater than
@ lar' It is the purpose of the following development to provide such an analysis through
ar exannination of the wave number-frequency spectra. For convenience we reproduce in
Section 4'2 a brief review of the material preented in earlier chapters, relating to the
generating process.

Using a geometrical description, together with the analytical form of the wave interaction
and the acoustic wave nunber-frequency spectrum, we then define, in Section 4.3, the
angular distribution function of the acoustic response and establish explicit analytical
expressions upon which to base numerical calculations for the case of single and multiple
seas' Emphasis is given initially to the homogeneous component of the induced. acoustic
field, but this restriction is removed in Sectiorf4 where the directivity of the inhomogeneous
component is also considered. Numerical results are presented in Sectiorf.s. It is confirmed
that the assumed approximation that the acoustic field ig omnidirectional is reasonable
for the homogeneout component. For the inhomogeneous component on the other hand,
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it ie shown that the energy displays a pronounced d,irectionality around the bearing of
the wind (and sea). The dependency of the d.irectionality on the wave number F and the
frequencS u.r, is also discussed.

4'2 Nonlinear Coupling of Interacting Surface Waves And the
Induced Acoustic Wave Field

As mentioned above many authorslr-61 have described mathematically the generation of
an acoustic wave field by interacting ocean surface waves. All of these analyses involve
introducing the perturbation series, $ : s6Q) * 

"26Q1... 
into the basic equations and

boundary conditioru and collecting terms containing 8, E2, . . . to establish the governing
equations and boundary conditions of different orders. All demonstrate that a non-
decaying travelling wave can exist only as a solution of the second order equation,
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where a1 is the ocearl-sound velocity and g the gravitational acceleration. It is assumed
that the first-order solution contains at least two trains of plane surface-gravity waves, i.e.

alvz6lzt 6z6?l o6?t-'-T-oE-o

with the boundary condition (at z: 0)

az6Pt L.ad?' - -*[vr4r,r12 _ r(r) # _ Eurs#AF '' 0z

2

4(t) : I erexp[r(q] . 7 - oit) * qi"l
j=l

2

r(r) = ;llotercPld(4 'r- - o;t)]
i=l"i

where gl', the wa.'e vector, and o;, the frequency of the component
dispersion relation

oi' = qig

The substitution of Eq.(4.3) 
"od 

an assumed solution

(+.r)

(4.2)

(e.s)

Yyaves, aatisfy the

(4.4)

(4.5)OQ) : BQrQzexp{d[(,ti * q'z) . r' - (o,. * o2)t + poz]]
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into Eqs-(a.l) and (+.2), then leads to expressions for the coefficients lBl a.nd, ps:
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l8r -@{(o'* or), -nTdiTW
Io

,l^: _-- _-w zo,l.

(a.o)

(4.7)

It can be seen from Eqs.(l.s) and (l.z) that if we neglect the tetm (gf4al)2 (which at
a'round 10-12 is insignificant when compared with the other terms in the radical), the
condition for /(z) to repreeent a downwa,rd travelling wave is (z positive upwards)

lql + qil 2 (ot * o2)f a1 (4.8)

This condition can be interpreted by reference to the vector diagran in Fig.a.l and the
interference pattern of Fig.4.2, which show clea^rly how two wave trains of given phase
velocitie (wave length lr and 11) can produce a wave motion of higher horizontal phase
velocity (with wave length ). in the horizontal plane).

As wa.s shown quantitatively in Chapter 2, by denotingX: oz/orroo = gl@1o1) and
drq'z : qrqlzcos d1,2 we can establish an active range of the angular frequency 6,'2 arrd angle
0p for effective nonlinear interaction with a given gravity wave vector fr(a1, d1):

l-ao<X(1*co

and

-0^Sn - 01p1 0^, 0^:cos-l(l -Zooz) rgZoo:Zmr (4.e)

This zone is approximated by the shadowed circle in Fig.4.B. From Fig.4.3 we see also that,
according to the principle of vector addition, the horizontal wave vector of the induced
acoustic wave, E, i".i-ilarly confined to a disc centred on o.

It is of more interest however to establish all the interacting couplets capable of generating
an acoustic wave at a fixed frequence a,r and horizontal wave number vector F. As was
shown in Chapter 3 this can be done numerically by using Eq.(1.8) and the dispersion
relation (4.4), but it will aid understanding to exarnine the situation pictorially through
Fig.4.4. With the horizontal wave vector F and the angular frequen cy u fixed (and
represented in Fig.4.l(D) by the segment OO'), we can, as before, draw two dispersion
curvea. Rotating these two curves about their own vertical arces produces two curved
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dispersion surfaces. The intersection of these, curye Z, and its projection in the wave

number plane, L', ate shown in the Fig.4.4. The set of points including the origin O,
the point O' at the head of k-, and any point on the closed curye Z'say G', will then
defi,ne one possible nonlinear coupling, in this case between the two interacting wave

vectors 8-t(OG'1,{r(G'O:') and the induced acoustic wave vector F. It can be seen from
the dispersion relation, Eq.(+.4), that all the points on L'satisfy the relation,

w
{qr + t/qz: 

-
(4.10)

Figs.4.3 and 4.4 together show that

(i) for a given r.,r and E a[ vectors g-1 and g] satisfying the geometry of Fig.4.4 will contribute
to the induced acoustic wave,

(ii) for a given f1, all the wave vectors fr located within the interaction zone (the shadowed.

circle of Fig.4.3) 
"*tt be considered to act as an interacting partner and generate a

downward progressing plane acoustic wave with wave number k < w f a1.

1.3 Angular Distribution Fbnction of the Homogeneous com-
ponent

Based on the above discussion we can now define the angular digtribution function of the
acouetical energ3r produced by wave interaction between the gravity-wave components of a
real sea. As has been discnssed, this angular distribution function can be established from
the wave number-frequency spectrum fr(E ,r). since the homogeneouE (for lF | < ,lo,r)
and inhomogeneous (for l['| > ,lo,r) components behave differently, the properties of their
spectra, fr,(E, ar) and In(E ,ar) are treated sepa.rately in this and the next Section. To
ma,ke the discussion easier we will briefly recapitulate some of the derivation established

earlier.

By referring to Eq.(Z.lf) of Chapter Z, denoting c.r - 61 * o2, E : g-r t qi, and

integrating over all interacting wave pairs, we can, assuming as before the stationarity
and homogeneity of the random surface processes, express! the induced pressure field as

follows:
P(E,w;r-rz,t)

-f: liwpr J A O{w,h aqkli dQ(q'z) eil(4t+12)'7+nt-(ot+oz)tl
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where O@,8) : 6(or t oz - r) 6(g-, + dz - E).

The average intensity will then be given by:

f{8,4:#
uzpr f ,,: ffi J lal',d{r, F) . laQ@r)l' >< ldQ@il' >

where use has been made of the orthogonality of the spectral componentsl.,El

< de(dide,(i,)r: 
{o< 

lde(e1)12 > ,, 

^; 
*

Further, through use of the wave spectral density[r'el (see also Eqs.(2.S0) and
Chapter 2)

4(fl _q <l4q@)1,>
" gdd

we can rewrite Eq.(a.11) aE:

flE,Q: # I Htr,E') r,@,) r'k,)dq-rdiz
Lt

with the integration path "L, defined by Eq.(+.fO).

Since ddt = %dqtd0, it follows that

r,(8,4 : # 1," i1' a/r(qi)t,(F - ^, 
(#) ot,

rco): $r"{4 r(r) : irl-f"r"({np)
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(nn)

(2.+o) of

(4.13)

(4.u)

(4.14)

(4.15)

The two-dimensional wave spectrum, ls(q-), can usually be expressed as a product of its
frequency spectrum, F"(o), and a normalized directivity function .H(d)ltl. That is we can
write:

(4.16)

where

n(q:.r, I I:*.p)do -#
It follows that Eq.(4.15) will take the corresponding form:

r,(8,,1 :o# 
I"* #r"(or)r"(,- o)H(o)Htt;(fr)*, (4.r?)



Abc rcctor rupr, tatfu of tie latcl r;tins wrmr in t&rue dimanri,ond
ttrDtct
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with x : oz/or: \,m,, md the explicit form of (dqlldu) given in Chapter B.

From Fig.4.5 it can be seen that once the horizontal wave vector F and frequency c.l are

fixed, the propagation direction of the induced acoustic wave, defined by 0r and d1, will
be given by

99

We now define the energy distribution function of the acoustic wave freld as the ratio of
the three dimensional intensity spectrum f{[nrlx,w) and the nalue of the spectrum for
the case where il * {2: 0 a.nd or : 02 : u /2i

D(ourr) = (4.20)

Before discussing some cases of practical interest, it is appropriate to make the expression

(4.2O) more explicit. To do this we follow Chapter 3 and introduce a constant r?r defining
the 'Mach number' of surface reaves (the ratio of the ocear wave speed to the velocity of
sound in water), a variable t, 

".nd 
the interaction angle dd, given respectively by:

lsindll : 
frot and dr - are(E)
w

In other words the three dimensional intensity spectrum can be expreseed as

of 02,01 and a.r:

fr(E,'): ft(Lr,lr,,')

^ Zks^:a
i: cos(Or - 0)

60 -- kr - r/)sgn[sin(dr - ,r)]

x{: [1 -!*coe(d1 - e) * #l
so that by using the relations:

and n:ffi

(4.1E)

a function

(4.le)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23\

where ry' is the acute angle between each pair of interacting wave vectors - see Fig.4.5.

It has been shown that we can determine fr (i.u., x and d2), when E and ?-l ?re fixed by
solving a cubic equation. Invoking trigonometry we have:

f 1(O,2o)

Ot: 1+x

(4.24)
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(4.27)

(4.25)

This equation can be solved exactln -see Chapter 3, Appendix - and the angle 02 expressed

as
0z:0r-rt{ for 0t10r10t*r
0z:0t*r-{ for 0t-r Kh10t

or simpln

0z: 0r - (r - r/) sgn[sin(h - oil: h - 6o (4.26)

where sgn(X) - X/lXl as before. The acute engle, t!, calr. be obtained by using the
trigonometric relations, {r'*gr,-Zqrqrcut! - k2 and qr2+k2-2q*cos(01 -0t): qr?,

whereupon

(x'+ r)(x - r) : #(t + x)s - af(r + x)

-^_ -,. _ [r - af(r + i, lzl
vw'/_ 'x2

lBl'=ffi=

Two other terms involved in Eq.(+.r?), i.e., lBl2 and (dfildw), can be expressed in terms
of h,i,1 and ry' as

(4.28)

2,'tXs
(4.2e)

s(1+ x\1lx'2 - (1 + ailzly + (l - tuilz)l

The substitution of the above expressions into Eqs.(a.l7) and (4.20) leads to the following
expression for the angular distribution function for a single sea:

0t**
I ff(or, 02, a)R(w,y)H (0)H (01 - 60)dh

Dn(lufih) : "-'
! a1r,r\n(dr + r)do1

(4.30)

yz -;nt(t+x)zlz+t (4.31)
$ - h2 l4)x2(1 + x)21x2 - (1 + milz)y + (l -

dot 
-

dtt)

l2)l

where

iV(o.,0r,0r) -

R(r,x)-'q"[u/(t + dj{"[gxl(t + x)l
r.r(ir) (4.32)
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For the case of two interacting seas, the principle of energy addition allows us to define

the a^ngular distribution function of the induced acoustic field as:

Da(0*,0r): ry (4.33)

J(Ln,er) : ["*' ff(dr, 0h,er)Frlfl(r)1er;a(r) U, - 60) du.
J C1-t

fetlr* 
Jrr_* 

N(0r,0s,01)F22EQl(fu - lr)nPllr,r - 0n - 60) drr

fct*t* 
Jrr_, 

ff(dr, rblin E(t)1orya'(z) e, - 0n - 6q de t

fot+r* 
Jr,_, 

N(0u0s,01)FeE(1)(dr - 6ea{zt1r' - e:"") dh (4.84)

to: 
I*,Fuofl'(r)(ar;fl(r)10, 

* tr) d,o1

fi
* 

J -,Fr*E@1gr 
* r)E(z)(dr + n - op) do1

fi* 
J -,tr''ofl(t)14t18(2)(er 

* r - 0.".) dlt
FI

* 
J-,F'*E$t14r * r)fi(r)(d, - o".) dol

In the above we have set the bearing of Sea I at the direction dr : 0 and that of Sea 2 at
0 : 0n. The four terms in Eq.(1.e4) reoult fron the ocpansion of the product

[rr("r)a'(r)(ar) + ru (or) g@Qr- 0rz)l[rr(or) n$1e, - 60) * F2(o2) g@t(or - 0n - 60)]

4.4 Angular Distribution Function of the fnhomogeneous
Component

In the last section our discussion of the directivity of the wave induced acoustic energy

was restricted to the homogeneous componenta, i.e. to the case when k 1wf ay We now

extend discussion to include the inhomogeneous components.

Before proceeding to the numerical calculatioru, some general features of this function can

be predicted. First of all we can Eee from the intensity spectrum, Ir(E,c.r) (Eq.(a.11)),
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that the propagation of the acoustic energy is no Ionger three dimensional, because
when k > w f al there are no downward propagating waves. Instead the induced waves

travel horizontally, with amFlitudes decaying with depth. If we still define the directivity
function of a single sea as in Eq.(+.20) we can write

D,i(oi :
c*'*t
I N(0r,0lR(w,2lEQlE(h - 60) dLl

ot-*

"-21@1'1 (4.35)

I H(llr(h + r) de r

with ff(d1, dt) = N(d., 0u0r)la.=0, R(r,x) and .H(d1) , E(h - 60) defined as before.

In the last s€ction we established that within the homogeneous region the angular
distribution is nea.rly omnidirectional (Figs.a.6(o) 

"trd 
(b)) i" the dominant wave-frequency

bandwith, since .t is much smaller than the wave number of gravity waves (q: or/g).
From Fig.4.1 it can be seen that as lc increases, the angle between two interacting wave
componentsr 0l2, becomes stttaller compared with angles close to 1800, which applies in the
case of the homogeneoua component. ThiB will increase the product H(0r) H(h*Ln), and
thue the enerry distributed around the wave (and prerrailing wind) direction. Moreover
thoee interactin8 Pah, for which the difference between q1 and 92 is greatest, will become
less importanrt, since the product of the wave spectra .F'"(or) and F"(o2) will be very small
when 01 and o2 differ significantly. The overall effect will thereby be to increase the
magnitude of the directivity function in the direction of the wind.

4.5 Numerical Examples

Ilomogeneous case!

Numerical calculations were carried out, based on the model for the angular distribution
of ocean surface waves, G(0) - cosz'(d), proposed by Longuet-Higgins 

"g 
o1.ltrl. Figures

a.6(a) and (6) present the derived horizontal and vertical angular distribution (directivity)
functions of the acoustic field induced by a single sea characteristic of an average wind
speed of 20mf s, for the frequencies: (1) 0.8, (2) 0.r, (g) 0.0s, and (l) o.oLrz. It i8

clear that for frequencies higher than 0.1 E z (conesponding to ocea^n-wave frequencies

higher than 0.05.F4, which covert in fact the main part of the ocean-wave spectrum),

the induced noise field is effectively omnidirectional in the three dimensional half space;

only at frequencies below O.l Hz, does energy tend to concentrate along the wind direction
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(indicated by the arro\t in Fig.a.6(a)). Figure 4.7 shows the horizontal angular distribution
(directivity) functions of the noise field in the case of two seas interacting at crossing angles

of (a) 1800, (6) 1500, and (c) 900 with respect to the direction of sea 1, which is set at 00.

A wind speed of.2Omlsis again assumed. It caa be seen that in this case the induced
field at a given frequency is even more uniformly distributed than that of the single sea

displayed in Fig.4.6.

In contrast with the above, however, Figs.4.8(a) "rd (b) show that significant directivity
can result in ideal conditions when two narrow bea,m wave systems interact with each

other. For the sake of convenience, the ideal rectangular distribution function,

H(0,): 
{;

' ld,l s d,o

, lo;l > o;o
i: Lr2 (4.36)

has been used to calculate the presentations of Fig.4.8 and represent (a) grc : dro : Eo,

0n: L800 and d : 90o, (b) dro : 0zo - Eo, 0rz:l?Eo and d -- E?.5o, and (c) 1to:0zo:
1.50, drr : 1760 and d : 880. The direction d being relative to that of sea l, which is
again set at 00.

These results are readily understood in terms of the points discrrssed, at the end of Section
+'2. From Eqs.(a.sO) and (4.33) we se€ that the value of the directivity function at any

fixed space angle (0u0x) is determined by an angular integration. There a,re three factors
involved, ff(d^,|zrflr)rfi(r,X) and 6d1 : r - {, which are all angle dependent. Eowever,

in all terms, this dependence is rsually so weak (being related to the order of magnitude

of the 'Mach number' of the ocean wave, r?r) that all directivity effects including those of
the ocean wave field are spread out on integration, with the result that the induced noise

field becomes omnidirectional. As can be seen from Fig.4.7, the angular dependence is not
increased in the case of two interacting seas, the induced field being even more uniformly
distributed, mainly because of the broader angular distribution of the combined wave

energy. On the other hand, since the'Mach numbert is inversely proportional to the square

of the frequency, the effect of all the angle dependent factors, especially that relating to
the interacting angle ry', increases rapidly with decreasing frequency. At sufrciently low
frequencies (< 0.05 H z) the effects of the integration are to produce an apparent focussing

of acoustic energy along the wind direction. The latter effect arises, of course, becarrse the

wave enerst is distributed primarily around the wind direction. Significant directivitiee
are predicted only when the be"m widths of the two interacting wave systems are narrower

than the interacting angle, d-, which is approximately expressed as 0,o N Zos: g/(a$I).
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At f : 0-02 E z, fot e:(ampl€' 0^ w approximately 60. This is the situation in Fig.4.8,
where as ocpected a narrow beattt distribution results.

Inhomogeneous case:

When the wave number of the induced acoustic waves exceeds the sound velocity in water
the situation becomes different. The directivity in the horizontal plane becomes much
more pronolrnced, with a maximum in the prernailing wind direction. Figuree a.g(a) a,nd

(b) present this directivity pattern for a wind speed of 30 mf s at 0.2 E z a.nd show that at
low relative wave numbers 6 (: katlo) the acoustic wave field is nearly omnidirectional
as expected. When 6 increases to about 50 the directivity increases significantly. At even
higher valuee of 6 both the level and directivity decrease and tend to zero. This behaviour
is the result of the combined effects of the frequency spectrum of the gravity wave field,
its angular distribution and the non-linear interaction process described. in Chapter B.

4.6 Summary

Below |Ez lhe major contribution to the ambient noise field in the ocean arises
from nonlinear interactions between ocean surface waveE. Spectral levels rise by some
80 dB under storm conditions. A source of this significance is of obvious relevance to
underwater acouetics and it is important to establish its characteristics. Earlier workl6,?l
has established many of its properties and shown that noise levels can be predicted with
surprising accuracy for a phenomenon of this sort. This paper has extend.ed these earlier
investigations by examining the directional properties of this noise source. Somewhat
against intuitive predictions it has been established that the wind does not imFose an;,
marked directionality on the homogeneouE component of the noise field. It is eaeentially
omnidirectional and as such has considerable relevance in deep water acoustics.[1{l On the
other hand this analysis ehows that the enersf from the inhomogeneous noise field has a
distribution that is peaked in the wind direction.
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a t.Appenorx

$A.1 Solution of X

Eq.(4.25) can be written as

x, - xz+ x -, : l*' *1^r*, *l^r,. + - i,ltx - ht

where f = cos(01 - 0*), and after rea,rrangemcnt we obtain:

(t - ia')x'- (:,?',+r)x'+ (1- la, +rhi)x+ (rni- i'?,, - 1)

=axt*bXz*cX*d:0

Further, by eetting X : f - p with p: b/(lo), the above equation becomes

fs+pf*g:o

where

p -- (lop' -zbp + c)la
q=(bp'-opt-cp+d)/o

Since
p : 3pz - zbp/o * cf a - Bp' - 6p2 t cf o : c/a - 3p2

_ (1 - :tlt + rfti) _ (1+ lr?lt)r
(1 - l'?,') 3(1 - lrazl

_ a(r - la1(r - l*, + a0 - (r + ira1,
3(1 - lazlz

>0
we have the discdminant

6: 1fe)'+ (*p)s > o

so that only one real root of X exists:

x:f -bl@o) or d:(f -b/(ta)-r)

where

r : (-*e * JT)'/'+ (-io - {E)'''



Cgrytar Fo.ur Appcurdix $d.,

fiA,t pqrtTa;tioa, of the Eq.(4.16)

The identity of the tranrform rcqubc! thtt

fcjf}'di|'- F.(') fr pl & de

trg(t)qdqe = Fll'(ol frVl do dc,

F$o@ ths lart cquatfim it oaa be reen tha.t

/,i(r) = "(o)r{!l#
wlhichr by t ciuC, the dbpc6ion rclatim d = g,g, aan bc wtittm ag

fi,(f) = Lr.ktl.fiffi = ffir.Io) {e)
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CHAPTER FIVE

A Reexamination of the Role of wave-wave
rnteractions in oeean Noise Generation

5.1 fntroduction

In their recent paperlrl, Kibblewhite and Ewans reported a study which examined. the
correlation of the ocear-wave field with waveinduced infrasonic pressure and seismic
activity' The quality of the data, the long term nature of the observatioru and an unique
property of the recording environment, helped establish that the acoustic-pre{Fune field in
the oceant below 5Ez is controlled by non-linear wavewave interactions within the surface
wave field' Eowever certain characteristics of the noise spectra remained unexplained..

It was appa,rent that these unexplained, featureg were related, at least in part, to the
angular distribution of the enerry in the ocear-wave field and the geoacoustic properties
of the ocean/seabed system. A preliminary analysis of these two effects waa reported
subsequentlyt2l 5o, the precise nature of the influences involved still remained. As a first
step towa'rds assessing the influence of the seabed a theoretical study based on a simple
twelayer model was undertaken. This is the analysis presented in Chapter 2, the eubstance
of which has been reported in the literaturelsl. The analysis in this chapter ocaminee the
experimental evidence in the light of thie study and expan& upon a prelirnina,ry accountrl.I.
while the limitations of the model are recognised, it does help provide Eome additional
clarification of the processes involved.

To aid the presentation Eome of the theoretical predictions of Chapter 2 regarding
the source spectrum and transfer firnction are repeated in Section 8.2 to help the
exarnination of experimental data. Section 5.3 simply quotes the expression for the
ocean-wave spectrum using parameter values appropriate to the real environment. A new
and practicable procedure to determine the waveenergy spreading coefficient from the
corresPonding microseigm records is suggested and demongtrated in Section 8.4. Simplified
tranrsfer functions for several typical tweliquid bottom modele are digc'seed in Section
5'5' Sections 5.6 to 5.ll are mainly devoted to an analysis of the New Zealand experiment.
The wave and microseism activity during a particular enent are described in Section 5.6.
An extension of the formalism for the noise spectrum to cover the efects of multiple seas
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and the residual swell is given in Section 5.7. Finally Sections 5.8 to g.te sxa'nine ftfug

influence of the multilayered geoacoustic structure of the experimental site a.nd the effect
of interface waveE on the seismo'acoustic response. The overall frequency dependence of
the pressure spectrum is discussed in the last section.

6.2 Bagic Theoretical Predictione

As first reported by Michetrl consideration of second-order effects in the hydrodynat 'ic
equations leads to terms representing the generation of low-frequency pressure fluctuations
by the non-linea,r interaction of opposing ocear waveE. In contrast to the progressive waves
producing them, the d'rstinctive featureg of these gecond-order effects a^re that the pressure

signals they produce occur at twice the frequency of the interacting surface waves, a,re

proportional to the amplitude product of these waves, and do not decrease with depth.
Miche's theory was developed by Longuet-Iligginstol to account for microseism generation
and expanded further by Haseelmann[4 in particular. Similar theoretical analyses in the
context of underwater acoustics were carried out by Brekhovskikhlsl and Hugheslel etc.
When minor ernors are correctedrlrol the derived pressure spectrum can be shown to be
essentially the same in all treatments.

While dealing with the sarne geophysical phenomenon the various theoretical treatments
are not easily reconcilable. For the purpce of the preoent analysis therefore it has been
helpful to re-examine the theoretical basis of the phenomena involved, with a view to
more readily resolving the significance of various factors, in particular the effects of
the spreading function associated with the surface-wave field and the properties of the
geoacoustic environment.

This analysis, which we consider more clearly identifies the principal effects of concern,
is presented elsewhere,[3] uo4 only the results essential to the discussion to follor are
presented here. These formulae show how the spectral forn'" of the low-frequency

undenvater pressur+field and the associated seabed displacement are related to that of
the surface-wave field in which the nonlinea.r interactions take place.

A simple geoacorrtic model is assumed consisting of a water layer of constant depth, Il,
overlying an elastic half space. The analysis demonstrates that the spectrum of the source
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the mean surface of the ocean is
presEure field, induced by wave action, and acting on
given by (see Eq.(2.s0) of Chapter 2)t

Fp(f) - Fp(2fw, =ryF"r6*)f*rr
or

Fp(f) - 
4o'p"g' 

F^2( f 12)lsl
o;tl 'a \t l

The spectnrm of the corresponding underwater noise field, ^[y(.f), -d that of the
microseismn (the displacement of the seabed) , Fu(I), are then given respectively by:

rrv(/) : Fp(f)Tptt(f)

(5.1)

(5.2)

and

where

FuU): Fp(f)Tp*(f\

Irpx(f):zlffi-o*
Irpuu)=#{ffi.*

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

In the above equations fw = f f 2 denotes the frequeucy of the ocean surface wave; / is the
frequency of the wave-induced source pnessure field and its seismic equirralent; w :Zrf;
p1 is the density of sea water, and c1 the sound velocity in water; F"(Iw) is the surface-
wave spectral function; rpxU) and Tr,v(t) are the transfer functions relating the source
preslnrre field on the sea surface to the underwater noise and seismic fields respectively.
The function J(r2, w2, z) is defined as

J(*',w2,2):si (w /ft'l \
in (-Vt - nr(z * E) 

)
,.m vRT r- +ie*' - np')' + 4n2tffi{"er--aJ"* (i1=(z + a))' 'npa yffiLt-* "p I T'r'L v r'- - E-Vnp' , \O, /

(s.o)

Here we define the source pressure field as the homogeneous component of the total
acoustic wave field induced by the second-order wave-wave interaction, which can be
measured in an infinitely deep ocean. These components correspond to plane acoustic
waveE with horizontal wave number /s

component (k > w lar) .atr be taken into account by intnoducing a multiplying factor
[t+r;'(or, z)lto the correaponding spectral expressions. ThiE is orplained in the companion
Paper[81.
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r(*,,wz,z): sin (;*(, + o) ., (-*) .", G*(, + al)

where

J(*',r'): J(n2,w2,o)

In all of the above equations we use the parametera np : o,t/gz, n : a1f gl2t rrt : pzlpr,
rc = kar/w, .85 the seabed reflection coefrcient, ard pzt Fz; a2 which are respectively the
density and the wave velocities of the shear and compressional waveE in the seabed.

The term r in Eq.(s.I') represents an integral of the spreading function describing the
angular distribution of the surface-wave 6"16[?,u1, viz.,

Chapter Five: $5.9

or more generally

where E(0)'rB the normalized spreading function defined as

H(0): *"r, ,

LLz

(5.7)

(5.8)

i,= 
J E(0)H(0+r)d0

I
fHo- I G(o)de

J
-t

From Eqs'(s.a) and (5.6) it is appa,rent that the undenvater noise field is generally depth
dependent' When z approaches zero, the transfer function Tpx(f) tends to 1, which is
simply a confirmation of the continuity of the preesure field.

5.3 The Ocean-'Wave Spectra

Most of the data discussed in this paper were recorded in the South Taranahi Bight (the
Maui region) on the west coast of the North Island of New Zeala.nd (trlig.b.l). In this region
the wave-field is essentially fetch limited at the Maui recording site for winds from the
southeasterly quarter.lul Discounting the influence of a persistent swell from the southwest
(which will be considered further later), the JoNSwAp formulalrsl

F,(fw): crg2(zo)-,fn-r*, (-: U*/fu)-.) r*t- uw/tx-t)2t(u,t) (s.e)
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has been shown to fit the measured fetch limited spectra very well, the average pa.rameters
for this MAUI spectrum beinglu,u;

113

c : o.or f utot, o'"

\gxl
no'D

fu :2.serilh.or8

?=2.9

f 0.10 for fs S f*to:1
( 0.13 for fs, > fu

From Eqs.(8.7) and (5.8) rpe see that the term f is given by:

r= -1 
f

it I G(0)c(0+fld0

in which X denotes the length of the southeasterly fetch in meters and [r1s the windspeed
at a height of 10 meters. The derived spectra for t/ro : 2,5 to BOms-r are shown in
Fig.5.2. (The reason for the units used will become clear later).

5'4 The rnfluence of the Spreading Coefrcient on the pressure
Field

(5.10)

(5.1r)

(5. r2)

(5. r3)

(5. r4)

In the case of a single sea (i.e. a s€a generated by a steady wind, from a fixed direction,
acrosa an initially quieacent surface) a widely accepted form of the spreading function,
G(0), is that proposed by Longuet Higgins and recently compa,red with measured data by
Tyler ", 4frrl, viz.

G(q:cco2'1e121 --r1o1n (5.15)

with a spreading coefficient, s, which usually appears to be both frequency and wind qpeed
dependent.

Bv substituting Eq.(E.ls) into (E.la) we obtain a^n analytical form o; /ul,

/(s) :

in which f (u) is the Gamma Function.

I r(e+l)

'j,frMrl;+tt
(5. I 6)
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rn the case of an ornni-directional wavefield it follons that

s:0 and f(o) : :1
2n

while li
8'+ Q , f(s) -+ 0

114

(u. l7)

(5.18)

stewart and Ba,rnumfr6l found the following form of s to fit lller et al.,s measured data
very weil:lul

,{-o'210'-o-1) p>0.1
(=2 p<0.1

The parameter p is defined as

u=?
EC

where & = 0.4 (the Karman's consta,nt), c is the
friction velocity. ltrl

Using the values u.: (Jrc16, ct' : 1.8 x 10-s and. noting that c : gl@nf) for gravity
waves, we have

1t x O.ffi2Urcf

a(f ,U',) {*''U'lo 
- 1) 

f';

rr:o-uh=#*

(5. ro)

(ir.20)

speed of the surface wave and u. the

(5.2l )
whereupon

with

(s.22)

(5.23)

This model of c is shown in Fig.5.3 by the dashed line from Ato B to C (infinity) and then
along the curve to D- The infinite discontinuity of the function e at point f / fo :1 and a
small constant value, I :Z,in the region f lfo < I suggests that the angular distribution of
the wave enersr becomes a 6-function (very narow beam) at the cresonant'.frequency

for the given wind speed [/ro, and becomes wider at lower values of I (f ( /s), even
though., physically, this see'ns to be somewhat puzzling.

other forms of the function s have been used such as in [161

(5.24)": { 
o'2/(P - 0.1) p>-o.2

[z p<o.z
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where

.. _ 13.65 x ro-o UatllrI; u S ts ms-ru = 
I 8.BB x 10-6 u {fr [r > rE ms-L

and -fo is the rada,r frequency (.fo - 30 x 106.42). Eowever for ease of compa.rison with
ocperimental data we have introduced an a-djustable para,meter, d, and writet

(5.2,1)

curvee of s (as a function of f /fo) for difierent values of d are shown in Fig.s.B. For a
chosen 6 ("'g. 6 : 1-o) c iB described by the horizontal line (ABE) and the curve (ED).
with d specified, the integral r defined by Eq.(8.14) can easily be calculated. The form
of f so obtained is showrr in Fig.5.4.

Since the spectrum of the source pressure field, I!(/), is (apart from a constant) given
by the product of the integral, r, the square of the wave spectrum, F"2U/z), and the
term, /3, the choice of d will significantly cha.nge the nalue and position of the pea.k of the
resulting spectrum Fp(f)- An estimate of the epreading coefficient can thus be obtained
by matching the peak values of the measured and theoretical spectra of the press're fields.

Figure 5'5 presents the calculated nalues of the peak of the pressure field spectra as a
function of t/ro for 6 : 1.0, 0.75r and 0.5. In this figure the dots and crosses represent
experimental valuee determined from seismic spectra (see later) measured at different
times, but mainly during a period in october, 1g81. The ocperimental values for wind
speeds greater than 30 ms-r were samFled soon after a wind change and reflect the
interaction of two s€as' see Section 5.6. The other data were sampled at times when
a single sea would be dominant. (The circled data points, which appear anomalous,
involved a single narrow spectrum peaked at f < o.LEz and accordingly correspond to
a swell rather than a local sea situation). It would appear that for low wind speeds
(less than rcm/s) a reasonable value of d ig 1.0, while for high wind speeds the value
of 0'75 is more appropriate. This prediction ig in accord with the results of Stewart
and Ba'rnu-lrcl *6 Tyler et alfrrl, as well as the general tendency for the beorn defining
the angular distribution of the surface-wave energy to become nar+:T€r for any given
frequency component (6 decreases) as the wind speed increases. 

broa

Except where specifically mentioned, otherwise, for simplicity we will take 6 : I as a
reasonable approximation in the calculations to follow. Thus we define the spreading

t It also seerns appropriate to take fo: f, = gf (2,(1rc) instead of gf o.ozurc

" 
: f zlT/fo-r) / > /o(r +6)

lzlt t</o(t+6)
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coefrcient, ,!1, iut:

with

Tttr+t;vTp*rx ;o; ;
Pl'@'dt'

- _ (t -2n2 tzna)
Zmz

t16

(5.26)

By using Eqs.(s.s) and (5.26) and those involving the calculation of the integral, r, we can
then derive the set of theoretical spectra for the source pressure field shown in Fig.E.6.

5.5 The llansfer tr\rnction

The seabed displacement data discuEeed in di:';** were measured at an onshore station
about one kilometer from the coastline. Since the observation point is located. so close
to the active ocean region Kibblewhite and EwanElll consid,ered it reasonable to assume
that the microseism activity recorded would not differ significantly from that existing
within the active region. Accordingly a simple two-layer fluid model wa,E assumed and
the ground vibration waa attributed solely to the vertical displacement produced by the
compressional wave, and the simplest transfer functionll4 was applied to calculate the
incident preslture field from the seismic spectra, a procedure which neglected any bottom
reflections' In this reenaluation of the underwater noise field., based on the two layered.
visco'elastic model discussed in [S], we exarnine the implication of bottom reflection a^nd
the generation of shear-wav€s. As explained in [3] the transfer functions used refer only
to the homogeneoug s6mponent of the pressure field.

when only compressional waves are being considered., we can put gz: 0 or f,p : 6
in Eq'(5'6)' Moreover, since in our present case the water-layer depth is not great, it is
appropriate to use the approxirnrtri6ng in Eq.(S.6) that

. (w 

-. 

\ /sin | -.uffi@ r E)) : o and "* ( Lrp(, + r)) : 1\cr '/ --- 
\01 ' 

-- ,- ' ", /

This leads to the approximate transfer functions,

":f4Ulto-t) f>zfo
[z f <2fo

(5.27)

(5.2rJ)

The transfer function for four forms of this simple geoacoustic model, typical of the New
Zealand envitonrnent, has been calculated by a numerical integration procedure. The
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results obtained, together with that for the simplest formula (case SrTpu: Ll[pfwrorr])
are shown in Fig.5.7. The pa'rameters used and the value of the coefficient based on
Eq.(5.28), are listed in Table S.1.

From Fig'5'7 and Table 5.1 it can be seen that orrer the frequency range of interest in this
analysis, (0.1 - L.o Hz), Eq.(5.27) adequately describes the frequency dependence of the
transfer function, the diference from the curves based on the full expression being less than
L d'B' The frequency dependence of Eq.(5.27) is thus confirmed as a good approximation
and itg application with o: L in reference [r] is shown to be reasonable.

It should be noted however that fpy is the transfer function which converts the spectrum
of the source pressure field at the sea,-gurface to that of the vertical displacer.ent of the sea
bed, and thatTup : (Tpu)-r should be used for the inverse transfer function. In this case,
Tup (: pr2w2ar2/a) is generally greater tha,n plw2ar2 for models with m > 1. {hisftlrrl
drew attention to this, although the influence of reflection at the seabed was neglected in
his analysis' It is apparent from Fig.5.7 that the influence of a on the magnitude of Tup
canr not be ignored. This was recognised by Urick and also by Kibblewhite and Ewansll|
(Section VA) but at that time the precise influence of a could not be established. It ig
now apPropriate to reconsider thig issue and in the next part of our analysis we review
the event of October lg8l.

5.6 The Event of 16-24 October lggt

The Maui region providea an ideal environment for the study of ocean-wave processe in
that the topography of cook Strait often producee a bimodal wind regime in the area as
weather EYStemn pass across the country. These properties are described in the earlier
paperlrl which presented the meterological evente of october lggl to decribe the efects
obsent€d' The time historieE of the relenant parameters during these events are presented
in Fig'43' This ehows clearly the wave and seismic response to the wind changes on 16
and 23 October, when the wind vector swinga rapidly through 1600 from northwest to
southeast.

Figure 5'8, which is reproduced from [1], presents the series of spectra , Fp(f),describing
the pressure fieldt produced by nonlinear wave-wave interactions during the first of

Since here the depth of the waterlayer is only a small fraction of the wave length concerned,
we neglect the depth dependence of the noise field and regard both the ambient noise
pressure and the source pressure fields as being the same.
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these southeaaterly events. These spectra were derived from the corresponding vertical
displacement spectra, Fu(f), by applying the approcimate form of the transfer function,
Lllp1zwlar2l, where w:2rf .

Lt [1] these experimental pressure spectra were compa.red with ocean a,mbient noise data
recorded in other environments by conventional methods, md attention was drawn to
the gtriking similsiitries which ecisted. The preesure spectra derived from the seismic
measurements were also compared with theoretical predictions based on the nonlinear
interaction formalisms of Brekhovskikh and HugheslE'el. The agreement between predicted

and observed spectral levels was equally striking, particula.rly around the spectral peaks

and for high sea states. Attention was also drawn to the apparently anomalous low-
frequency component in the experimental spectra, which became obvious at low wind
speeds, and to an inforion (or subsidiary peak) around O.6 Ez visible in the spectra for
wind speeds of 7.5, 15 and 25 ma-r (tr.ig.S.8).

The first of these two effects was shown to arise from the persistent southwesterly swell
which is always present in the recordirg area. Poesible explanations were offered for the
second feature but a definitive statement could not be given at that time because it was

not possible to nesolve clearly between the relative influence of the spreading and transfer
functions. It ig work on these queetions which ia the main subject of this and its companion

PaPej[sl.

Based on this lateat analysis, the theoretical presaure spectra a,rising from nonlinear
interactiong within a single sea, when the asaum€d value 6 : 1.0 is used to evaluate
the spreading function, are thosc given in Fig.5.6. A comparigon with those for the Earne

wind speeds derived from the experimental seismic data is presented in Fig.b.g.

It can be seen:

(i) that the large low-frequency component apparent in the ocperimental data at low
wind speeds is not preaent in the theoretical spectra.

(ii) that a s",'ll but significant difference in the pea.k frequencies of the two sets of
spectra is appa,rent at high wind speeds but that this difference decreases aE the
wind decreases.

(iii) that both sets of spectra display a subsidiary peak (inflocion) around O.5 Hz at
wind speeds above 7.5 ms-r.

(it) that while the peak spectral levels show good agreement the levels at frequencies

well above the peak are noticeably higher in the experimental spectra.
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As was mentioned earlier the low-frequency peak described in (i) above is associated
with the southwe8terly swell which ia always present in the Maui region. This is clearly
demonstrated in the spectra for various wind speeds presented in Fig.E.lo. (the JONSWAP
form of the Maui spectra reproduced in Fig.5.2 deliberately omitted these components in
the interest of simplicity).

In contrast to the ocplanation given i" [l], the differences described in (ii) above are no$,
reinterpreted as neaning that the high spectral levels recorded at the early stage of the
event (oe+o on 17 october;x in Fig.5.s) involve not only nonlinear interactions between
components of the new southeasterly sea, but also continuing interactions between the
new s'ea and residual components of the old, northwesterly sea. Further, the inflexion
a'round Q'5 H z in Fig.5-8 is non' identified with the spreading function (rather than the
transfer function as was suggested i" [1] and [z]). However as will be shown below the
influence of a second sea can produce a similar and often more dominant effect.

5.T The Case of Multiple Seae

The situation described above is obviously complex. Nevertheless, accepting these
interpretations we can test their validity through Eq.(s.29) (see Appendix), which is
an etq)ression for the spectrum of the source pre$rure field resulting from the combined
nonlinear interactions of the southwesterly swell, the decaying northwesterly sea and the
new sea from the southeast. gepa$ion-(SJg):is:

ls t \
' 

I I'o' (f*)l' L, -,.,D.* F"' (fw) F"t r r*1 +i 
)

Fp(I): Kofw (5.2e)
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where

Ks- 32rap1292

120

(l'r.30)

(5.31 )

(5.32)

(5.3:t)

(5.34)

ot2

Ifw:|f

r..- r(ci+r)r.i:@

. 1 f ,I,i: fui J kx'Ul2))" (sinz(0lz+o,ilz))"t ae

E::?"nrk'+t)' r("i * r)

where Fii(fw) are the wave spectra of sea r and sea,.

In deriving this formula we have assuned that the directivity of the southwesterly swell
can also be expressed using a model based on a cosz(0lz) disttibution. This assumption
is reasonable provided that the appropriate choice of the spreading coefficient, s, can
be made' Ilowever, the actual spectral for'." of the energ:r associated with the residual
swell from the southwest and the decaying sea from the northwest prove to be of more
importance' Both of these are of course difficult to assess in the absence of directional
wave data, but reasonable approrcimations can be made.

our estimntes of the decaying northwesterly sea are based on the JoNswAp expression
and the selected wind speed. The uncertainties relating to the spectral form of the
southwesterly swell have been addressed through the concept of the .average' spectrum
for the area, developed for general statistical reasons in another study.lrel The average
spectrum is defined as the average for given conditions of all the spectra recorded at the
Maui site over a two year period (1980, 1981). such a spectrum, based on seaa associated
with the southwesterly sectors (zzoo-zeoo ?) i" shown in Fig.E.u, (the dashed curve is the
fitted form of the JONSWAP formula based on Eqs.(s.r0) to (s.lg), with the parameter
t - t)' It demonstrates clearly the dominance of the southwesterly swell in the region,
inspite of the high energy of the local wave-generation events. In this case the peak value
is about 2.6 m2f Ez.

In applying Eq.(5.29) we assume a dominant southeasterly sea, a decaying northweterly
sea and a residual southwesterly swell; for the latter a value of 2 ig used in respect of the
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spreading functions s3. The calculation based on Fig.5.11 led to the thoretical spectra
shoqrn in Fig.5.12; the orperimental spectra as originally derived from the seismic data
(symbols) are included for comparison. Several features of these curves and those of
Fig.5.9 are to be noted.

(i) The experimental data for wind speeds 30 and 35 mc-l appear to rnatch the
theor,etical curve involving two separate seas (respective wind speeda gO, 10 mE-r)
better than that for a single sea er(cited by a wind speed of 30 to 35 mc-I. While
the pea.k spectral values in Fig.5.9 are comparable, the theoretical spectrum for a
eingle sea at high wind speeds, say 35 rrts-L, has a peak frequency around. e.2 Hz,
lower than that of the measured data (0.25 - o.3 E z). In Fig.5.12 on the other
hand the frequencies of the spectral pe"ks at high wind speeds are much more in
agreement.

(ii) While the experimental and theoretical spectral levels above the swell peak match
reasonably well, the theoretical values at the swell peak suggest that the actual
swell during the October event waE somewhat lower than that represented by the
averag€ spectrum based on the southwesterly sectors.

(iii) At the top wind speeds in pa.rticular, the high-frequency spectral values are in
general greater than those predicted theoretically.

At this point we recall that the transfer function used in deriving the ocperimental spectra
(aymbols in Fig.5.8) from the corresponding seismic data, is the approximate form us€d

by Urick, Tup - llTpu - pt2w2ar2. It is therefore instructive to examine the effect of
using the new transfer function given in Eq.(S.27), Tup - pr2w?af f o.

Use of the new function increases all the seismically derived pressure values in Fig.E.8
(a,nd Fig.5.12) by the value of l.Ologa. For the models oca^mined in Table l the increase

rangeB from GL4 dB depending on the model chosen. Overall this adjustment appears to
increase the anomalieo, particularly at high wind apeeds. Thrrs consideration of reflection
lmses alone does not further improrre the agreement between theory and experiment and
it becomes appropriate to examine the influence of shear-wave orcitation and propagation

effects.

According to the discusgion in our companion paperlll, the transfer function takes the form
Tup: Przwtar|/o[f + qr(w)l when shear-wave excitation is taken into account. Since

W(w) x Aw use of the complete transfer function will involve an increase in the original
spectral levels of only a few dB, considerably less than involved in -l0logc alone. Such

Lzl
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an adjustment would apPear to bring the experimental data into closer overall agreement
with the theoretical cunres, but a test of this clearly depends on a detailed, knowledge of
the geoacoustic properties of the Maui region.

5.E The Sediment - Velocity Structure

The basic transfer functions described in Fig.5.7 refer to the idealised case of a water
layer overlying a semi-infinite half-space. In model 1 the solid half-space represents a high
velocity base'nent layer; model 5 represents thecase where o:1, and no reflectivity or
shear-wave occitation occurs. Models 2r3 and 4 on the other ha.nd represent other versiona
of the simple twelayer model and reflect, to varying degrees, the geophysical structure in
the Cook Strait/Maui a.rea.

From various published sourceslrsl and more recent geophysical data gathered as part of
the oil/gas exploration progpm, the general characteristics of the area can be defined
with reasonable confidence. In essence the waters of the South Taranaki Bight overlay a
layered seabed. The upper layer comprisee unconsolidated sediments (p2 nl L?go kg^-")
of varying thickness but typically the lower interface (x) lies around a depth of Ego m
in the vicinity of the Maui platform. The compressional wave velocity, cs, is about 1E6o
ms-t so that n : 0.9616 ca,n be adopted, as representative. In turn the unconsolidated
sediment overlies further sedimentary layers. The nature and thickness of these varies
somewhat with pooition but in the area of iaterest to us two further layers can be identified
with compressional-wave velocities a3 and oa of around 2fr)0 and BlOoms-r respectively.
A thicknees of approximately 75om places the interface (r) between layers J and 4 at
approximately 1350m. The horizon Q at the bottom of layer 4 is some L675m deeper.
Typical densities are about 1900 and 2Sookgm-s respectively. Two deeper layers (p, o
2500 kgm-| , Q1= 3700 ms-r; p6 * 25oo kgm-l, a6 az 4100 -"-t), occur before basement
is encountered at around Bgfi)m.

with this information, but stilt restricting ourselves to a two-layer interpretation of the
environment, we catl eKrtnine the coruequences of neglecting shear-wave effects in the
earlier analysis. Where a shear-wave velocity for a layer is required below we have used
the general approcimation I : O.58a[201. This leads to a shear-wave velocity of around
1200ms-1 for layer 3, a value of the seme order as the Scholt*wave velocities for hard
sediments quoted by Rauchlrrl. We recognise however the constraints of the simple model
used and that the velocity structure given is not likely to be rrnifonn over the deeper parts
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of the active fetch. Where water depths exceed 10ff) meters, it is likely that interface X
will disappear a,s the unconsolidated layer becomes much thinner.

5.9 The Shear-Wave Contribution

In the analysis presented in [3] we established the modified transfer firnction for the simple
twolayer model as:

$5.e

,rt Pt2w2ar2
-tllP:- a[t * nr(r)] (5.35)

where

(!1.3ri)

urd' L, is the length (and Z' the width) of the active fetch, rl(s1,c.r) = 1, in the
preaent case (see Ref.[3])' & is the shear-wave velocity in layer 2, and the other
symbols have the meaning given earlier.

Equation (535) implies that with both bottom enhancement and shear-wave excitation
present, the simple transfer functiou used in deriving the pressure curyes of Fig.E.g, should
be modified bv the factor o[1* zr(r)] or l0logc[l + nr(ull dB.

Equations (535) a,nd (5.36) clearly represent the body and Rayleigh wave contributions
from a homogeneoua half-space. In the absence of the full multi-layer analysie they are
now in turn applied to the three top interfaces in the sedimentar5r profile (the absence of
significant structure in the seismic apectra below l.EIa suggested that the deeper structure
was not dotttinant). While this procedure ignores any interface interaction, it will hopefully
provide Eome meaaure of the magnitude of the shear-wave correction. In the disc'ssion
below we follow the normal nomenclature in defining the interface waves[211. In evaluating
Eq.(5.36) the active fetch, trr, has been taken as 400/cm.

(i) The seabed interface

Because of high shear-wave attenuation the wave energy transmitted at the water/seabed
interface is usually negligible, the Scholte waves being guided by the most significant
acoustic interfacelzr!. This appean to be confirmed in the present case. The full transfer
function of Eq.(5.35) based on model 3 implies that the experimental nalues in Fig.E.g
should be decreased by 20 and 3o d,B over the range 0.1 to I Hz. In other words, the
low acoustical contrast of this interface produces adjustments clearly out of line with the
theoretical cun'es and we next consider interface X.

_ , \ 0.03G qf Lvw7(s1rw)
4rlu1 :ffi
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(ii) Interface X

Substitution of the appropriate geophysical para,metera for interface X in Eqs.(S.eS) and
(S.fG)' suggests that the pressure spectral nalues in Fig.5.8 should in this case be decreased

by a factor ranging from -1.0d,8 at.f : 0.1 frz to Lo.|d,B at,2Ez. Applying these

corrections to the data of Fig.5.8 gives the modified a.mbient-noise spectra of Fig.5.1B. It
apPears that allowing for the shea,r-wave contribution leads to little change in the derived

Pressure spectra a.round O.L Ez, but to significa^nt changes at L Hz. The effects of bottom
reflectivity seem to be more or less compensated at O.L Hz and overcompensated at higher
frequencies.

(iii) Interface Y

Similar calculations for interface Y, the boundary between layers 3 and 4, produce changes

in spectral level of the sarne order of magnitude as those of X.

5.10 The Theoretical and Revised Experimental curyes

Bearing in '"ind the complexities involved, the overall agreement in the shape and
maguitude of the experimental cun'es as originally presented in [1] (see Fig.S.8) and
the theoretical curves (see Fig.5.9) were considered good. This agreement is improved
when the interaction of multiple seas iE considered (see Fig.s.l2). The use of the
transfer function incorporating bottom refectivity alone wottens the minmatch of high
frequencieo and high sea-states, but allowance for a shear-wave contribution based on
interface X (or Y) through a modified version of the tra.nsfer function appears to prod.uce

a satisfying agreement in level and shape over the whole frequency range. The fact that a
horizontal component of ground displacement was usually presentlrrl, that the theoretical
and experimental levels at L frz are both a,round L}Od,B re lp PolEz (a value reported
for deep-sea ambient noise levels at moderate wind speedslrul), md that the peak values

agree closelS gives some confidence in the a.rguments preaented.

Closer agreement still could be achieved by further minor changes in the three sea-wave

components involved but this refinement is uqiustified in the abs€nce of directional wave

data. F\rrthermore an unequivocal compa,rison of the theoretical and ecperimental curves

nust await the development of the full multi-layer analysil discussed in [3]. Schmidt
et olBl have already demonstrated the influence of interface waves on source levels at
frequencies below acoustic cutoff, a^nd only when these effects are better understood,

L24
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will further reffnements be justified in the present case. It is however encouraging that
[[g 'nismafdr at high frequencies apparent in the comparison of Fig.E.l2 is now largely
removed and that the theoretical and a.rnended experimental results of Fig.E.lB show
remarkable agreement at all frequenciea and for all wind speeds.

5.11 Erequency Dependence of the Noise Fields

Part of the analysis carried out by Kibblewhite and Ewanslrl was a comparison of the
high-frequency spectral slopes of the ocean-wave and displacement spectra (Sections IIIC
and vB)' The results of this comparison were presented as evidence in support of the
basic theoretical formulation relating microseisms and nonlinear wave-wave interactions.
It is appropriate to review these earlier conclusions in the light of the theoretical analysis
presented in our comparison paper.lsl

In that analysis it was shown that the connection between related spectra can be ercpressed
through corresponding transfer functiona as detailed in Eqs.(s.2) and (E.B) presented
earlier' F\[ther, when the depth of the water layer is much less than the wavelength
of the components of the acoustic-noise field., the transfer function , Tpn(r),was shown to
be es8€ntially independent of frequency. In the case of a near-field sensor it follows (inside
the active region) that:

Fp(w) x F"z(w/fl f(or)arg (5.37)

Tru(r) c a,-2 if 9z: o (5.38)

(5.3e)

we note that Eq.(5.38) is sirnital to the transfer function proposed by uricklr4 and used
bv Kibblewhite and Ewanslrl and that Eq.(8.r9) is the sane as Eq.(s.s).

In the far-field case on the other hand these expreasions become:

I
q.w-z I L-*'* , - 

1[@*d* 
if 9z*o

(5.40)Fp(r) x F"z(wfz) I@)w
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andt

Tega(w) x. w (5.4t)

In Eq.(5.11) we recognise the function derived by Hasselmann.l?l

The experinental situation in [f] places the sensor intermediate between the near and
far-field regions. In view of this and the other complicating factors mentioned earlier, the
obs€nted frequency dependence of the rnicreeism spectra might be expected to reflect a
combination of the two effects described above.

In the earlier analysisltl Hasgelmann's transfer function was used (equivalent to Eq.(s.al))
to relate the general form of the microseism spectra to that of the wave fleld. In deriving
the underwater preseure field from the displacement spectra on the other hand, uae was

made of Urick's form of the transfer firnction (equivalent to Eq.(5.98)). The apparent
inconsistency was recognised at the time but only justified later when a combined transfer
function was shovrn to be appropriate.tsl This function which is reproduced in Eq.(E.Bs)

above ca.n algo be written in the form:

L26

(5.42)Tup-TFiro#

Equation (5.42) is simply an expression of the. combined efiects of the nea,r-field
(compressional wave) -,d far-field (shear-wave) contributions. The apparent efectiveness
of Eq.(5.+2) in reconciling the experimental results and theoretical predictions was

demonstrated in Section 5.10.

The effect of the influences described in the present analysis on high frequency spectral
slopes ca^n be summarised as follows:

(i) If an average ocear-wave spectrum is adopted @l(r) q o-e to ar-to - eee Reference

1, Section trIC) the spectral slope of the undenrater preEsure-field will, according
to Eq.5.37, be between or-8 and al-7. The experimental pressure spectra derived

from the seismic data for high wind speeds and steady conditions are in reasonable

agreement with this theoretical prediction when the combin"d lsansfer function of
Eq.(S.eZ) is used. It has been observed however that the seismic spectral slope

(and that of the associated pressure field) can climb to qr-e under the influence of
a shift in wind direction and the growth of a new s€a. As the wind gteadies and the

new sea exerts an increasing influence on the seigmic spectrum the spectral alope

Infact in the fa,r-field case the microseism activity is mainly contributed by Scholte wave

components, so we can write Fu(u) - arz whereupon Fy(w)lFe(r) - ,
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decreases from ar-e to t'r-6 to w-7. This slope persists as the wind decreases. The
change in slope is believed to arise from the fetch dependence of the growing sea.

(i0 The integral /(ar) depends strongly on the spreading coefrcient of the wave energy
digtribution. In the event of a wind shift f(ar) will influence the rralue of the spectral
pea^k aod produce associated changes in spectral srope.

While both these factorg will influence the spectral slope, the observed frequency
relationship between the wave field and the noise fields can, as observed by Kibblewhite
and Ewans, still be taken as confirmation of the essential featrues of the theoretical
formalism governing nonlinear interactions.

5.12 Conclusions

The earlier analysis presented in [1] confirmed the role of wav6wave interactions in ocean
aconstic phenomena at frequencies below 5 Ez. In that analysis the essential elements
of the theoretical background to nonlinear processes were confirmed.. However several
aspects required further cla,rification, in particular the role of multiple seas, and. the relative
influence of the spreading function and the transfer functions on the shape and magnitude
of the related spectra.

chalter

In this; Chapter 2, and a companion paper[3], it has been ghown that while the transfer
function used in [r] to relate the seismic field to the incident acoustic pressure was
simplistic, the essential conclusions of that analysis were correct. However the real
properties of the spreading function and the various transfer functions are now more
clearly understood and the interactions involved are seer aa being more complex than
previously believed. While an even closer agreement between theoretical predictions and
the measured data,Las been established and the basic theoretical analyses have been
confirmed' it is clear some matterg still require clarification. In particular we recognise
the need for a more complete analysis of the efects of the multilayered s€abed. The
simple two-layer model has been instructive but is obviously an oversimplification. Until
the multilayer analysit is complete, directional wave spectral data are arrailable, and other
influences including that of the inhomogeneous component are incorporated more fullS
the close quantitative agreement between theory and experiment implicit in these results
cannot be accepted without reeenration. We exat',ine some of these issues in the remaining
chapters.

L27
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Thlough this study it has also been pcsible to obtain an iudependent ass€ssment of the
spreading function contlolling the angular distribution of ocean-wave energf. This has

involved a comparison of the theoretical predictions of the pnffiure ffeld produced by
nonlinea,r interactions between ocean-surface wave6 and the ptEssure field derived from
the mersured seismic field these interactions produce. A modified form of the spreading
function ir propoeed on the basia of this compa,rison.
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Appendix

$4.1 Pressure field a,rising from nonlinear interactions between multiple seas

Eq.(5.1) can be written as

rp(/) : Kofwr i ,"U*, E(0) F,(lw) E(0 * tr) d0

!,

by denoting
], 32rrp12gzILO:T

In the case involving multiple independent seas, Eq.(s.f) can be extended as

i

Fp(fl : Kofr' 
!,Dr:(r') 

E (o)Drxta ni P + fl il

ls s \: Kotly (Dq'tr,")rii + t flU',aei(/*)ai I
\d=1 i'j=t (d*i) l
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where

(A.1)

(A.2)

(r{.3)

(A.4)

(r{.5)

fllttt: J Et(qEtP+flde : # J co.zs,lelz)sinzs,1e14d0

-i

1f
I,i : fr J lccrz? lz)ls,[sin2(o lz + flrilz\ltt a

dii b the crossing angle of sea i and eea x *d II(/r") *d FiUd a,re the wave spectra
of sea d and sea j reepectively.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Plane-\il'ave Reflection Coefficient for a

Multi-Layered Visco-Elastic Seabed

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters discussion of the wave-induced infrasonic ocean-noise field

and associated tt'icroeeism reaponselr,2] was based on a single-layer model of the ocean

environment (a water layer orrerlaying a solid half-space). A geri€E of spectral transfer

functione relating a Eoutrce preosure-field acting at the ocean surface, the underwater

pressurefield and the vertical component of the induced seabed motion were defined and

calculated to describe the frequency response of the ocean medium to non-linear wave-

wave interactions. The general agreement between obs€nted spectral levels and spectral

slope with those predicted using this mod€l confrms that it provides a good basis for

describing the main features of the prloceEses that are active, provided the geoacoustical

structure of the seabed is taken into account. As ghown by Eq.(3.37) in Chapter 3, the

key factor required to describe the effects of the geoacoustical structure is the bottom

reflection coefficient.

As a quantitive factor embodying the interaction of the sound field and sea bed, the plane-

wave bottom reflection coefficient has been investigated theoretically and experimentally

for many years in the development of ocear acoustics. Partly because of the relatively

high frequencies used mct of the ea,rly investigations were based on a simple two-

layer geoacoustic model. The successes achieved in the prediction of the underwater

acoustic field justified the use of this simple model to approximate the real seabed at

these frequencies. However with interest shifting to infrasonic frequencies thiE simple

model waa no longer adequate. Physical intuition suggecta that more complicated,

multilayer models a,re required at longer acoustic wavelengths, and an increasing number of

analyseslt-rslwere directed at establishing the reflection coefficient (or reflection-loss) from

a multilayered seabed. Honrever, caution mugt be sercised in constituting sudr a model.

Too much complexity may increase computational costs unnecessariln bearing in mind

the limited accuracy of available field data. It therefore beca,me important to understand

the influence of the geoacoustic para,meters on the reflection-loss, a.nd considerable effort
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was directed to this pnrpose in the late seventies. For insta.nce Eawker[6] sho{ted that

in a threelayer model (a sediment layer between the water and a solid basement), the

attenuation (or Q-value) of the sediment layer significantly increases the loss due to the

excitation of Stoneley Waves along the sediment-basement interface. Rutherford aad

Eawkerlo] ocamined the influence of the density gradient in the eedimentary layer and

concluded that at low grazing angles this factor is insignificant because the ray turning

point liee in the upper layer. At higber grazing angleo the effects were incorporated

into the boundary conditions (impedance) at the sedimetrt-basement interface, and the

layer considered homogeneous. Three typical sedimentary layers (clan silt, and sand) were

considered. Eawkerlrzl ako inveetigated the effect of sediment absorption on the reflection-

lossea, and found that for clay sediments and reasonable absorption gradients, bottom

loss ca,n va4' by s€veral decibels. Ftye/s-rl investigated the conversion of compressional

to ghea.r wave energy in a solid basement with etrong velocity gradients. Eis results

showed convincingly that this convenion is aignificant at the boundary and whenever a

ma^rked discontitruity in the elastic pa.ra.meters occurs, but can be ignored in a continorrsly

varying medium at frequencies above a few hertz. Fkyer aleo developed procedures to

handle velocrty gradients which proved helpful in interpreting the reflection processee

from multilayer structureE.

In pa,rallel with the abone investigations Vidmar cf cl have etKrrnined the effect of sediment

rigidity on bottom 1*rle-trl. By comparing the reflection-loes for solid and fluid sedinents,

Vi.lmar ectablished that the difference, d81,, between thege two losses was largely due to

the eediment rigidity. Ee also pointed out that the mechanism mainly responsible for

the excitation of 5 waves in the sediment is P - ,9 wave convergion at the gediment-

basernent interface. Depending on whether P-wave refraction allows ener$r to reach the

interface, the sediment layer can be clasEified as thick or thin (for a thick layer the turning

point lies above the sediment-basement interface). $irnila3ly since interface effects related

to shear-wave propagation in a thin sediment layer depend on frequency, the reflection

loss will also be frequency dependent. Interference'effects can be ercpected to be higher

at lonu frequenciea because of the lower levels of attenuation. Vidmar also developed a

procedure to predict the influeuce of shea.r-weve occitation on reflection-loce, based on

the ratio of shesr and comprersional wave speedr. In an earlier analysis Willi*t'"ttsl
proposed the concept of the "hidden depth', defined as the maximum depth at which the

physical parameters of the environment effect the normal mode eolution of the acoustic

field. Although the calculation to establish this depth can be very complicated in a
multilayered-solid medium, the "hidden depth" is an important phyaical concept.

In a different approach pri"1[trl investigated the reflection coefficient of an i"homogeneoug
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wave from two and three fluid layers of different velocity and densif aad established

that the inh666gstreoua waves can contribute aignificaotly to the reflected field when

normal modea are excited in any low-velocity layer in the seabed. Ee also showed that

the magnitude of the reflection coefrcient l"Bl can be unbounded in this situation without

violation of the principle of energy congenration.

Any rwiew of the development of the subject in the last decade ehows that establishing

the planewave reflection loes for a multilayered seabed is a conplicated exercise. This is

demonstrated later in Figp.6.10(c) and (b), which show how small changes in a parameter

ciur sorl€times totally alter the angular or frequency dependence of R6. Curve (1)

in both figures presents the angula.r dependence of the reflection-loss from a seabed

comprieing five layere, but at slightly different frequencies (t.OEz i" (") arrd L.2Hz

io (b)). The differencea a,re so marked that such a cloee frequency relationship seet"r

impossible. In the face of the large peak in r.eflection-loes at l6s rngles tt L Ez it is hard

to credit that the cha,racter of the reflection-loss could be so completely different when

the frequency changes by zuch a emall a,mount. This kinal of unpredictabilitn as will be

shown, a.rises mainly from the method by which reflection-losEes are usually preented.

Very often a frequency is chooen to demonstrate an angula,r dependence or an angle to

demonstrate a frequency dependence, or the choice is made according to some principle

not closely related to the actual phenomenon involved. As eo important improvement

a 3-dimensional presentation will be adapted in the following discussion. F\rrtheunore,

becarue of our particula,r intereots, analysis will be extended to include the reflectivity of

the inhomogeneous component of the wavefield in a structure comprising a multilayered

sediment werlaying a solid hdf-epace. Two kinds of energr conversion will be investigated.

The firet will involve conversion from a pur€ compreasional waye in the water column to

an inhomogeneoua wave in the sediment layer, and then to a pure shear-wave in a lont

wave speed eublayer; the s€cond will involve a transfer from a,n inhomogeoeous wave in

the water column (induced by nonJinear wavswave interaction), to an inhomogeneous

compressional wave in the eediment, and then to a pure shear-wave in the sublayer. From

s3 qsr'nilation of the relative irnportance of the contribution of each layer to the total

reflection-loos, we also attempt to establish the octent to which the number of layers can

be reduced without changing the reflection-loss structure significantly.

Ngmericd computation in the following is baged on the improved propagator matrix.

Pa,raneter values are congidered constant within each layer. ThiE simplification is justified

by the fact that the wavelengths involved ale la,rge compared with the thickneas of the

sediment layers. The procedure involved is described in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 begins
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with a compa.rison of the precent results with those of ea,rlier publications a.nd then

continues to an extensive exa,mination of the Kibblewhite (^I() geoacoustic model. The

three-dimensional reflection-loss for other selected models are then discussed for use in

later chapters. A srunma,rT with conclusiom is presented in the last section.

8.2 Plane-Wave Reflection trbom a Layered Half-Space

As a simplified model of the real world the ocean bottom is often rega,rded as a horizontally

stratified visceelastic half-space. The geometry of the model is shown in Fig.6.1 where the

top half-space for a 2 0 is rupposed to be a liquid (water) with density pr, wave velocity c1,

and Q-value Qor (attenuation). The pa^ra^meters of the sublayers (for z < 0) are denoted

as density pn, compreaEional and shear-wave velocities c' and pro, and, compressional and

shear-wave Q-vzluea Qor. and Qro.

We assume a train of plane waves is incident from the liquid half-space on the interface

at z : 0 with a grazing angle 0, and that the reflection and transrnission coefrcients

135

exp[au(sc - t)] (6.1)

, bo: 
{\t',,:"(r* n^-r, ill :;:',: (6.2)

( u diozo': 
I wd6(z+II^-r)

are respectively represented by &, ?i (compressional) and fi (shea.r). We denoting the

compressional and shear-wave displacement potentials d and r/ in each layer as

6t: e-iot + Rr edo'

6o : An e-i^ + Bo ein"

{o = Co e-ib" + Do eih

6m+t : T3 g-in'+'

rhm+r: f, g-dl'+r

where

for n : lr2
for n * 1,2

and ar : 2rl is the a,ngular frequency. Introducing wave slownesses ,5 : LlC,

Sn,, : l/a,, and ,9m - Lf pn whete C is the horizontal phase speed, ao and /" the
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comploc compressional and shear wave velocities, we define the vertical components of
wave slowness d;' and drn as

, dro: 96.'- 5ir (6.3)

the imaginary part of the waveThe attenuation efectg have been included through

slownesg. Infact we can write

w rfr ?bn: 

-zg'.pnr: 

M

(6.4)

(6.5)

or

e*,:ry , en- 8'.6En/
dn kn p*kt

where rto and ft6 are the attenuation in the units dB/m.

The construction relations rued here take the form

i, 46" Arh"
vrl 3.F-F

oa dz

wo-***oz oE

p,^ = -wz p n6 n t z ttn (yr- - #)

P,^:u"(r#.#-#)
Itn: Pn9o2

(6.6)

where UorWo, Prrr. and Prroate respectively the c and z-components of the displacement

vector and the vertical a.nd tangential components of the stress-tensor. In the above use

has been "'ade of the defi.nition of displacement potential[161

<f _1+il(zQ"\ .r L+il(zQb")
-qr - , eol'.

Q,,.t, ' -v" 9ro

where c,., a,nd 9o, ae the real part of the complex velocity c, and P.. The spatial

Q-valuea of layer z of the viscoelastic medium te Qno artd Qr,., and relate to the wave

attenuation coefficietrts T.o and ?rr. through the expreseions

uflola: 
mr:

rf
Qnod,,.,

i1u,v,w\:vC+fr;;
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By using the boundary conditions impooed on the interface z: O,

lft(o) :Wz(ol z -iwds (r - nr) : Iryr(Q)

P',r(O) = P,,z(o) i -w2pt(1 +.ED) - P"z(o)

it can easily be shown that the reflection coefficient Rt will take the form

Rc: Z;o - Zr
z;n* Zr
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(6.7)

(6.8)

where
a Pr D tP-2(0)at:d t zin:;W

6.2.L Propagator Matrix

We now need to derive a formula expressing the ratio P-z(O)lWz(0) i" terms of medium

para,meters. The widely used procedure is to apply the propagator matrix originally

developed by Thomson (fSSO)[ul and Easkell (fesalltst and later improved by Gilbert

a.nd Backus (lOoelttet and Kennett (19?2)1201. Followins thi' procedure we introduce the

motion-stress vector[le'2ol cotnposed of elements (fn, Wo, Pr^, Prnn and a fourth order

matrix /. converting the v:alues of U^Wo, Prr,. a,rrd Prro at the lower bounda.ry of each

layer to those at the upper boundary. Successively using thig matrix on each layer leads

to a relation between UnrWo, Pttn, Ptn,. and U,n.t1, Wm+\ Prr,n+lr Ptt,m+ri

- Az(-hz)

(6.e)

: Az(-hz) ls(-rrs) ... A^(-h",)

A

Elements of the propagator matrix A"(-h") can be found by first substituting Eq.(6.1)

into Eq.(6.6) to find a matrix )l^(2") satisfying

[il.=_nzH.=.

[ff) .,-

F^Q^) - )lo(z^) io and hence io: X,-r(zn) F^k^)
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where
zn: (z + .E["-r)

4: (UorWnrPrrnrPrno)u

i,, : (e" + BorAo - B,"rCo- DorC.*D')t

and then using the properf that the elements are collEtant in each layer.

write F"(0) : )/,,(0)d. and di^ : )lo-'(-hn) F"(-h") so thatt

138

Infact, we can

4(o) - I,(0) I.-t(-ho)F"(-lr") or A^(-h^): )r,(0) )r.-t(-h^)

The elements of the propagator matrix .{,n ca,n be found asl2ll

"[!) 
: onl :2s2Pnzc6+ (1 - zszPo')ch

o[l) : o[l) : ,t (#.er,. - ,r/t - srp"'r,o.)

oll): oP : -fiV^- c,')

o[l) : oll) : ;s (za*,,'s,,n - t -'fu"' t^)

o9) : o[3) : g - zsz po')cro + zs, pnzch

"ll) 
: oli) : iawp,.sp,'(r - 282po2)(c1o- c-) (6.10)

oll): # (#t.+a,'s,")

oll): fi(a"t,"*#o")
ol?) : -w pn (rysr,n + 4s' g'.'tf ,' - t'o: s,")

It can also be shown that F.(-h,) : )l^(h")r{"-t(0). Infact, the propagator must

satisfylzzl the relation An(fu a hr) - A^(hi A^(hr), hence A"(hr) A"(-hi : A"(o) - I
and so A^(-h^) : A,--L(h,.) : Io(t r.) ,/"-1(0). The latter expression is sometimes easier

to calculate.
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o!1) : -wPn (ts' 9^'arosr,n - Wt^)

Ch: cos(ardoh.) , Srr.: sin(ard1"h.)

Cr,-: coo(ard;.h') , Sro : sin(c,rdroho)

d-:\ffi , hr:tlgr^'- g'

In the case of a layered liquid half-space, the motion-etress vector will consiet of only the

two elements, 17,. and Prro. By usitrg the continuity condition on each interface we cer

establish the propagator matrix p,n as:

139

(o.rr)
( gtr) s[l) \
Irll' og) )

and

6.2.2 Reflection trbom Solid Layers

By directly using Eq.(6.9) and the condition that in a fluid medium the tangential

component of stress Pnz:0, enablee us to eliminate Um+r from the ratio P,,2(O)lWr(O)

and establish an cpressionlal

g$) : g*) :cos(ordloho) , eg) : hsin(od1oh,.) , gll) : -trsin(ordsnho)

,, /-.,..\ EsW^+t* Esr Pn,m+r* EuPn,n+LZin: lllw)

r:f , Al Aria'ii= ttii 
T

the ocplicit expressions for W^+t, Pn,m+r

D iDr
ti^: -:@ Ilz

where

Substituting

obtain

(6.12)

and Prn,-11 into Eq.(6.12) we

(6.12b)
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(6.14)

Dz : D i poi-Bti, i'=i,s,{

T_
9^+r (S At - dr,^+t(n * iup*+t(L - 2S2gl*r)An - i2wp^*r\z^*rSdt,**tArr)

1 A t * S I 
^+t 

A * - ihw p 6a10!**rS I A rs - iw p 
^+t 

(1 - 2 S' 9?"*r) I ^+t 
A u

where1=\m;,x;ii"anelementoftheproductMatrixl,andT:_(T'lr).

The above calculation is a straight forwa,rd way to compute the reflection coefficient by

using a Haskell propagator matrix. D'nkinlzal and Knopofflzrl have pointed out that

some difficulties might occur in the computatioru at high frequencies since some elements

of the matrix A calr^ be much larger than otherg at these frequencies. Some difficulties

may also occur in finding the roots of the eigen function. To improve the precision of

their computation they proposed a slightly different way to reduce unnecessary algebraic

calculatioru, which is outlined as follows.

We first denote the potentials in Eq.(6.1) B 6o:6^ +dl and {o=th; + t * a"d define

the colu'.n vector d, by in: (6;r{;,6L,rhI)' . By introducing a matrix 7, connecting

the motion-stress vector Fo = (tlnrWn, Prrn, Prrn)' and the vector dr:

Fo = Tndn and dn : G-t 4 (6.13)

the elements of the matricies G and G-t can be found from Eq.(6.1) and Eq.(6.6) as

trl -

t'€ -9'.

Po t'e

FoIn i?p,.|q,.

i?po€p" -lloln

i€, Qn

-P'. i€

polo -iZpo€q"

-i?po€p^ -ltnln

2ittn€pn,q,- pnln1,.

-pn,ln,po Zittn€pnq,.

Zipn€pnq,. -p,.l,.e,.

Fnlnpo 2ipo€poq"

PnQn

i€P"

Pnfl'o'

i€9"

-Pn$n

-i€q"

* iwp^*r (zSd1,^a1p', *r - (t - zs'p!*t)?) E*

7-l-rtt
Zwzpnq,.q,.

-i€P" -PnQn
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where p,-: -iwdtnt en - -iwdn, € = o'lS, lt,-: prfloZ, pnl,_- -.wzp,,(L - zSLP^t).

Application of Eq.(6.13) and the propagator matrix lo derived previously leads to

drl,=o: Tr-tl,= oAz(hzl ...A^(h^) 7-+rl,=-r- d-*rl,- -E-: 14 d-*rl, 3-,.r (6.15)

or

I
from which a series of equations involving the reflection a.nd tranemission coefEcients canr

be derived:
m7;-Tt* mpTt = L

mztTt*mzzTt:0

Ro - msr Tt - mszTt: O

mtTrlmn?t:0

The solutioos of this series are

n, : -* (mzrmsz - mzzmst) , Tt: (6.16)

where L: mumzz - vltzrrlzt

We now define[t',261 a (o x 6) matrix I'of which eac]r element is made up of a second order

subdeterminator of the original (4 x 4) matrix .[{,. according to the following rules. First

we assign a number p ot q to each pair of subscripts r,1 or rbrl such as

p(q)L23456
di(et) L2 13 L4 23 24 34

and define *l'i : rrriLmit - mitmiL - ^l!o 
: J[, where *lg i" the second order

subdeterminant of .lrt,.. Elements T* (prQ:1r...,6) constitute a derived matrix J[.

By using this notation, we can write

fflZZ 
^ 

fflZt
A t r.: - A

Er : -ltrJ Mt (6.17)
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poo6otr{ has further proved that for a product matrix P : fi l(-t, the elements of
rrr=1

the derived (6 x 6) matrix P can be deterr,ined by the product of the elements of each

individual (6 x 6) matrix X('n) 6 follows

Pm = el! # -.-A';*' AA

where the subscripts o,b,...,t all nrn from 1 to 6. Equation (6.18) provides a way for

the computation to proceed. Watsonlzol and Kindl24 have discussed how to speed up the

computation involved.

6.2.9 Reflection from liquid layers

In the case of a liquid layered half-space, only compressional waves can exist and the

calculation of the reflection coefrcient is much simpler than in the case of the solid half-

space. Recalling Eqs.(6.E) and (6.11) we can easily show that in this case

(6.18)

(6.1e)v. _rP,*(0) _igzr*gzzUai^: -w W2(O) a gt t lpU

where
jt Pn,ar+r I duPm+ru: wl,=_n*:- dr,^n

*d 4i are elements of the product matrix I : 9r9r...9^.

Properly combining the formulae for the solid and liquid caaes ca,n produce expressions

and programs with which to calculate the reflection coeff.cient of different kinds of bottom

structure.

6.3 Examination of the trbequency-Wave Number Spectrum of
the Bottom Reflection-Loss

6.3.1 Preamble

In this section we eratttine the behaviour of the bottom reflection-loss in the wave number-

frequency plane. An ocean bottom comprising 6 layers will be considered as the ultimate

geophysical model, but as an introduction it will be helpful to compare results obtained
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with the progreynR developed for the present analysis against other published results for

a simple model.

Fig.6.2 shows the angula,r dependence of the reflection loss at SOEz for athree layered

model comprising water, sediment and basement, the middle s€diment layer being different

in each figure. Parameter values a.re derived from Reference 16l. Details of the structure

are listed in Table 6.1. Although velocity gradients have been replaced by average sound

speeds for each layer, the cunres reproduced in Fig.6.2 arc sufficiently sitnilar to those

presented in [8] to give confidence in the progra'ne developed. Further evidence for the

reliability of these progrerns is provided by the agreement between the reflection loss nalues

of cun'es (r) and (2) i" Figs.6.10(c) and (b), at normal incidence. Cunre (2) depicts the

reflection-loss from the same bottom structure as that used in producing cunre (1), except

that all layers, including the basement, have been assumed fluid. That the two progra"nF

give the sane reflection-loss value at normal incidence, where all shear wave activity

disappears, givea additional confirmation of the validity of the procedures nsed.

a, p p Q" Qt

water 1540 10m

clay 1550 L270 150

silt 1538 1700 L20

sa,rrd 1753 2050 320

basement 5700 27W 2600 2000 250

Table 6.1 Sediment and substrate geoacoustical pam,meters

6.9.2 Reflection loss for the K model

Figure 6.3 presents the reflection-loss of a &layer geoacoustic structure which we designate

as Model K. Detaile of the structure, which is an approximate description of the

environment in a recent New Zealand studyltl, a^re listed in Table 6.2:
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fL ho p"(kglmtlr a.n, 9n Q"o Qn

1 1000 1500

2 325 2200 1560 10

3 850 2500 2m0 1154 500 300

4 1650 2500 3100 1789 500 300

D 700 2500 3900 225L 500 300

6 2500 4100 2367 500 300

Table 6.2 Paraaetens of the bottom K-model.

The pa,rameters h., pnt o'ars 9*, Q-, Qo,. are respectively the thickness, density, the real

parts of the conplex velocitiea and the Q-valuea of the compreasional and shear waves of

the zth layer.

Figure 6.3(c) shows the general behaviour of the reflection-loss as a function of both the

loga.rithmic frequency, logro(/), over the range -1.0 to 1.0 (0.1 -LOHz\, and the relative

wave nnmber, 6 : ko,t/w, over the range 0.0 to 2.O. Since 5 relates to the grauing angle

d through d : cosd, the rang€ O < 6 S I corresponds to a drange in 0 from rfZ to
0. The right hand side of the plot is thus simply a presentation of the nornal angle

frequency dependence of the losE. The left hand side on the other hand shows that part

of the inhomogeneous region for which 1.0 S 6 32 (in the region 6 >2 the reflection-lqs

gradually tends to a consta.nt value, 3s sxayniasd belor, and the picture is flat and without

structure for the present model). The behaviour of the reflection-loes is shown in more

detail in Figs.6.3(b) and (r) i" which the scale have been arpanded and the homogeneous

and inhomogeneous sections a.re presented separately.

In Figs.6.3(d)-(h) selected crosE sections at frequencies 0.147 ,0.158 , 0.63 , 1.0 and LO.O E z

are presented to show more clea,rly the character of the hidden section on the left-hand side

of the &D presentation. This set of plots demonstrates strikingly how much the character

of the reflection-loss ca,n change with very small changes in frequency. For exa.mple the

peak of gOdB nea,r 6 - 0.5(0 : 600) at f - O.63Ez falls to OdB at I : L.O Ez.

Comparable va,riability with frequency occul3 in the region 1.0 S 6 < 2.O.

This variability emphasises the care which must be ercercised in interpreting the ordinary

2-dimensional plots based on frequency or angular dependence. A 3-dimensional
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presentation, on the other hand, offers Bome hope of identifying those truly significant

features which reflect meaaingful physical processes. In Fig.6.3(o) such features are the

regula,rly distributed "mountain chains" in the region 0.6 < d < 1.0, the deep rralley

apparent at low frequencies around 6 > 1.0, and the high ridge and steep scarp located

on the inhomogeneous side of the boundary at 6 = 1.0. These interesting features are

exa.mined in detail in the following sections.

6.3.3 The case of two contacting half-spaceg

We begin by considering the ainplest model comprising a water layer and a second layer

which can be either a second liquid or a solid half-space.

Figure 6.4 presents the &D reflection-loss for the case of two water layers with slightly

different sound velocities for: (o) pr: 1000, ez : 1450; (b) pr: 1000, d2 = 1250; (c)

pz : 10O0 t dz : 1700; and (d) pz : 280{J kg *-", ar : 145O ns-I. As expected these plots

shorp no frequency dependence in the reflection loes. For this simple model the reflection

coefficient, .Ra, takes the well known lot-[uzl

&- mr@-\/Fe
(6.20)mlJt-52+rrffi

where m: pz/pu tr: o,r/o,z. The loes, LRt - -2Ologro l.R6l, will ansurne different values

in different caaeE. The situation can be snmm8rised as follows:

145

n ) 1 (see Figs.6.l(c),(D), (d))

0<6<1 .LRr>0
1 (6 < n LRt:0 (.R5 - 11

n<6 tEe>O
6 + m LRt - -2ologto[(m- t)/(m + t)]
6 + 0 LR5 + -20logtr[(m- n)/(m + ")]

n 1L (see Figs.6.a(c),(e))

0 56 < n LR5> O

z<6S1 LR6=Q

6>1 LRt>O

(6.21)

If pz: pb dB is the case in Figs.6.4(a) 
"nd 

(b), the loss becomes infinite when d -+ oo, but

when pz * pr remains bounded when 6 + 0 or oo. As an example we can consider version

(d) of the model, for which m:2,5 and n = 1.035. In this case the limit rralue of ^D& is

?.36 as 6 + oo, and 7.65 as 6 -r 0, values which agree with these shown in fig.6.a(d).
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The results for a water layer overlying a solid half-space are presented in Fig.O.e(/).

this situation the general ocpression for .86 will be:

^rrffi 462ffi{ffi+('! -262\2 -nl
(6.22).tr|o:

M,F \ffi\ffi+("1 -262)2 +*f

where tua : o,rla.z and n1 : arl 02. It can be seen that when 6 : fio : 0.366 and

6:nt:0.634 (or:4100ms-1, 9z:2367ms-r)' l&l :1and LRt- 0. In Fig.6.l(/)

this zero point is not very well defined because finite values have been assigned to Q2o and

Q*. F\rrthermore it is very narrowly confined and somewhat masked at the resolution

used.

Other important features apparent in Fig.6.a(t) are the deep valley imnediately beyond

6 : 1.0 and the ridge between ?n ( 6 < nr. In the vdley .D.Rl is less than zero, which

meang R5 is greater than one and possibly even inffnite. The significance of .R6 exceeding

unity calle for 6smment, since this value seerrs to violate the laws of energr consenration.

Understanding follows from an orrrnination of the physical plocesses involved.

We first recognise that to establish a wave field the source must supply energy. In the

steady state a balance is establiEhed between the source and the field. In the case of the

homogeneous wave, en€rry flowg in the propagation direction of the lncident and reflected

wavefront. Ftom the standpoint of an obsewer on the source side of an interface, some

enerry passes through the boundary and some ig reflected. Since there is no source on the

underside of the boundaryr energy consenration requires that the reflected energtr cannot

exceed that incident, which m€ana that .Rl ( 1. In the inhomogeneous caae however,

enerry flows parallel to the interface. As Ftisklr'l has pointed out, it is not pcsible in this

situation to resolve the incident and reflected energy, as both components flo$t in the sarne

direction. All that can be identified is the energT flow along both sides of the boundary. If
we therefore retain the definition of &, it follows that l1+ Erl will be proportional to the

confined energy. f\rrthermore .R1 is not restricted to vdues less than one and can assurle

any value compatible with the ratio of the acoustic impedances of the media on each side

of the interface.

At the value of 6 at which the Sdrolte interface wave ig occited (say for 6 : 1/0.908

when o,z: tfgB), more enerry is drawn from the source to egtablish the new balance.

When balance is established the a,mplitude of the interfacewave can become so great that

Rr > 1 and LR6 + -o. It is this situation which accounts for the deep vdley appa.rent

in Fig.6.a( fl "t around 6 > 1.
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The ridge in the homogeneorrs region is simply a ma,nifestation of the feature always

observed in the }dimensional presentation of reflection-loss versuE angle. It represents

the energr loss between the two critical angles, d, and 0, for the substrate[10], and is

attributed to the increased convergion of compressional to shear wavFpropagation in the

basement. A plausible explanation for this is that within thig range of angles the direction
of the particle motion of the reflected compressional-wave is very close to that of the shear-

wave in the ba,sement. In fact from Fig.6.a(g) we see that angle of incidence dp1 and the

a.ngle of tra,ngmitted shear-wave 0r2, ale related by

rzc : sin |fl:

An oramination of the difference between 013 and 0g, Lle,,- as a function of 6fn5 (:
k1zlw) is sho\rn in Fig.6.4(h) for the case of c2 = 4100 and p2 -- 23il7ms-r. When

6fn6 x 0.E44 (0pr : 32.35) Ale, :0, the directions of particle motion in both the

reflected (compressional) and transmitted (shea.r) waves are pa,rallel! At the lower end

of thisrangewherethevalue 6lor- gzlaz -0.57?,thecompressionalwaveistotally
reflected. This ocplatnation was provided by Kibblewhite in a panel discussion.

Another striking feature of this s€t of plote is the steep Bcarp seen in Fig.6.a(e). It is

not difficult to show that this sha.rp increase in the refl.ection loss corresponds to the

onset of total Imngrnission. From Eq.(6.20) it can be seen that when 6 takes the value

@, about 1.08, & becomes zero and thus ZRc tends to infinity. The

sarne happens to the case of Fig.6.a(d) where the total transmission appea,rs at 6 : 0.993.

6.3.4 The three layer model

(") The middle layer with a low rigidity sediment:

We now increase the complexity of the model by inserting a sediment with low rigidity
and modest attenuation inbetween the water layer and the solid basement. The reflection-

loss structures for four different sedimenta4r materials are presented in Fig.6.5 - for (c)

sitt; (b) clay; (c) sand; and (d) a material characteristic of the Maui region and described

by Kibblewhite[2l. In each case the middle layer is 325m thick. Values of the relevant

para,meters a,re listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 (for Fig.O.S(d)).

Comparison with Fig.6.a(/), the case without the middle sedimentary layer, shows that

two new cha,racteristics have developed. The firEt is an apparently periodic structure at

high frequencies, which contrasts with the unchanged picture at low frequenciet. The

n! - sint dpl
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second is the steep Ecaqr at high frequenciea in the inhomogeneoua region of the plot.

Both features ca,n be ocplaiaed satisfactorily by a compa,rison with previous examplea.

The periodic structure app:rrently develops as the result of interference behreen the

incident and reflected wave energy associated with the middle layer. Reflection loss pea.ks

are expected when

yGTi1": [*(" + 1) - Ql@n)l(arlh)

where d is the sum of the phase ctranges produced by reflection at the upper and lower

bounda,ries of the middle layer. As a rough estimate of the pea^k frequencies involved we

can set d:0 and 6o :0 (normal incidence), which leads to logp(/6) :0.37, losro(tt) :
0.675, logto(/r) : 0.85, and logro( fr) : 0.976, nalues which coincide closely with the

peaks of the structure apparent in Fi9.6.5. tr\rrthermore the increase io t, with relative

wave number 6,n, predicted by the above formula, is also confirmed by the trends of the

peats in Fig.6.5.

The behaviour in the inhomogeneous region appears to reflect a mixture of the effects

apparent in the twelayer model - see Figs.6.a(e) and (t) For instance, at low frequencies

the situation has cha,nged little from that depicted in Fig.0.l(/). This is to be orpected

given that the wavelength at these frequenciea is much greater than the thickness of the

middle layer of the 3 layer model. At thege frequencies the inhomogeneous wave decays

little from the top to the bottom of the layer, which can thus be regarded as thin and

transparent to these frequencies. The reflection-loss structure at low frequencies is not

therefore expected to difer significantly from that of the simpler model in which the

sedimentary layer is absent - see Fig.6.4(f). At high frequencieo on the other hand, the

thickness of the layer (125 rn) is equivalent to nearly two wavelengths, so that the lower

bounda,ry is outside the effective range of influence of the inhomogeneous field generated

at the upper boundary. The layer is thus physically thick and impenetrable at those

frequencies, ild at about d : 1.01 Ih ten& to zero and .E.Be tendg to very high vzluea.

Fig.6.5(c) presents the extreme situation when the thickneas of the middle layer is increased

by a factor of ten. It clea.rly shovys that in the high frequency region the overall behaviour

of the reflection-loss iB characteristic of the model involving the two liquid layers; i.e. the

solid basement is now effectively located below the hidden-depthlrsl, and the environment

is adequately decribed by a model involving only two liquid layers.

a 6lansition region between thse two extremes completes the picture and all the

characteristics of Fig.6.5 a,re accounted for.

(b) The mlddle layer a golid rediment:
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We now cha,nge the middle layer of the &layer model from liquid to a solid, and assume

in the first instance that the shear-wave velocity in the layer is less tha.n both the sound

velocity in water and in the basement. The reflection-les contoura in X[s inhomogeneolrs

region are now seen to be changed significantly - see Figs.6.6(a)-(d). In all these cases the

basement is considered to be that of the .I(-model, the paraneters for which a,re listed in

Table 6.2.

Figure 6.6(c) depicts the situation when the shear-wave velocity of the middle layer is leas

than the velocities in the adjacent layers (a pa,rticula,r property of the .fi(-model), while

Figs.6.6(b)-(c) indicate the co$rcquences of modrfying the parameters of the middle layer

by small a.mounts.

From a comparison with Fig.6.5(c) it is appa,rent that in Figs.6.6(a) and (b) some

additional etructure has developed at high frequencies in the inhomogeneous region near

6 : 1. Further, in the homogeneous region the periodic structure so obvious in Fig.6.5(o)

persists in Fig.6.6 but is l*s pronounced.

The development of the structure in the inhomogeneous region can be explained in terms

of mode effects in the low-velocity middle layer, the general situation in respect of one

such model being depicted in Fig.6.7(e). Because the shear-wave velocity, 9b ls assumed

leee than the sound velocity in water, rr1, and thos€ in the basement, ds, and ps, the

eigen ray wi[[ experience total reflection at both the upper and lower boundaries. In the

interest of simplicity we approximate this layer as a perfect wave-guide with velocif 92.

Each mode should then satisfy the eigen equation 1n'h : nz, where

It follows that

1n: (wf c.r)\f "'rrtl: (wla1)sindo and nbz: aJFz

, f,dl fldti":ffi:M,

" l-, "'"?,": 
Vniz- fg

or

(6.23o)

(6.230)

This problem has been examined in more detail in a paper to the 3rd Western Pacific

Regional Acoustical Conference, Shangai, 1988[2t1. It is no$t appropriate to consider three

distift regions.

In the region 0 < 6 1 alas: 0.366 (Fig.6.7(c)) some of the energy incident on the

layer will penetrate to the basement and some will suffer partial reflection. Of thig
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eoerg some will return to the water and some remain within the layer. Interference

between the incident and reflected energr within the layer then leads to "lea.king modeso

(mainly compressional) being established in the layer and accounts for the periodic

structure evident in the plots at low relative wave numbers. At larger rralues of 6, where

ar/as < 6 < q/ps (Fig.6.7(D)), the compressional-wave component within the layer

will be "totally" reflected by the lower boundary (p""t of the compressional-wave enersr

converts to shea,r-waves which penetrate into the basement). In this region the shea,r-wave

component can still penetrate to the basement, but when o,rlFs < 6 S 1 (Figs.6.7(c) and

(d)) both the compressional and shear wave components are totally reflected by the lower

boundary. However since the layer has been attributed with a lower attenuation than the

sediment layer diacnssed in Fig.6.5, less energr is absorbed (bV lea.king modes) and the

periodic gtructure in the reflection-losr is much less pronounced.

Finalln when 6 is such that I < d < ou(: 1.3) (Fig.6.7(o)), only modes of the shear-wave

component can be excited aritrhin the layer, generation of the ordinary compressional-wave

modes nw being abeent by virtue of the fact that az ) cr. This shear-wave energy is

now constrained as "trapped modes" (rather than lealing modes), since total reflection

occurs at both bouadaries of the layer. This leads to a high reflection-loss as this energy

is noly not leaking back to the water.

In addition to the effects described above another resonance mechanism can occur, which

involves the excitation of an interface wave on the lower bounda^ry of the layer. At low

frequencies the inhomogen€oua wav€ can still have sufficient amplitude at the depth of

the lower boundary to excite an interface wave in this boundary. At high frequencies on

the other hand this cannot occur and tle mode effects become dominant. This selective

behaviour is demonstrated clearly in the reflection looa plota of Fig.6.6. The deep rralley

associated with the interface wave at low frequencies gradually disappears to be replaced

at high frequencie by the periodic structure associated with mode behaviour.

It is apparent from Eqs.(0.2So) "rd 
(6.230) that the position of the first peak in this

structurc is a function of both frequency and relative wave number:

h- 2h2\F-q (6.24)

The increase in fi with 6r predicted in Eq.(6.24) accounts for the cuwed form of the

structure at the high frequency end of the inhomogeneous region. Moreover according

to Eq.(6.24) the maxium value of 6r is at nor sz 1.3. Beyond this vralue the contours

again become flat as is shown in Fig,6.6(c). This behaviour can algo be ee€n in
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Fig.6.8. Figs.6.8(c) and (b) show the dependence of reflection-loss on waye number at

frequencies 1.0 and 7.9482, while Figs.6.8(c)-(g) show the frequency dependence at

6 : 0.1, 0.3, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5. From the figures we see that when 6 increaseg to 1.1

(Fig.6.S(c)) the level of, RL increases dramatically and is characterised by multiple peaks.

With a further increase in 6 to 1.3 only a single pea.k remains (Fig.0.S(/)) 
""d 

thie too

disappeares when 6 = 1.5 (Fig.0.S(g)).

Returning now to Fig.6.6 we can assesE the relative importance of absorption, and the

influence of the shea.r-wave speed. From Figs.6.6(c) 
"od 

(c) we obsen'e that a decrease

in the attenuation of the layer produces greater changea than a comparable cha.nge in the

basement attenuation - see Figs.6.6(D) and (c).

The critical infuence of shcar-wave velocity of the middle layer is demonstrated in
Figp.6.6(c)-(c). When the shear-wave velocity is increased from 1154 to 1800ms'r, which

exceeds the sound velocity in water, mudr of the structur€ in the inhomogeneous region

disappears - see Fig.6.6(d). This comes about in the following way. As noted earlier the

decay of the inhomogeneous wave means that the middle layer ia effectively opaque to high

frequenciee. At low frequencies on the other hand, sufrcient energy can penetrate the layer

to excite an interface wavc at the lower boundary and this results in the second valley and

pealy stnrcture evident in Fig.6.6(c). The critical depth for interface wave excitation berng

frequency dependent, there is a transition region between the two extremes of frequency.

The precise nature of this frequency dependence is obviously influenced by the wave

velocity in the layer. An increase in wave velocity can ob,viously render the middle layer

tra^nspa.rent over much of the frequency range coneidered here. The valley associated

with the interface wave at the upper boundary showAd this wave becomes relatively

lese sigaificant and disappea,rs along with the gtructure at high frequencies in the

inhomogeneous region, leaving only the valley associated with the interface wave at the

lower boundary. The development of theee effects is demonstrated in Figs.6.6(d) and (c),

in which the layer velocity is 1E00 ms-r a,nd 2000mc-r respectively. These presentations

show that if the velocities in a multilayer structure increase with depth from layer to

layer, so that no "lof velocity layer ir present in the model, the reflection-lcs in the

inhomogeneous region will be relatively flat and featureless.

(5) The influence of additioual solid layers

We are now in a position to consider the implications of the complete 6-layer .fi(-model.

Figure 6.9 shows the effect of adding sequentially the 2nd, 4th and 5th layers of the model

to the simplified model considered above. The reflection-loss structure clea^rly changes
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little with the addition of each of the deeper layera, which suggests that, apart from

the water and basement, the unconsolidated sedimentary layer and the solid sublayer

characterised by the relatively slow shear velocity, have the greatest influence on the

reflection-loss. The addition of further layers adds more detail but doea not influence the

basic nature of the frequency waye number dependeuce to aay ma^rked degree.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have exemined the basic procedures involved in calculating the

planewave reflection-loss from a viscoelastic multilayered medium. The reflection-loss

behaviour as a firnction of both frequency and wave number has been discussedn and both

the homogeneous and inhomogencoue regionr have been ocplored.

The &dimensional presentation and inclusion of the inhomogeneouE region have em-

phasised the limitations of a simple ?-dimensional analysis and the danger of drawing

conclusions on reflection-loes behaviour on the basis of a few sa,mples at individual

frequenciea or grazing angles.

The exrrninationr have also demonstrated that several major characterigtics of the

behaviour of the reflection-loss in a multilayered bottom can be identified. First the

reflection-loee is controlled la,rgely by the properties of the unconsolidated sediment layer,

the basement and any sublayer with relatively lw shear-speed (if it exists). Periodic

structure at high Sasing anglea result from "hybrid modes" formed in the sediment layer,

while that at low grazing angles (6 S 1) and in the inhomogeneous region (d > 1) results

from trapped modes orcited in a solid sublayer cha.racterised by a relatively low shear-

speed. The occitation of an interface wave at the lonrer interface of this sublayer can

lead to a deep valley (nn >' 1) in the inhomogenous region at low frequencies. As the

frequency increasea the interface wave is excited at the upper interface, and the effects

associated with the lower interface disappea,r. At high frequenciee (when the wave number

is l€Ea than the thickness of the unconsolidated layer), a high level reflection-losE in the

inhomogeneous region canr occur as the result of total trurmission between two liquid

layers. The addition of more sublayere adds some complication but the main featurea a.re

still controlled by the basic elements described above.

Overall this a,nalysis warns of the dangers in &awing conclusionE about the a^ngular and

freguency dependence of the reflection-loss on the basis of a limited number of samples,

and emphasises the value of a &dimensional analysis.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Spectral Tlansfer Functions and Greents Functions

for a Multilayered Seabed

7.L Introduction

In previous chapters we have exanined in detail the nonJinea,r interactions of oceam

surface waves and the induced acoustic Bource field this producea, a.nd also discussed the

interaction of this preEEure field with a multilayered bottom structure. These analyses

ma,ke it possible to extend the analysis carried out in Chapters 2 and 5, based on a simple

two layer structure, to cover the effects of a multilayered seabed. In this chapter we

will focus on establishing (a,nd computing) general expressions for the transfer functions

connecting the source spectra to the nea,r and far-field pressune and seismic response in
an idealiged environment. In the nort chapter rnore realistic conditions will be considered

when the interaction of multiple seaa and a sn'ell will be included into the model. This

will be followed by a more comprehensive comparison with existing experimental data.

In Chapter 2 the derivation of the various spectral tra.nsfer functions, based on the

procedure described in [ll, involved two different configuratione of the source field. When

dealing with the induced field ineide the active fetch, we described the acoustic source as a

set of ramdom pla,newave trains acting on an infinite ocean surface. When considering the

microseismic response at an on-shore site, on the other hand, the source field was regarded

as a random distribution of point sources, and the Greents function was introduced

to account for the propagation effects involved. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that
when the source distribution is regarded as being infinite in extent, these two procedures

are equivalent. In thiE chapter, therefore, we will in both caa€s start from a source

configuration consisting of a random distribution of point Bources, in establishing the

waveinduced response inride (nea.r-field) *d outside (far-field) the active region.

As decribed in Chapter 5, the geoacoustic environment in the region of the New Zealand

continential shelf is rather complicated. The thickness of the uncoruolidated layer a.nd the

water depth vary throughout the a,rea of the 1"X"trli'{. The water depth increases seaward

to over 10fi)m and the unconsolidated layer can reach a thickness of 800m. An unscaled

and approximate representation is shown in Fig.7.2.
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It will be appropriate to consider 3 different versions of this structure as reasonable

approximations. First we model it as a Glayer structure, with para"meters as listed in
Table 6.2 of, Chapter 6, to establish the seismo-acoustic freld at the seabed. We then

remove the unconsolidated layer and set the water layer to be 500 meters thick, to ex"mine

the seismic field in the near and fa,r regions. We finally consider the eeismic response in
the fa,r-field for a Glayered structure without the water layer. A digtributed pressure (or

displacement) field, calculated by using near-field appruimations, is used as the source

in thiE evaluation. In all three caa€s the interfaces between the layers are assumed to be

horizontal as showtr in Figa.7.2(0)-(d). The shaded region and the triangle in these figures

indicate the active wave region and the seismometer position respectively.

In Section 7.2 the generd integral golution of the underwater presErue and micrceigm
fielde a,re derived. The corresponding spectral transfer functions under the nea.r a.nd far
field approxirnations are derived and digcuased in Section 7.3. Section7.4 ie then devoted

to a simplified derivation and discussion of the on-shore microe€ismic motion. Spectra

of the vertical and horizontal components of this motion a,re derived using the far-field

approximation and the Green's function appropriate to the case of a layered solid half-

space with a point source acting on the free surface (Fig.?.z(d)). Numerical calculations of
the underryater presEure and microeeism fields will be given in the next chapter, together

with the derived spectra.

7.2 The Integral Solution of the Wave-Induced fJndervvater
Pressure and Microseismic Fields

The main purpos€ of this section is to derive the general expreesions for the wave-

induced underwater-acoustic pressure field and the corresponding vertical and horizontal

components of the s€a'bed motion. The sediment is assumed to be composed of /V - 1

pa^rallel solid layers separated by interfacel z = -Hi, i :2r...nff, overlaying a solid

half-space, Z S -Er. Figure 7.1 shows the geometry of the model in which pi, o,i, 9; and

h; represent respectively the density, compreasional-wave speed, ghear-wave speed and the

thickness of each layer. We also aasum€ that the wav€ activity occum in a certain region

C of the ocean surface and that its acoustic effects can be described by an equivalent

ra.ndom source pressure field, p(r-s, t), impaed on A. As a stochastic procees this source

field is assumed to be time stationary and epace homogeneoue and therefore expreseible
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in terms of Winer's generalized harmonic aualysis aslal

158

(7.1)

(7.3)

(7.4)

p(r-b, ,) : 
Iexp(-da*) 

dp(|s,w)

Since in this section we are only intereated in the pressure field in the water layer and the
displacement of the sea'bed motion at z: -Hu we can treat the subject as a boundary
value problem by introducing the reflection coefrcient of the multilayered bottom, .86,

which we discussed in detail in the last chapter.

As usual it will be assumed that the displacement vector ,g]. : (U("), y(nl,1ryb\, z :
1,2,. .. , JV * 1, can be expreseed as the sum of the gradient of a scala^r-potential qi(n) .tr6
the curl of a vector-potential fr('), such that

5,n:P6(")+V*fi(")

The vector-potential rff"l is defined as

(7.2)

fi("): (& x fi6)rrr(")

where Fo is a unit vector in the direction of the horizontal wave vector E and d6 is in the
direction of the pocitive z-axis. O(') and V(") satisfy the wave equations (together with
certain boundary conditions)

gg(')1u16(-)-s a.nd vur(.) +fiv'd:o

where ta denotes the angular frequencyr cn ed flo the compressional and shear-wave

speeds in the nth layer, and a time factor erq(-tort) is implied everyrvhere. The pressure

components in each layer then ta,ke the following conventional;ot-"[cl.

P.rn:l,nVO(') + 2p^#

Ptvn:tr,.vo(,") +zp^#

Prro:rrvo(o) +zp^#

P"n:r"(T.#)
Pe,o:-"(#.T)
P'"n=r"(ry.#)
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where lo and Fn ae the La,me'e consta,nts of the solid medium, while the wave speeds

relate to l,n and ,r,. through

e*2 : (I" + 2P") and g,, : b (7.5)

and we have

(7.6)

ry'.)-**r,6E(n)or "T
y(n)- #*6n#
1rybt-#-^.#-*ru]l#'

Since the wave field in the water layer depends only on the scalar potential 6(t), which

can be errpreased through the Eelmholtz formula as

(7.7)

where io and i1 are horizontal coordinate vectors in the planes z: O and a : -IFt, E is
the coordinate vector of the obsenr8tion point in layer 1, and jdo : ("o, yo, a) the vector

satisfying the conditions .do r r-b wher- zo + 0 and .do -t r-1 when zo + -Hu C(fr,fro)
is the Green's function, satisfying the equation,

vzc(E,Eo) + #"rU,Eo) 
: -&r 6(E- Eo)

the Dirichlet condition on the surface z : O,

c(8,4)1,-o = o

a.nd the field continuity condition on the interface z: -Hr

G(F,fr')lo=-t'*o:0 and ac(E'fr') 
lo=-"'*o: orro=_Er_o ozo l'o=_rr_o
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Since the required potential 4(t) should also satisfy the continuity condition around the
interface z: -El,l' we have

l"l# -q(r) l-.(')]I ozo J ro=-Er

and therefore

When a random sourcFpressure field p(io,t) with elemental spectral components d,p(is,w)
srists on the region d, we c.4 lls€ the Kirchhoff apprcimation to obtain[61

o(,) (.d) -- - * I 6(r) (r-s, 
[**14*I] *=o 

oro

with 12 :

the pla^ne z

(7.8)

(7.e)

in which use has been made of the relation between the potential and pre$rure:

YP: -oru'y;:) : wzprvo

It is well known that the acoustic waye field generated by a simple ha,rmonic point source

in a layer bounded on two sides by parallel plane boundaries can be ocpressed as[?l

do('1)(.d) : - n,Lr, I oow,,) lEgP] *=o,'.

Ii +e',+frir)1';i - lsll,sd,r, rot zs < z so
c(E,Eo): { -

I / #i}#?ri')1'1r-isl)ndn for-Er 1z1zs
[-@

(7.10)

where fjt)(t) is the zereorder Hankel function, Fr and Fz are two independent solutionE
of the ordinary differential equation,

W+'rt'(a): -26(z- zo)
w2'
--K'cr'

- -Hr and, z: 0, andsatisfying respectively the boundary conditions on

W(Fr,fr) i" the Wrongskian of these two solutionE:

W(F ,fi): lRi,F,- FlFrlo
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By substituting the planewave solutions involving a reflection coefrcient l?6,

.Fr(t, z) - g-i"tr('+rt) * R5 2+h (r+f,r)

Fr(r, z) = 1-ittt - 
"i1rx

into Eq.(7.10) we obtain the required Green's function and its normal derinative as:

c(d, fro) :

161

f [r+e 9d211(r6*f,1)l -,- -. -, i-"1tre-;r,o4f,\1rclr-_r-sj),cd,c ,zo1zIO
-'- lftrr e;elrrr

- f ptr e-ir*E'(r)(*l'- - fr l)rcdrc, -Et 1 z I zs

(7.11)

ac(--d,-do)| :- i ttll,=r'il:,'l*,1 
"-itrs$t(rlr-_ 

rsl),cdn (T.rz)oa lno=o I- 1+ RD s*i211r. v

We firther denote fier : .Rl exp(d21tlf,) *d substitute Eq.(?.12) into Eq.(?.9), to obtain

do(1)(.4) = #, I oorO,q I +# r-drrrs,(1)(rl"- - io l)6 d,nd.r-o

A-@

It then follows that

dp(l)(E,4:*|,^,",qI#e-ir,'E,(r)('l,.-ro|)rd'n,dr-o
A-@

rr,,!t(Et,ar) - 
ldo(r) |

{1,=_*,
I r i 1- E' s-i:"1r*t: ffi, I or('o,') J - 

lreiLF'Hf,i)(,clr- - t-o l)" dndr's

A-€

4s!t(Et,d: J,l,=_r, (?.rB)

-t f ir**rr"-rrr'r'eit,n,-- n"r'', l ootn'') J -A-@

. 
{ffiirir)1r;r'-,-b l)" drcdis



dv(')(fr,,,): #1=-*
:#, 

Ioo'o'd I
A -ct

where use has been made of the relations

7.8 Far and Near-Field Approximations

By far-field we mean as rrsual that the distance from the ohenration point to an a,rbitrar5r

point of ;{ is much greater than that between any two pointa on / aod also much greater

than the wavelength concerned. By nea,r-field, as mentioned ea,rlier, we understand that
the size of the active region ,A can infact be rega,rded as inffnite from an obsenration point

inside .l|,, So, under a far-field approximation we can take

lr-rq;: (7.14)
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1 * Itrr e-tl'nr'
eittEt'1* Elr

. 
F+is'(r)(rclr- - 

r-b l)r' dndio

*"[ut l = -s{1)1a;

*"[ut"li -,-b D : -"ffir{,)1r1r - ,i l)

* rt', Ur- - r-b l) : -rffin [1)lrlr- - r-b l)

rt+rot -2rrssr-r-i

whered=ilrand

g'o)(rfr- - ri l) * ,lZ "rtulc-ral-(2u+rl..l4
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(7.18)

which leads, after applying the Residue theorem to the resultant integral, to the following

expressionst

dplt(E,d: +Ig"(*,) e2' a4' \ ' ' t/2"' /JtP\'-t' lE '

awf)(E,Q = dw(L)(.d.ar) :4'rDe*r(*1ff a4\ . ' wzptl , , ,
(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

1*.861(r)-0

twP(E,d = r,l (auo (F,,))'* (arot(fr,r))'
e-i?' sa: ;ffi-nr \ o* n (") G r eini' dl ti

In the above dWP is the vertical component of the sea,bed displacement, while MEI i"
the horizontal component of the water displacement near the seabed. For alt poles

I e-irr'' * Eer g+.rr'l
lrP \-r, I ni

L *(t + 8ar) J,.=n, '

| 
"+;1r4 - Ear e-drrrr lg*,G):1ffi.1.=.,"

gwz(nil= | 
e*t"'f .+ Rr! c]'"'f,'1

LFJ.=*rtt
and

dli, = | oo1" tw) s-ir^rfr dfo

A

The values lci ?re roots of the draracterietic equation:

Using the following integral expressions of the Hankel functionl6]:

a1,)1r1r--,-ot) --;i#t, (?.re)

-@

*r[,,ui-iol):; i #e,d.i F.zo)

t The contribution of the integration around the cut-lineg has been neglected here and later.
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the approximate orpressions for the nea.r-field can be obt,ined as

164

(z.zz)

(7.23)

dp$l(E,q: # j 1 * "Rlr ui211z

1 *.Rar
.7r

e-,rr'h J 
-r_k,_-- (7.2L)

fx I ap6,cr) siE'1r-n) d,io ai an
t

-o

awSl6,.r): -#, I

ar!t18,4=#l

1 - .Rcr g-i21181

1 *.Bu

L * Elr g'i211Hr

1t ftir

gitt'rprrj +

1..

"i1181p2 
I '
J €z-kz

f-
x J aplro,w) s;€'(a-;o) dio a€ ar

7.4 Spectral lbensfer Function

In Chapter 2 we defined the spectral transfer function as the ratio of the spectrum of the
waveinduced underwater noise (preseure) or t"icroseism (displacement) field, to that of
the homogeneors component of the source pressurefi.eld. In Chapter 3 we calculated the

source pressure-field and discussed the definition of the source preEsure spectrum. It was

established that the source pressure-field induced by nonJinear wavFwave interactions,
contains not only the homogeneous component but also an inhomogeneous one. It was

also established that as the inhomogeneous component decays sufficiently rapidly with
depth, thdt for most purposes it is reasonable to define the source spectrum in terms of
the homogeneous component alone (Chapter 3 $3.4), i.e.,

T
x J aelro tw) s;€'ff-;ol dlo a€ a*

rpo(r) :#F}(alz\ r(w) (7.24)
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where g is the gravitational acceleratiot, Fo(w f2) is the spectrum of the ocean surface-

waves and f(tu) an integral involving the wavespreading function, I@) W:

t li
r(ar) : I a@ EP + r) d0 where EP) : c(0) / | c1e7 a

J IJ

The (space) cova.riance function of the underwater-noise pressure-field, which is assumed

to be a zeto mean process, can be written as

R @, - E,ar) = (aetu1d,w) dpu(E,r)-)

wbere <> means the procedure of ensembly averaging. Similarly we denote

(7.25)

E o(4 - r-0, tu) = (Oo"W,4 dpo(4,r)') (7.26)

Far-ffeld functious

Under the fa,r-ffeld approxirnation, the corrariance function .Rn and its (space) Fourier

transform, the element spectru^ fr(E rw) &t, can be written as

e(F: - E,aq: *T4] tW 
"i@;e'-ntt;t Urrdri^)

a.nd

fr(E,w)dw : I ,rr* - E,anl 
"-;E'1fr-ft, 

d@, - rtl

= *;TT I t {Wn"o(4 -,-o,tu) e;tkia-E)'--(ar-E)rl

"-ilr;t'/s-,-,1.4) 
dF _ i) dio d4

The fact that the left-hand side of the above expression is real suggests we choose m = i
in the right-hand side integrand. Moreover the far-field approximation justifies regarding

d x i, so that we can write

f,(E,qd,, = *Tl-g lf,o(*id,r)&,t16(n;d -fi (7.27)
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The frequency spectrum defined as the integration of fr(E,u) h the E-plane will therefore

be

where A is again the a,rea of the active wave region of the ocean eurface.

Following the same reasoring we obtain the spectra of the ttticroseism field as

Fp(w,z): Fr(w,z): W? ry

Fwv(u):ffi+ry

Fwn(rl: ffiDb*"@i)l'"i
a,nd

(7.28)

(7.2e)

(7.30)

(7.31o)

(7.31b)

(7.31c)

(7.31d)

(7.31e)

In the above the inhomogeneous component ie erccluded automatically when the residues

are taken. It now becomes easy to write down the explicit form of the transfer functions

for 5 cases of interest:

q, - 
Fp(wrz)tp*: T;ild

"n - 
Fwv(,)tpr{rr: ElG)-

,rr - 
Fwn(r)rpMfr: T;;Gj-

,n - 
Fp(wrz).rrvlN=m

: Aor' 5- lgr(ti)lt
2r7w2r ! Eit

: Aor' I lgwv(rci)lz.ttrz
2rzwgPfr I n;

: 
= !"! .Ilg*r(" )l'xi2r2wopfr Lt te

Dlg,@)l'l*i
i

= u1 ptz

qa 
- 

Fe(wrz)Tusx=ffi=u)rprz

Dlewv(*;)l2ts2 f n;
t

Dlg,@)l'l*;
iEffi
i

Near-fleld functione

The near-field case can be discuseed in a similar way. Denoting

4p$t(E,w) = I dpo(io,q 

!rii'1r-a)[f,r] 
a€ aro (7.32)
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where [f,,t] is defined in Appendix $A.L, and applying a sedes of transformations (see

Appendix $A.1) we finally obtain the frequency-wave number spectnrm:

fr(E,r,z) : lF,ell fro(E,r,")

and the corresponding frequency rpectra

,r*
Fp(w,z) : Fx(w,z) = | Wrf tr.(E,r,zl dk : I I WpPf".(E,u) kdkdlr

00

Zr*
Fwv(w) -- I I l&*vl'fr"(f ,r) hdkilr

00

Zr*
Fwa(r): I Il*nalrf*(E,r) hdkdeb

00
where

- | e-itr(r+E1) f 115 6drr(t*tr) l'In-tl - I ' I

1 e-ittEr -f R5 zittilt 
I

lftwvl':tt-r^-'| 1-E'r== r l'"r'Pr l@l "1

lE*al,:tt-r--,I r+'R' 12'o{'lffilk'
The transfer functions will then tale the form

ular

(?.ss)

(73ao)

(7.346)

(7.3ac)

(7.35o)

(735a)

(7.35c)

(7.36o)

(7.36e)

Fe(w,z) _ Zo,t'Tpr: #ffi:#o+,,p) ltr,l'ror
0

rpuv : ffi : r#g * qwv)''i' lr*rpr *
0

rpun : Wi :'#o * qw s)"'i' rr* 
^' 

k dk
0

Tuvx:m:W

(7.36c)

(7.36d)
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Tuax: +'w :T,u*' Fwa(w) Tpn

where 7p, rlwvt altd nwn a,re the ratios of the corresponding

homogeneous components and Fpo is the source spectrum at z :
discussion in Chapter 3, we have

,r* t

rtP: | |Wa'fn6,u)kdkdoEf Fpo(,)
0t- t

al

z** ,f | |
qwv(w): 

J JlErrl,kdkdob/ Fro(r)
or- ,

al

z,* tf f _ I
nwn(w): J JIE*nl'kdkdekf 

Fpo(r)
o.r-,al
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(7.36c)

inhomogeneous and

0. According to our

(7.37o)

(7.37b)

(7.37c)

If only the homogeneous component is considered then 4p : ewv : 7wn :0, Tpy and

Tpurr in Eqs.(7.36o) and (7.350) degenerate to those discussed in Chapter 2. For example,

if we ta.ke Rt :0 and tlwv : O then Tpuv : Ll(w2pr2ot2). This is the simplest case,

used by Urickl8l and Kibblewhitels] as a first order approximation, which is represented

by Eq.(2.68) of Chapter 2 when m: L and n : 1.

7.6 On-Shore Microseism Response

In the previous s€ctions we have dealt mainly with the waveinduced underwater

pressure-field and microseism response which would be sensed by hydrophones and

seismometers mounted on the seabed. Another interesting case ariees when the wave-

induced microseia"ne are recorded by on-shore seismometers as occurred in the recent

New Zealand experiment. A reasonable model with which to examine this situation ig

that shown in Fig.7.z(d), in which the active pressnre area and the obsenration point a,re

both assumed to be on the free snrface of a multilayered solid haf-space. It is reasonable

to assume that the main contribution to the recorded microseismic field will be made by

interface waves. If the half-space is homogeneous, the Rayleigh wave will be the dominant

energ:f carrier. If the medium is layered, a set of Rayleigh modes will be occited with

wave numbers satisfying the corresponding eigenvalue equation.
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The orpression for the displacement (or its potential) obtained by using the Green's

function discussed in Section T.2rcaneasily be extended to the case of the heterogeneous

mediumle]. For the case when the driving force is distributed on the boundary surface the
displacement vector d (i, z,a,r) can be expressed through the force vector f(t-b , o.r) and the
corresponding Green's function as

where G-,n is a tensor satisfying certain free surface conditions and U- and ?. are

components of the vectorg u- anrd f. fhe expression fot d,Y (w) (for ora.mple, dII^(i, z,u)
and dT"(r-i1,ar) u used here) repreeents the Fourier Stieltjee transform of a stochastic
process Y(t) following the definition

e-i,tdy(w,)

In our present case (Fig.7.2(d)) only the z component of f differs from zero and both the
pressrure and microseigm observation pointE are on the surfacen so that

(7.36)

Under the far-field approximation it can be shown that the expressions for the vertical
and horizontal components of the seabed displacement take the form:

f
dA^(f, zru) - I Grrro(r- r z,r-o ,w) dT^(r-s ,w) d,S

J
s

o
f

r(r) - I
J
-€

r
dU*(r',w) - I G,*(r-,is,w) d,Po(io,w) dr'o

J
A

dwy(r-,q: #+ffi I oruo,w) ei.ite-rotdro

'-ii s rri(0)rzi(O)= [ af4n,w) sibitr-;"| d"-odWs(r-,r):#+ffi, 
I

(7.3?)

(7.38)

where each variable with a subscript j is the nalue corresponding to the 1th eigen root of
the eigen equation:

Bsr Bgz

Bu Bo
(7.3e)

In Eq.(7.39) B* are the elements of matrix g, which is the product of the matrix fii1 and

the propagator matrix P("nrro). Lt our case zo:O and a,n - -E,,r locate the position

:Q
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of the last interface. All these va.riables can be expressed in term. of the geoacoustic

parameters of each layer (see Appendix $A.2). In Eq.(7.37) and (7.3S), 11(0) and r2(0) are

the first two elements of the motion-stress vector (tt(r), rz(z),rs(z),rr(r)), i.e. a.mplitudes

of the horizontal and vertical components of the displacement at the surface with the 1
subscript denoting an associatiou to the jth mode. All of the elements of the motion-etress

vector, can be obtained as a function of z by solving the coupling equation (see Appendix

$A.3). The quantities G and Ir in Eqs.(7.37) and (7.3E) are respectively the group velocity

and an energy integral, taking the from:

where

The microseismic components can thus be obtained by performing the sarne correlation

and Fourier transformation procedures aa were applied in the last section, leading to:

fIt:* 
J o(rr'+rzz)dz
0

rz: *i',^ *21r)rf + przzldz , r! : 
{1",# - 

u,,#f o,

r, : *i 
[,^ 

+ 2t ) (H' * u (#)'J o"

Fwv(,):#T;lffil' (7.40)

(7.41)

where .Fpo(ar) is now the spectrum of the pressure-field acting on the surface of the solid

half-space (Fig.7.2(d)), i."., the interface between the unconsolidated sedimenta.ry layer

and the first solid layer (Fig.7.Z(o)). This pressure spectnun can be calculated by using

the model shown in (Fig.7.2(c)) and the near-field approximation described in Section 7.2.

7.6 The Greents tr\rnction in its Three Dimengional Forrn

As discussed in Chapter 3 the generation of the underwater pressure-field by wave-wave

interactiorn ca,n be regarded as a two phase process. The first phase involves the non-linear

conversion of energr from the ocean waves to the acoustic source field, while the second
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involves the propagation of this generated acoustic energy to establish the infrasonic noise

field and associated sea'bed motion. In contrast to the first process the second one is

linea'r so that the para,meters of interegt can be established through relevant integrations:

dp$) (rt,Q : I lc r(r, zi io, z lw)dps(r-o,w)l d,is

A

,rl fMi" (Rr,r) : I lG*n(i, zir'1, z lw)dps(io,w)l dis
J
A

,.\ f
MEt (Rr,r) = I IG* r(/, ziio, z lw)dps(ri, r,u)l dr-i;

J
A

The variables involved here have the sarne meaning as before, while Ge, Gwv, GwE,

represent the Green's functions of the undenrrater pressursfield, the vertical component

of the seabed motion and the horizontal component of the water pa,rticle displacement

near the bottom. In the previous sections it has been shown that performing the Hankel-

transformation, correlation and applying the residue theorem, leads to a set of timespace
spectral transfer functions, lE"l', lE*r\,, lEwrl, and lgpl2, lgwvlr, lgw*lr, relating
the spectrum of the source pressurefield, .fr"(F,o;), with those of the noisefield and the

seabed displacement.

According to the definitions in Eqs.(7.35) and (7.16), the functions Ep, Ewv zrtd Eys are

simply the Hankel transforms of the Green's functions (or the z{omponent of the Green's

function), while gp, gwv and gwr are their residues at the poles. The behaviour of
these Green's functions depends critically on the geoacoustic model, through the bottom
reflection coeffi.cient .R1. When the ocean bottom is multilayered the situation can be

rather complicated, and it is thus of intereet to establish a compreheruive description

of the behaviour of these functions in the frequency-wave number domain. By virtue of

the axial symmetry involved this can be done by plottinglBplz,lE*rl', and lEyslz as

functions of the modulus of the horizontal wavevector lc and the angular frequency t^r.

In the following figures we present such plots for selected geoacoustic models. For an

expanded discussion see also the Appendix to Chapter 8.

7.6.1 Trro-layered model involving the rvater layer and a chardt

seabed

Figure 7.3 shows lEpl', lBwvl2, and lEryslt as functions of lc and w for the case of an

acoustically "hard" bottom (Br = 0.99), and a water layer of 500 meterg depth. In all cases
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the observration poiat for the pressurefield is chosen to be at the water-seabed interface.

In this gimple case, Eqs.(7.3Sc)-(7.3Sc) degenerate to

lnpl'-#
lE*rl'* w-1pt21r2 a2

cos2(,y1lr)

lE*sl'*-#ffi
where 'y1h can be ercpressed in terms of the frequency and relative wave number 6(:
kallw) as "yrlr :znf(hla)tffi, md A:0.001. All of the stnrcture (nmountain

chains" and peeks) shown in these figures is associated with normal modes and is readily
understandable in terms of these relations. For exomple, when the relative wave nunber
6 : 0, the peaks of the function predicted by the eigen equation 1n :''ii 12 are orpected

at frequencies t = iliit71ln1 : g.7siihz (corresponding to logarithmic frequencies

logf - -0.25+log1s'il-'lor the case of or = 1500ms-r and h - S00m). As 6 and /
increase, the overall efect is for this normal mode structure to become cunred and decay

in a,mplitude. F\rrthermore, the general trend of the functions to decay with increasing

frequency and d in the inhomogeneous region (6 > l) is the result of lcos thl - coohlh,
while the increase apparent in F.ig.7.3(b) at high frequencies on both sides of the value

d : 1 (where lEnvl' : 0, 1o loglEyylt : -*), simply reflects the influence of the factor
(1 - 6').

When the shea,r-wave velocity of the solid layer is greater than the sound velocity of
water, as is the case in Fig.7.11, a ridge occurs in the homogeneous region (6 < 1). The
introduction of another solid layer between the water and basement will efect the trend
of this ridge. If 0z < o1 (Fig.7.12), this ridge starts at valuea of 6 < I (corresponding to a
value of 6 nl otl9), and swings gradually to a value of 6 nc aJ Fz > 1. On the other hand

if the middle layer is liquid, a valley appea.ra in the inhomogeneous region, as ig evident

in the (b) presentations of Figs.?.4-7.6,7.V7.10 and T.l?-7,L4. This \ralley correspondg to

a kind of Stoneley wave satisfying the condition .Rc : 1 (so lhzt lEyylz : 0). In fact in
the case of the 3-layer structure (water,liquid sediment and solid basement), we have

Rr: 8rr * R2s gizrztv

I I RnRzgiztzt,a

Thus, the condition I - El : O is equivalent to

Rzs: ellt'ltn
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where as before 6 : kqlwt rroz : olzlo,u no! : as/at flbz : \slat and .812, .Ezs are the

reflection coefrcients from the interface between media 1 a.nd 2 and that between media

2 and 3 respectively. It is clear that because of the influence of the factoru hr1ffi,
the course of the valley (defined by the nalue of 6 derived from the expression for R2s)

is sudr that the valley location tends to low values of 6 with increasing frequency. This

orplains the cun'ed shape of this valley in each plot. This solution seems to characterise

a new mode of interface wave which becomes the Scholte wave between the sediment

layer and the basement when the relative thickness of the sediment layer wh2fcs tends to

infinity, and degenerates to a Rayleigh wave when in addition the density pz go,es to zero.

This type of interface wave mode has received little attention in the literature to date.

Its behaviour will be investigated further in the future as this work continueg. Another

feature which cha,racterises this mode is that the phase velocity is inversely proportional

to the frequency, which is quite different from the behaviour of the Rayleigh modes.

7.9.2 Three layer models

Figure 7.4,7.5, and 7.6 present the functiom lErlt, l6wvlz, and l^Epgl2 for the three

different 3-layered modelg (models ;1,, Il, a,nd C) consieting of a water layer of 500

meters depth, rn unconsolidated sediment layer (clay, eand and silt respectiveln with
the pa^ra.meters shown in Table 6.1 of Chapter 6), and a solid half space in which

as : 4100ne-1, 9s : 2367 m8'r,Qsn :5C0 and Qsr = 300.

These three groups of plots show similar characterigtics and differ only in the detail. The

periodic structure at low waye numbers ia again obvious and is associated with the normal

mode behaviour. The ridge appalent in the middle of each plot a.round 6 : 1 and running

from low to high frequenciea, is the saure feature discussed aborre and corresponds to the

excitation of the interface waye at the bounda4r between the unconsolidated sediment and

the basement. This feature can also be se€n in Fig.7.7, which preeents the same functions

for a 3-layered model used by Schrnidt and Kuperrrranlrol. Their model is characterised

by low shear-wave speeds both in the sediment (a2 : 16o0fr8-r,92 - 2fi)ms-r) and

the basement (or : 18OO rrae-rr|s : 4OO*"-t). Interface wavea can be excited at both

bounda,ries of the low-velocity layer, phase velocities being close to that of the Rayleigh
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wave' i.e. about 0.91p. The ridge-like feature seen ia the Green's function of Fig.7.7 at
the valueg of wave number 6 (: kalw = arlg) around 5 is thus to be expected. The

valley at d : 1 in Fig.?.7(b) corresponds to the sa,me feature apparent in Fig.7.3(6).

7.6.9 The .K-model

Figurea 7.E' 7.9 and ?.10 present the l^Elz functions for the ^K-model structure described in
Chapter 6. The water layer is 100, 500 and 10fl) meters thick reapectively. A rema,rkable

new feature of these plots ia the single range of peaks appearing in the low frequency

and high wave number region. Thie range cen be attributed to the existence of the low-
velocity layer in this model. In fact from a compa.rison of Fig.7.11 (which presents the
sarne functioru for a model in which the low shear-velocity layer (LSV L) is absent and
the water layer lieo directly aborre the solid basement, in which cs : 4l00ms-1 and

Fs:2367 -"-t) with Fig.7.12 (ia which rhe LSV L is present) we seie that it is the LSVL
which ia responsible for these pealrs. From Figs.7.&?.10 we see also that when the ratio
of the water depth to the wavelength decreasea, all the peaks become srnaller.

Finally for completeness, Figs.7.13 and 7.14 show the situation in two simplifred versions

of the .I(-model. The model for Fig.7.13 consists of a water layer (S00 meters thick) and

z 325 meter unconsolidated sediment layer overlying the basement half-space, while that
for Fig.7.14 differs by the ins€rtion of a LSV L between the eediment and the basement.

The parameters of each layer are the srune as those for the K-model shown in Table G.2

of Chapter 6. The diferetes in the inhsmeg6neous region are as enpected on the basis of
the above discussion.

A study of all the plots in Figs.7.3 to 7.14 allows some general conclusions to be drawn.
(i) The periodicity of the l.El' functions in the homogeneous region (6 < 1) is a"sociated

with the e:rcitation of normal modes. (ii) The ridge covering the whole frequency range

is related to the excitation of the interface wave. (iif) The presence of a low velocity
layer giveo rise to a range of high peelre in the inhomogeneous region. When thia layer is

abeent this feature disappears. (i") Other detail in the figures can likewise be attributed
to various featuree of the geoacoustical structure. F\rrther anplification of these features

can be found in the Appendix to Chapter E.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter three important caaes concerning the wave induced underwater noisefield
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and its microeeism responEe have been discuseed: these are (i) when the obsenration point
is located below the active wave region, (ii) when the observation point is located in the

ocean far from the active wave region, and (iii) when the senBors are seismometers located

on-shore. The gource pressurefield is in all caaes expressed in terms of the homogeneous

component of the waveinduced preasurefield.

In case (i), tbe active region is regarded as infinite with the sensor in the nea,r-fi,eld. In the

other two cases the corregponding fa.r-field approcimation is used. In case (ii) and (iii) the

source presure-field is regarded as acting on the mct acoustically significant interface

and the senBor is assumed to be located on this gurface. The source pressurFfield for this

case ig calculated by ruing the near-field approximation. ThiE is then used to calculate

the seabed displacement in the far-field.

In every case the spectral transfer functions a.re defined as the ratio of the frequency

spectrum of the field being diocussed, to that of the source pressurefield. This source

pressure-field is taken to be the homogeneouE component of the equivalent pressurefield

acting ou the ocean surface. The tr^n"fer functions relating the two fields are then defined

as the ratio of the conesponding spectra. The Green's functiong for each of the three

cases a^re derived and presented in the form of the modulis of their Hankel transforus,

lEpl',lE*rl',16*rl'. The behaviour of these firnctions ca,n be explained in terms of the
geoacoustic structure. In addition, a kind of interface wave mode with a phase velocity
proportional to frequency can be identified in the 3D presentations of these functions,

but the propertiee of this remainl to be further explored. Nrrmerical evaluation of these

transfer functions for the modele of most interest will be discussed in the next chapter

and the available experimental data will be exa.mined on the light of these analyses.
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App"ndix

$A.1 Derivation of Eq.(7.21)

substituting Eq.(7.r9) into the expression for ap(E,c,,l) in Eq.(2.1s) we have

ap$)1E,4:#rwe-it,'ki*i*,o,al)gi6.(r-to)d,ioaian

The inner integral is the Fourier-stieltjes *.*].r- *,ol*"rce pressure-field, the mean
squane value of which is the aogula,r distribution of the intensity of the source pressurefield
in the horizontal plane. By introducing S, + q2 : w2 /o,r, the Fourier-stieltjeo transform
of the preesurefield can be written as

aprrlll,w,z): i aetll;,2,w) eiL'r dr'
J

-*-

fr: 
J ' ' ' J tr,kl d,p(i,tu) ei(s'r-E't) dr' aE ad ax

where
d : 70 - r- , [f, ,g1 : I (1 *-ftuid2t") 

e-rr,, ..= 
k 

-i4rt 1*]?rr €l-kz
The spectnrm of the preseure-field then becomes

.ti , (laott)1s-,c.r,z)12)
fo(S,d,'):t

: # I Irr',&'l [f', 
pnlt 

"i3'(;'-r")r(E''a'-E"'a")
-s

x (dps(rj',w)dpi(is",u)) d7'df" a€'a€' dd'ddu dk'dkn

t [* f,,, ,: 
iE J ' ' '/ tr , i'l [€u,3,'1' sit(3+d'1'rr-13+E")qr-f ''7or..r'f "'7orr]

-@

x (dpo(;b',w)d,pi(fs",r)) df' dr-' ai ai' dd' dd" d,k' dkn

-@

: # I I ,t,&'l [s, &"1' ( 
"-iil'to'dpo(io',w) 

sil';o" dp6b-o",r))

-@ 
x di, di,, d(' a{ ad,d,d" dk, dkn
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fl: 16rf 
J J w,ftl [S, kul' tP'(S'w) dk' dkn

where 
E&'\: #+# e-i1rt , 1r2: # -r''

and the Eanne expressions apply for lcn. By using the Residue theorem and changing,S r F
in the final errpression we obtain

fr(E ,w,zl - lael? fn(E ,r)
where t*,t:l#l':lwr
and J?51 has been replaced by .Br.

$A.2 The propagator matrix[el

In Eq.(7.39) B- are the elements of matrix 8, which is formed from the product of the
matrix fi! and the propagator matrix P("n,zs) between z,. anrd zo, i.e.,

B : 7"1\ P (z^, a)

In the above,

2ppk1u -/tt (k, * rr) -gkv Ftu

-on(kz + ,") Zapk1v a1v -c,kl
2ppk1u Fttu(k'+ r') Fku Fy

-dn(kz + uz) -Zapklv -a1v -ak1J o+t

where arlrp are the compressional and shea.r waye velocities and the rigidity as beforel
with 1t : k2 - 12/o,r', vz = k2 -12/9t2, all valueg being those appropriate to the lower
layer in the basement; and

P (ro, to) : P (rn, zn-r) P (to-r, zn-z) .. . P (a, zo)

in which zo : O an'd zo, zv-1 ?rre- respectively the lower and upper boundary of the zth
layer. The general form of the matrix P(z,zs) has valuesle] as follows

+-r Fn+t
'tl+r 2o,n+ilLn+t^lnt1Un+1b)

.-Th,7bu
-L6r'fpo(e,r) J r&')ffioo' J E(k',\ rf7pdn,

Pt : Pss : , * 
#[2/c2 

sinr,2 hk - ,ol - (et + z2) sinh2 lu(z - zs)]
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Prz :-Prs : hln' + r')ry - 2usin,,vV - al]

Prs : # [-'*!f - zsinh r(, - d)

Pn: -Pzs = #lrinlt h@ - ,o) -sinhr Lrv(z - zs)f

Pzt =-&r : Hln' + r')ry- 21sinh i" - ^lf
Pzz: Pu= t* 

,Lro[zt'sinh2 lr(, - "o) -(,t'+ u2) einh2 fu(" - "dJ

Pzt : fil*'"*'Q - d - 1sinh1t" - a)]

Psr :,ibr,rsinh.y(z -,r) - (k, * rzyzsifrlf - "dl

Psr : -Ptr : Zp'(k' + v2) Pu

Pa: #l^*"sinh,1, - "o) -(&'+ rr1:sinhrk - zo)]
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$A.S Motion-stress vector[el

For the Rayleigh wave case, the motion-stresg vector is defined through the (horizontal
a.nd vertical) displacement and stress componente as

U=r{z) l
!.,=':'i5' |"*nt;tt" 

- 't)I
rrr: ra(z) )

and satisfies the coupled differential equation

/rr\ / o k p-r o \/rr\
d, l'; l=l-*^, \+21)-, 0 0 

,ll,*ri)::, 1[,; IEl'"f =l k'€- ,p 0 0 frl()+zp)-'f t^t\t./ \ o -rrp k o J \r./

In the above, all variableE )rp, pr€rrur1,,rttr4 6r€ depth dependent, where

€(r) + ep(z)l\(z\ + p(")lll^k) +zp@)l
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$A.4 Derirration of the Green'e function in a solid'nediumle]

(1) Le",6tg theorem
If the displacement vector n- satisfieE

pi :f + 1r + zp)v(v.d) - pv x (v x ti)

a^nd if the body force i ."d the initial valuea of rZ and d a^re expressed in terms of the
Helmholtz potentials

i:Ydr+Vxr/-,
z-(d,o)-V.e-+VxF

r-(d,o) -Vi+Vx.D
with V '6 ,, Y. .d and V . rt all zero, there then existr the potentials d and ,i to, u- with
the following propertiea:

10 , r-:Vd+Vx/ (d.1)

20 , v.6:o (A.z)

ao , ii:4*,"zv26 , (or=(l+zplld (r{.s)
p

_ .t.
40 , i:!+prvrri , (pr:pld @.4)p

(2) P-S\f and SE motions
From Lan6's theorem we Be€ that the wave eguations (A.3) and (A.a) are satisfied by the
potentialr related to the displacement ri and the body force / through the relations:

E-96+vxr/- , i:Y6r+v*6t, v.6:o, v.6r:o

The displacement field can be decomposed into 3 kinds of motion satisfying the wave
equations in a horizontally layered medium:
(i) The compressional lvave motion d1 satisfying u-r - V6.
(ii) The shear-wave component ri2 satisfying rir: (0r0,uz) : V x u?. Here dmust be
a vector lying in the r-y plane, i.e., ur:0 go that r-2: (0,0,[V x 6D. This is the SV
component of the shear-wave motion.
(iii) The remaining component ds : (0,0,{r), is the SE component of the shea,r-wave
motion.
Thus we can write

d =96* v x V x (0,0,ry') +v x (o,o,x)

(3) Solutions of the'wave equations in cylindrical coordinates

(,4.5)
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The elastic displacement in a homogeneoug medium can be written as

181

d : Y6+ v x V x (o,o,t/') + v x (o,o,x)

It follows from the method of separation of rrariables that the general solutiorc can be
obtained by a superpocition of the basic solutions

wherel:\@ andy:\m
Combining the r, t' dependence as

Yi?,6) : J^(r) e'@

the displacement components can then be written as

(A.7)

6(i ,r) : J^(k,r) ei^{1A e-1' + a e"') 'l

{(d,w) : J-(k,r) ei^01c e-"' + D e"') | exp[-;r.rr] (r{.6)

x(d,r) : J^(k,r) ei^{(E e-" + F e") )

(A2rl, LA'tb rA I Atb\ 1a2d\-wSY: I ;;-r ' 7-
\Or0z' r 0zOS' r 0r \ Or / r, 06, )

dsn=(:yr,-#,r) , tp::#
and the str6s acting on the horizontal planeo as

r?. ( du' dz",:F(;: *E)

r'{=-(:#.Y) (.,{'e)

- ott: lV .i +2t;

By substituting the potentials in Eq.(A.6) into Eq.(A.8), we find that the displacement d
and the stress f acting on the horizontal plane at depth z have the following form:

(/.8)

6 : [11(o;, k,z)TiQ,6) + rt(w,k,z) sih,d) + rz(w,k,z) RiQ'd)l 
] exp(_rc,rt) (.d.ro)

i - llr(w,k,z)T|Q,O) + rs(ur, k,z) Sf(r,O) + rt(w,k,z) Ri!,ill )
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The r, / dependence of d and f *" d,escribed by three orthogonal vector functions defined
by:

r?(,,6): i,ryf, -iffia
st(,, il:ipt+*#6
fii(t, il : -Yib,6)E

The z-dependence is described by six ecalar firnctions Iu lz, ?rt ?2, rs, ?1, It can be
verified that these firnctions do satisfy the equation, d,i ld,z : Ai,when i is assigned the
column vectors i = (trrl2)r or f = (rr, rzsrsrrl)r. This relation holds also for the case
of a vertically heterogeneoug medium. By replacing, J*(kr) uy |tall)( kr) +rll)1try1 

"rraby using the asymptotic expaosion for outgoing waves

a tt) ft) - rl|u *p[r'(rcr -,T' r) 
J

we establish that for outgoing waves

,l#*n[d(rcr- T*+^il16

,l #**p[r(tcr - 2'+lLtr + m1)li

Ttb,d) - ;

Sf(t,6) - i

(/.11)

(A.12)

ftf (r, il - -\f #rorp[r(kr - 'T'o + mD)la

(4) Surface waves generated by a point force
We now consider the generation of surface waves by a point force focp(-rrlt) in a
vertically heterogeneous medium. Taking the point force as acting at r : O, z : h, the
corresponding body force is Texp(-iwt)d(r) 6("-h)lQr). Frequent use will be made
of the relations r: cos6, u: sin/, 6(r)/(2trr): d(z)d(y). The applied body force is
equivalent to a digcontinuity in stress on the horizontal plane at z: h, amd is given by

f @\ - f(a-) = -^delcp(-rol)d(r)d(s) (.4.ls)

Our method of solution will be (i) to decompose this continuity into its /c, m componentsl
(ii) to solve the equation 0i10" : Ai for each (k,ml, where f ir tn" z-dependent
motion-stress vector with a known digcontinuity across z : hi and then (iii) to construct
the solution as a function of (116r") by superpoeition of its (&, -) components.
We seek to find the coefficients in the expression

_Fexp(_iwt)6(z)6(y):#D[kVt(k,m)Ti+fs(,t,m)si+fn(k,m)R!|dk
nro
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where ?f,,9f and Ai are orthogonal to each other, md thrn satisfy the relation

we obtain

lrof f 216*r e6(h - k')
J J T v,6)[t7'b,gll'r dr d'4 :
o o 

\'t 7''l 
'M

with similar ercpressions applying for .9i antl .Bi. It then follows that the expansion
coefficients are given by

,tg
fu(k,d : - I I Wfb,6)1.^Fe(c) 6(g)' dr d,4 (.{.18)

tt t"

with similat oqltessions holding for .fs and /n. Changing coordinates to a ca,rteaian system
give 

€
fr(k,m) : - I I r*(r, 6)1.^Fa( r) 6(y) do dv

-€
Then by uslng the property

Tf(r,pol.1.C) : t-lv x (0, O, Yj')

tt(k,m): i!i("T - F,aY{;:) ,,o 6(s)dxdy

- -Fn"-i-f,t #t^*r,lr=o * r, #;-(r")1,_o

Since J- has a, zeto derirrative at the origin, except when m = *1, then /a(lcrm) : 0 and
AJ{il/A€: ** at f - 0, so that

fr(k,r) : *(4 + dr"), fr(k,-l) = l(-r, + dr,)

simila'rlv 
fs(k,r) : i(-R + d4) , f s(k,-l) : *(a +;41

To express fn(krm) we wort dircctly in cylindrical coordinatea giving

/n('t'o; : Jo(o) F': F'

a.nd

fn(k,m)=0 , m*O
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CHAPTER EIGHT

spectral characteristics of The wave-rnduced

Pressure-Field

8.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2 and 5 and references [z-rl the undenvater pressurefield and its associated
seismic resPons€ resulting from nonlinear wave interactions were epynined in terms of a
sirnFle two'layer model of the geoacoustic environment. This analysir led to a spectral form
of the infrasonic noise spectrum which agreed closely with that reported by Kibblewhite
and Ewansll'2|.

While this agreement confirmed that the proceduree and assumptions implicit in the
application of the simpler geoacotrstic model they had used had not seriously compronised
the levels nor distorted the shape of the derived noise spectra, some of the detailed,
cha,racter of the spectra were reinterpreted. In particular an infexion around o.|Ez
in the reported experimental spectra (Fig.7 of ttl) was reinterpreted as arising from the
interaction of multiple seas (rather than the angular distribution of the wave energy in
the active sea), and a rise of several dB in the spectral levels at the high frequency
end of the spectrum was attributed to a contribution of energy from interface waves

excited at the upper boundary of the solid basement. While the overall agreement
between theoretical and ecperimental spectra so obtained was gratifying, it was clear
that a complete analysis mnst incorporate the effects of the multilayered structure of the
seabed, and any contribution from the inhomogeneoug components of the wave-induced

source pressur+field.

The inhomogeneous component of the presure field was oramined in Chapter 3, and

the bottom reflectivity of a multilayered seabed in Chapter 6. Based on these results
the Green's functions necessarlr to establish the presure and the seabed displacement in
such an environment were derived in Chapter 7. We are therefore now in a position to
establish the theoretical spectra for a more realistic geoacoustic model and compa,re the
results obtained with the observed data.

The geoacoustical structure of the environment, in which the measurements reported by

Kibblewhite and Ewans were recorded, is very complicated. Not only does the water
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depth vary over the active region of the ocerrr but the Ta,ranaki Basin is a very complex
geological provincelb]. It wil thus be more instructive to investigate initially the influence

of key parameters, rather tr14n sxa"nine one particular model in detail, arrd this is the

strategr which is adopted in the discussion which follows. It transpirea, in fact, that the
geological complority of the Tarana^ki region introduces only second-order fine structure

in the noise field, the basic level and shape of the theoretical preasure spectra remaining

to a large degree independent of it. While the depth of water and the thicknees of the

upPer unconsolidated layer vary from 100 to 1000 meters throughout the active fetch, we

will ultimately choose an average nalue of 500 meters for both layers as being appropriate

in a comparison of the theoretical spectra with the measured data[61.

8.2 The fnfluence of Water Depth

Because of the importance of the water layer to all aconstic propagation in the ocean, we

begin by erca-rniqing the efect of water depth on the wave-induced acoustic field in terms

of a modified version of the K-model (see later).

The effecte of depth are recognised in two distinct parts of the spectrum. Fhst, in the
homogeneous region (6 < 1) this influence is related to the behaviour of the normal modes

in the water layer (including both lealing and trapped modes). The cut-off frequency

of the normal modee decreases with increasing water depth (h1) so that the fi,rst peak

(that with the lowest frequency) in the periodic sequence is expected to migrate to lower

frequencies as the depth increases. At the sarne time the intenral between the modes of

diferent order also decreases with increasing depth, so that the number of peaks within
a given frequency range increases. This behaviour ig clearly apparent in the spectra of
Figp.8.l to 8.3 and in the lEl2 functions which we will describe in the next section.

The behaviour of the peak pattern in these pre$rure spectra is more complex than that
obsen'ed in the case of the model with a ha,rd bottom, presented ea,rlier in Chapter 7
(see Fig.7.3), due prima.rily to the effects of the multilayered structure. Nevertheless,

as expected, the peak structure is seen to be nearly absent in the spectra when the

water depth is 1fi) m, the cut-off frequency at this depth being higher than the range of

frequencies of interest to us here.

In producing the spectra of Figt.8.l to 8.3 (and some of the later plots) we have nsed a

modified version of the K-model described ea,rlier, which we identify as the MK-model.
The pa^ra,meterg for this model are given in Table 8.1. For the subsequent discussion it
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will be necessary to have aa undergtanding of the l^Elt functions for this model and we

now e:ca.mine these in the next scction before proceedi"g to a further discussion of the
pressure spectra and their dependence on depth and other factors.

n h"(^) p"(kg l^") a"(mls) 9^(mle) Qnn Qn

I 10m 1500

2 10 22W 1560 0 10 oo

3 300 2500 2000 1154 500 300

4 6 2500 4100 2367 500 300

Table 8.1(a) Para.nreters of the MK-model

5M-model 5K-model

layer 2 hz : 300 hz:325

layer 3 hs = 500 lrs = E50

layer 4

Table t.l(b) Parameters of the selxted 4-layered models compared, to the MK-modeI

E.3 The l^E'12 F\.rnctions for the M.fir-Model

In the interest of brevity this gection is restricted to a discussion of the key features of
the l^El2 functions. A more comprehensive analysis of the effects observed is given in the
Appendix.

In the manner of Chapter 7, Figs.8.4 to 8.6 present the l^Ol2 functions of the M.I(-model
in the frequency-wave number plane for water depths of 10O, 500 and lO00 meters. In
each figure, parts (^),(b) and (c) correspond respectively to the pressure field, the vertical
seabed displacement and the horizontal displacement of the water near the bottom. The
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main features in these three-dimensional preeentations can be readily identified by a
consideration of the effects of propagation.

First of all the periodicity appa,rent at wave numbers below 6 1nu (as before 6 : ke..f w,
the relative wave number and na. : or/a+) carr as discussed above be attributed
to "lea.king modes' set up in the water column. The frequency of the first pe*,
.fo, can be identified from the simple formula fo - a1f +hr. For the three different
depths involved ls x 3.7582 (logro.fo : 0.8?), fo x O.75Hz (logro Io: -0.12) and

/s = 0.375II4 (log1s.fo : -0.42) respectively. These leaking modes and the iregularly
distributed pe.k" in the high frequency part of the region nu 1 6 < 1, replace the
normal mode structure cha,racteristic of Fig.7.3, because (i) the bottom is no longer

absolutely hard, (ii) more modes can be formed between the water surface and the different
subinterfaces, and (iii) interference occurs between them all.

Other characteristics of the figures can be identified by reference to the explicit expressions

for the reflection coefficient ^R6 and the lElz functions. For the sa,ke of simplicity,
we combine the water layer and the unconsolidated sedimentary layer together as an
overlaying liquid layer and write .Rr as

ra:
L * RnRzrgiltztu
Rn * R2s 7i2tztu whr /-r 'Yt: ,-F

O1

where Erz is the reflection coeffi.cient from the interface between the top liquid layer and
the low shear velocity sub layer (LSVL) in which o3: ZN, fls: ll54m8-r, and.R2s

is that from the aecond interface between the LSV L and the solid ba^Bement, in which

ar : 41(X), 9t: 2367 ms-r. From & and the expressions for the l^Elt functions (Eq.7.38)

lBrl' :
g-i11(t+E) t R5 giln(t+rr) It@l

l-Ea lt ,wl 11lE*rl' : w'rp;2

we can identify the ridge starting at the low-frequency end, between 0.5 < 6 < 1, as

corresponding to the excitation of the Rayleigh mode in the multilayered space. At the

low-frequency end this mode is expected to occur at d, n* at/[o.SfOn 9+l - 0.69. At the

high-frequency end, on the other hand, it is expected at 6, = all0.glg4psl : 1.41, since

with increasing frequency the upper boundary of layer 3 (the LSV L layer) becomes more

important. The transition between these extremes accounts for the trend of the ridge, in
all of the plots. Further, the deep valley coresponding to lBrl': 0, which pa,rallels the
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ridge can be identified with the formation of trapped modes in the LSV L, In fact from
the orpression for lBrl'we see that this can only happen when Ra : -1. The condition
Rt : -1 is equivalent to (1 * Arz)(1 f fizr sizlaht): 0r and the ocpression (1 * Rzse;zrzb)

is simply the eigen equation of the LVSL. When the frequency becomee very high, the
upper boundary of thie layer becomea important and thus the condition I * R.".:0 can
also be satisfied at grazing incidence whereupon total reflection occurs, i.e., 6 tends to a
value 6 x al ps er 1.3. This vralley is not seen at the same place in presentation (6) of
these figuree, since Rr : -1 is not a null fot lEsyl2.

The above considerations, taken together with the ea,rlier observations, demonstrate that
the water depth can therefore influence the waveinduced pressurefield in different ways.

The first effect arises because the inhomqgeneonE component of the induced pressure,field

decays exponentially with depth of obsen'ation. For instance for a bottomed sensor in a
water depth of 100 m the total spectrum can be about 20 d,B higher in level than that of
the homogeneotrs spectrum. alone, whereas as the water depth increases beyond 800 meters
(compa,re (a) a.nd (D) i" each of Fige.E.l to 8.3) this diference decreases to no more than
a few d8. Secondln even when the water depth, h, exceeds 500 meters, the level of the
total preesurefield can still be senEitive to depth if a layer in the seabed structure ha,s

a ghear-wave velocity less than the sound velocity in water. In thiE situation interface
waveE a,re excited and additional resonance peeks appear in the presEure spectra. As
described above trfi6 amplitude and frequency of these interface pe,ks a.re dependent on
depth through the relation l.Eplr: slz'\,Ei'rrU'r. In Fi,,.8,2 and 8.8 thee peaka a.re

seen to move to lower frequencies as the depth iacreaseg. At the Earne time the number
of peek" in a given frequency internal also increas€B with depth. The third effect of depth
is associated with the normal mode behaviour described in Section 8.2. The spectra can

become exceedingly complo< when the normal-mode structure associated with the water
depth and that arising from the seabed properties overlap.

E.4 The Effect of the tfnconsolidated Sediment Layer

The unconsolidated sedimentary layer with itg low rigidity and relatively high attenuationlo,4
(the shear velocity can often be taken to be zero, while the attenuation c A, 10-6 to
LO-6dBlm at LEz, conesponding to a Q-value between 140 and 14 for a wave speed

of 1560ms-r) also has a marked influence on the acoustic field. This is demonstrated

dr"rnatically in Figs.E.7 and 8.8, which present theoretical pressune spectra for the MK-
model, but with hz : 0 and 3fl) meters respectively. It ca.a be seen from a comparison
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with Fig.8.2 for which hz is a nominal 10 meters, that the complete removal of this
layer somewhat enhances the norual mode structure in the high-frequency region, but
its inclusion with a thickness clos€ to that of the K-model smooths out this structure.
Suppression of the peak at 0.5 Ez, which has its origin in the interface wave, occnrs when
h2 increases to several hundred meters. This influence ig of course a consequence of the
absorption processes involved.

E.5 The Effects of the Low shear-velocity Layer (rsvt)

In the previous chapters the influence of a solid sublayer, characterised by a shear-wave
velocity lorrter than the wave velocities in the adjacent layers, on the acoustic response of
the seabed was examined in detail. We now exa'nine the influence of such a layer on the
total spectra.

Figures 8.9 and 8.10 present setg of pressure spectra for two variants of the M^I(-model.
The modified model differe from that used in Fig.8.8 only in respect of the shear-wave

velocity of the low velocity layer (layer 3). The shear-wave velocity of this layer is 2c0ms-r
in Fig.8.9 and 1800 lml-r in Fig.8.10 compared with 1154 ms-r in Fig.B.8. A comparison
of theee figures shows that while some differences in the fine structune are appa,rent, overall
the spectra do not change significantly when ps changes by the amoqnts choeen.

Given the interference possible between the various modes of the body and interface waves,

it is not a simPle matter to identify the source of any particular feature in these spectra.
It is more profitable ls s)cr""nine the &dimensional plots in the manner outlined earlier.
Here we elect to consider the changes observed as being simply modifications of the fine

structure, and conclude that the overall spectra a,re largely insensitive to this nariation in
the geoacoustic environment.

E.6 comparison with the Kibblewhite-Ewan's (rr) spectra

Based on their long term synchronous recordingl of waye and micnoeeismic activitn
Kibblewhite a,nd Ewarulll established a set of wind-dependent infrasonic noise apectra.

In Chapter 5 these wete compared with spectra calculated theoretically using a simple

two-layered geoacoustic model and good agreement was found. In that analyeis minor

differences in the peak values were attributed to the residual interactions between the
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newly developed and the decaying seas, and a small difference in levels of about 5 dB at
high frequencies to a contribution from interface waves.

The detailed ocamination of Chapters 6 and ? has conffrmed the essential validity of that
interpretation and has also provided a better approdmation of all the factors involved.
Our new understa,nding of the nature of the ouE component of the prcsure-
field and the characteristics of the propagation behaviour for a multilayered geoacoustic

structure, now allows us to reinterpret afresh the arrailable experimental data.

First of all it ig apparent that the synthetic spectra of Figs.8.l to 8.10, which are based

on va.ria,nts of the multilayered gtructure, still agre€ broadly with the spectra derived by
Kibblewhite and Ewans on the basis of the very aimple model they rrsed. Secondln whereas
the theoretical spectra, in which botl homogensous and inhomogeneous components are
included, show spectral pea.k valuea some 20 dB high€r than thoee of the l(.8-spectra, thce
based on the homogeneous component alone, are in clooe agreement. This implies that
the inhomogeneious component does not contribute significantly to the obgerved spectra.
It follon's that either the effective water depth over the active fetch in the New Zealand
experiment must be greater than the l(X) meters hitherto assumed or, as suggested in
Chapter 5, that the significant acoustic interface for the shore based seruror lies well belont
the seafloor, or both.

It appea,ra from the evidence that an effective depth of 500 meters (FigS.z) provides a
more realigtic representation of the region in queation. Apart from the spectra of Fig.8.Z,
which are based on a model in which the unconsolidated layer (layer 2) is absent, the
other plots preeented in thiE chapter confirm this conclusion. The excesE valuea apparent
at high frequencies in Fig.8.7 show that high attenuation is an inportant component of
the geoaconstic structure of the region. To make the analyais more complete, apectra
based on three specific models are now exatttined. The firet is the original I{-model with
hr : 500m, the second a simplified "standatd" vergion of it, which is denoted SM again
with h1 : 50om (see Table 8.1(b)), and a model in which the water depth is considered

infurite (.Br :0). The results are presented in FigE.8.11 to 8.13.

Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show, aa expected, that when Rl :0 the homogeneous component

of the sounce pressurefield is lower (by some LOilB) than that measured in a real

environment. (Note Figs.8.13 and 8.14 differ only in respect of the swell component).

Figure 8.11 on the other hand, with its closer agreement with the experimental data,

establishes the K-model (with a water layer of 500m) as being reasonably representative

of the real environment. FinallS the near equivalence of the spectra in Figs.8.11 and E.12
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prwides justification for using trhs simpler, and computationally more economic ^9M-
model in the analysee of expe,rimental data.

From moet of the plots presented it is clear that while peak vralues a,re in good agreement,

the theoretical spectral levels at high frequencie are somewhat diferent from those of the
original -KE-spectra. As we discussed in Chapter 5 this characteristic is a corrsequence

of the seismometer recording site being located ashore in the New Zeala^nd experiment.

According to Hasselrnnnlel, and our own analysis as reported in Chapter 2 and lsl , interface

waves will do"'inate the enerry transport in the far-field, and the high-frequency slope

of the preEsure spectra will approximate to f-a rather than the /-7 which applies in
the nea,r-field case. It is also likely that high-frequency components in the wave-field,

arising from shorter fetches, will enhance the high frequency part of the orperimental
spectra. Nevertheless, aE we demonstrated in Chapter 5, the proximity of the observation
point to the active wave region in the New Zealand ocperiment (especially in terms of
the dominant wavelengths involved) did justify the strateg5r adopted by Kibblewhite and
Ewans to record wave-induced ocean noise with the more convenient land based long
period seiEmometer, and base the analysis of the recorded data on an exact "nea,r-field"
theory. The discrepancy of several dB at the high frequency end of the spectra was

adequately compensated for by the far-field correction discussed in Chapter 5. A sirnilar
correction can be expected to apply in the case of the preaent theoretical spectra.

From the above we confirm the validity of the .K^E-spectra and the procedurea by which
they were established. In fact sitrce the microseismic noise records incorporated all the

effects of the layered bottom, all that ia required to transform the seismic field to the

noise pressure field in the water is the application of the simple impedence relation
ccrz |llplw'a!] to each of the plan+wav€ components. This can be seen clearly from

the ratio (see Eq.(7.3a))

ry:u-,plt?ll ,*,1'lBplt 1^ r -R1l

This iB the transfer function for each spectral component. When Er : 0 a,nd d :0 (.yr -*
w lcri it degenerates to Lllplwzo:ll, the function introduced originatly by Urick and used

by Kibblewhite and Ewanslll. When Rc = I the above ratio becomes zero, which simply

mealrs that on an absolutely ha.rd bottom no seismic motion can be ocpected.

Further, from the above, we see also that since significa^nt variations in the geoacoustic

model reault only in minor modifications to the spectrum level and the average shape, the

.I(.8-spectra provide an excellent representation of the spectra of infrasonic ocean-noise

induced by wave-wave interactions in reasonably deep water, anrd in shallow water regions

191
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where a thick layer of unconsolidated eediment is present. Substantialln the intrinsic
insensitivi$ of this spectrum to variations in the ocear environmentais a consequence of
the following facts. (i) The peak of the spectrum (s 16OdB around 0.2 Ez at a wind
speed of 30me-l) is produced by the joint efects of the square of wave spectra, f!(*r),
and a term or8 introduced from the angular integration. (ii) In oceans deeper tha'l 2-312t

these levels might be enhanced by a few dB through normal mode effects, but in average

depths they are la,rgely independent of the environment. (iii) While swell can influence

the spectral levels at low wind speeds it is not important at middle and higher nalues.

(iv) The frequency dependence of the high frequency slope is also basically determined by

the two dominant terms detailed i" (i).

An r^r-7 dependence is normally expected but this can be influenced by the frequency

depeudence of the angula,r distribution of the wave energy. Overall, it is reasonable to
say that the theoretical spectral levels and those of the KE-spectra are not significantly
different especially since high-frequency levels can also be influenced by mechanis'nn other

than the second-order wave interactions discuss€d here.

E.7 Comparison with the Webb and Cox Experiment

Webb and Cox[e-l'l have also described investigations involving very low frequency
pressure fluctuations on the deep sea floor arising from non-linear wave interactions.

In ma,ny respecta their studies complememt those of Kibblewhite ct otlt-{ and those

developed h this thesis. In particular the trcatment of the presEnre field and its seismic

reEpolrse inside the storm region by using "forced waves' (Webb and Cox), pa^rallels the

"near-field" approdmation of Kibblewhite ct al, while the treatment of the field external

to this region by the eummation of surface wave modes (Webb a,nd Cox) ie sirnilar to
the approach based on integrand residues used in this theEis. The explanation of the

high noise and rnicrceism levels under sudden changes of wind direction is attributed

to the interactiou of multiple Eeaa in both analyses. It is thus intereating to compare

the theoretical predictions developed here with some of Webb and Corc's experimental

data. In Fig.t.15 the dotted curyes represent the range of spectra reported by Webb

and Cox[12] for an average wind speed of 10me-r. Crrrve (1) i" Figs.E.l5(o) a,nd (D) 
"la"

calculated using Eq.(T3aa), the complete expreesion for the spectrum of wave induced

noisefield developed earlier, and the geoacoustic model described by Webb and Coxlr2l.

For convenience, the structure of Webb and Coxts model was cimplified in the manrner

detailed in Table 8.2.
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Table t.2 Parameters of the gaacoustical mod,el wed by webb al,d Cox

Curve (2) i" each plot repreeents the theoretical spectrum derived. by considering the

homogeneous component alone. Since in such deep water the inhomogeneous component

can be neglected, curves (1) and (Z) show only slight differences at low frequencies, as

ocpected from our discussions in Chapter 3. Cunre (3) depicts the calculated spectrum
obtained by eetting El : 0, i.e. it is the quantitative result of Eq.(U) of reference [tzl. It is

apparent from theae figurea that the agreement between the theoretical predictions and the

experimental data is reasonably good, even though the predicted peaks a.re not eeen clea,rly

in the measur.ed data. This lack of stnrcture uray be due to the smoothing effects of the

receiving syrtem or the results of bottom attenuation. The peaks in the theoretical spectra

a,rise primarily from normal node efects a,nd as orpected are sensitive to changes in water

depth. The difference between cutre (3) and cunres (f) or (2) shows the enhancement

influence of the ffnite water layer. It iE also to be noted that an 'ayerageo ewell componcnt,

based on levels experienced in the New Zeala,nd experimentF'r31, 1"" been incorporated

in the calculation, in the abs€nce of any indication of the level of this component in the

Webb and Co:r paper. We are prompted to do this since the theoretically predicted cunre

shown in Fig.E.7 o1 11"L[tzl seerns to be too high for a wind speed of l0 m€-1.

Figures E.16 and E.17 preaent the 3-dimension"l lEl' functions for the two modele with
water depths of 1500 a,nd 3000 m respectively. It can be seen that the first pea,k in the

homogeneous region occurt at a very low frequency when the water is deep and that
sha,rp pealts appear randomly distributed throughout most of this region as a result of

the interference of waves reflected from different aubbottom layera. The inhomogeneous

component is ocpected to still contribute to the low frequency components of the field

n h" (-) P"(kglmr) e*(m/s) 9"(^/"1 Qo,. Qn

1 (a)1500
(b)3600

1mo 15q)

2 170 1500 1580 250 450 1m

3 430 2000 5mo 220p/ 450 100

4 540 2500 6m0 3200 450 100

5 4lm 2800 6500 3750 450 250

6 6 3500 8000 4500 450 200
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even in such deep water, but become insignificant at frequencies higher thao g.B.Ez

(loga'rithimic frequency 0.5). ThiB is confirmed by the plots of Figs.8.I6 and E.t?.

E.E Comparison of synthetic Microseismic spectra with the
Measured Data

Up till this point in this chapter discrrssion has becn confined to the spertra of the pressnre

field. It is obviously of intereet also to compare directly the predicted and measured,

microseismic data a'nd this is done in this section. Theoretical predictions of the vertical
component of the seabed morrement in the near-field can made directly by using Eq.(Z.Aac).

The results for the two sirnplified geoacoustic models (the M.I( and SM models) a,re shown
in part (a) of Figs.E.l8 and 8.19. Spectra for wind speeds 25 and 7.5me-r respectively
are represented by cunfeE (t) and (2) in theee figurea. The currres in part (6) 

""" 
transfer

functions defined as the difference between the synthetic spectrum and that of the source
pressune level Fpr(r,r). The apparent defferences in the two transfer functions at low
frequencies is simply a consequence of there being no swell involved in the definition of
our source. It iE clea,r that the transfer functions agrec at high frequencie, as expected.
The dotted curves in these figurea represent the range of the experimental data reported by
Kibblewhite[4. Since the ,SM-model differs from the MK-model mainly by the thickness
of the unconsolidated sediment layer (300 meters fot SM and l0 meters for MK - se
Table E.1) the low level of the theoretical prediction can be attributed to the attenuation
effect (Qrn: 10, i.e 1.8 x l1-r d,B lm at f - t.O Ez).

Finally the microseism spectra obtained for the case of the &layered liquid-medium model
used in Chapters 2 and S (pzlpr:2, qf c2: 0.9615, with the water layer 100 meters deep)

are shown in Fig.8.20(a). Curve (1) includes both the homogeneouE and inhomogeneogg
contributions while cuwe (2) repreaents the homogeneous component only. Shown in
Fig.8.20(D) are the transfer function, curye (f), and itc approximate forr'," represented by
curves (2) and (S). Infact cunre (1) ir the difference of the total epectrum (curve (1) of
part (c))' and the source preEsure spectrum. Curve (2) of part (D) ir the difference of the
homogenous spectrum, curve (2) of part (a), and the source pressnre spectrum. Cunre

(3) of part (b) ie the asymptotic form of curve (2), with a dependence of or-', which we

have calculated using the shallow water approximation in Chapter 2. As mentioned in
Chapter 2 this form of transfer function was first introduced to invert the micrrseism noise

field by gti"llnl and later used by Kibblewhite and plsa*[{.
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E.9 gqrnrnal]

In this chapter spectra of the undemater noise pressurefield and its associated mi-

croseisms induced by the non-linear wave interactions have been synthesised using

the complete e:cpresions developed in earlier chapters. Both the homogeneous and

inhomogeneous components of the induced acoustic field, as well as the reflectivity from

a multilayered geoacouatic structure, have been included. Thig has enabled ug to oca,mine

the key effects of the geoacoustic environment on these fields and their inversion relationa.

It has been shown that the depth of water will influence the spectra in two main ways. First

in water of depth leas than about 500 meters the inhomogeneous component of the induced

acoustic field must be ta,ken into account. Secondly mode effects will significantly influence

the level and cha.racter of the spectra when the water depth exceeds 100O meters. In
intermediate depths, the spectral levels are comparatively insensitive to the geoacoustical

structure although the fine stnrcture associated with the modes will cha.nge.

The peak value of the spectra is determined primarily by the wind speed. The spectral

slope above the pea.k n w-t (for the pneEsure field) and u-e (for the microseismic field). In
deep water, with increasing depth the first pea.k shifts towa,rds lower frequencies and more

peaks appear in the frequency range of concern. These new pea,ks can interfere with the

wind-wave peak to canue protronnced fluctuations in level, especially when the attenuation

effects of the bottom structure are not significant. It is the unconsolidated sedimentary

layers which are mainly responsible for the attenuation of acoustic enerry and, through the

smoothing of the mode pealrs so produced, for the shape of the spectra. The existence of

a low shear-wave epeed layer will significantly change the structure of the lEl'functions in

the frequency-wave number domain, but ita influence on the total spectra ie not marked

because the effect of the interaction of all the interface waves and the trapped modes

is emoothed out in the integration proce$. The synthetic pressure and sieEmic spectra

have also been compared with measured data for some typical models. Comparison with

the Kibblewhite and Ewans spectrum sho$rs very good agreement for frequencies between

0.1 + L.O fr z, while in the frequency range 1.0 + 2.O H z the measured spectra are usually

a few dB higher than those predicted by the near-field approximation. This suggests that

the resona,nt effects of interface waves should be considered properly when inverting the

noise spectra from microseismic spectra recorded on land. Another pcsible explanation of

the discrepency in the high frequency levels may lie in a background non-wave dependent
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noise source. Nevertheless the wind dependence of the infraaonic noise levels a,nd the

nature of the spectra below 4Hzhas been ocplained.

Compa.rison of synthetic spectra based on a model characteristic of the area involved,

shows reasonable agreement with Webb and Coxts orperimental data, at least in r.espect

of the orterall level and shape of the spectra. The measur,ed spectra a.re generally smoother

than the calculated rpectra, as tle result of averaging by both signal processing and the

addition of contributions from neighbouring regions with different geoacoustical stnrctureE.
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a l.Appenorx
Analysis of the lrlz Functions in the a-1 Plane

$A.1 The Case of a Water Layer Overlying a Solid Ealf-Space

Figures A.1 to A.4 show the behaviour of the lElu functions (in dB)

199

lBpl' : "-i11Q*Erl 
* R5 sil'.b+r,) l2@l (.a.1o)

(/{.lb)

(/.1c)

lE*"|,:u-..ptzlffil'"1
1+ Ec 12

e-r*, + n" err*r 
1

lE*"|' : u-1pr-?

in the (i-Lf) plane for a simple hro layer model, a water layer overlying the solid half-
sPirce. The observation depth is zt z - -81(the bottom of the water layer) with the

depth of the water layer being different in each case. In these expressions 6 = kalw is the
relative wave nnmber, LI : logro f ie the logaritftemic frequency, and 1-- lwtffillal
for 6 ( l and 1: iltpt{-11la1f,or 6 > 1. The para,meters used for this simple two
layered model are the satne as thoee used in the first and fourth layers of the structure
described in Table 8.1(o).

The reflection coefEcient J?5 for this structure has the form

ftl: (A.2)

where

12t= (rr/"1- et) , 1fu: (rrlpl- kr)

For convenience we denote the terms in (A.2) as follows

Vk':-^tu + (r'lpl - zt'l'l: [Rayleigh]

4k21nt'nt + @t I9', - zkz)' - (prtallpn"i)wr l9l
4k21a1u+(r'l91-2k\2 + (pnallpn"i)w{lFl

[Rayreigh] .Iffi#] = 1s*,orr"l
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We also note that the lEl2 firnctions can be written alternatively as

200

lErl' : r,t=**=r'l' , d(1
1+ E6 gdzrrtrr I r

(A.3o)

lBrl' : (/.36)

With corresponding expressions for lBwvl'and l.Eysl2

From these expressiona we s€e first of all that for this simpleet model lBrl'displays no

periodic etructure in the\omogeneous region (6 & 1), and that instead the nalue of this

function decreases with increasing frequency d, and depth .E[l. This behaviour is clearly

apparent in Figs.A.l to A.4. In the homogeneous region (d < 1), on the other hand, the

situation is more complicated. Normal modes in the water (both leaking and trapped

modes being involved) will occur for each of the roots of the eigen equation

1 + Et 
"i21rFt 

- g

the cut-off frequency being determined by the condition frr: \14 ot f" = ar/I4.811. For

instance for.EIr:1(X) and 5fi)m lo:3.75I/2 (Lf,:0.574) and.f::0.75 Ez (L7":
-0.126) reepectiveln and we ca.n immediately identify the first penks in Figs.A.2 and A.3

respectively. (The first peak at .f" : 0.075 Ez for Er :5fr)0m and at f, :75II2 fot
frr = 5 m do not appear in these fisoto.) However the fact that the eigen frequency

and eigen wave number of each mode varies according to the dispersion relation (for an

absolutely hard bottom, [or^H114, --6-zJ lo, = !#ii ."*es the ridge associated with each

normal mode to curve progressively ia the rgion 6 < I - oee Figs.A.2 and A.3. When delto

exceeds the vralue al fu total refl,ection occurs at the interface and the ener5r previously

associated with (leafting modes' becomes trapped and this results in the sharper and

la.rger peaks which appear in the region aJ fu < 6 < 1. It is also to be noted that again

according to the dispersion relation, the number of peaks associated with a given mode

(i.". along one of the cunred ridges) increases with increaging f and 6. This ocplains

the more random appearence of the peak distribution at high frequencies in the region

aJ fu < d < L, seen in each of Figs.A.l to A.4. When ffr < *t-r" (i.e. 37.5 m) on the

other hand no normal mode structure should orist, and this is confirmed by Fig.A.l, for
the case when H1- 5 m. Further, according to Eqs.(A.2) and (A.3a), when the condition

[Rayleigh] : 0 is satisfied (i.e. 6, = dr/[0.91gagt] ar 0.69), h - -L, lErl, - o(-oodB).
Thia situation is represented by the deep groone in Fig.A.l. The rralue of 6, satisfying the

l+Ee ItI c- .

I * .Ro s-lz'1/ez-trlrl/or I
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relation [Scholte] : 0 lies very close to d, at low frequencies but deviates plogtessively

from it as the frequency increases. This i8 reflected in the gradual broading of this gtoove

aa we move from low to high frequencies.

The presence of the ridge (corresponding to 6 N 6r) can be ocplained by rewriting Eq.(A.3)
in the form

lDrl':
L - 4BblF * Rr)3 s:mzlwEryffilo,rl - ersin[r,,r.Er1l,tt-J.TFl6,]

(A.4)

where e2 is a small quantity accounting for the contribution of the imaginary part of .R5

introduced by the small attenuation of the solid half-space. It is then apparent that as

5 + 6r, trlr + o and lErl'exceeds unity, and growe at a rate proportional to frequency
when Er is not great. The corresponding situation relating to lEsylz and l^Bp'sl2 in
Fig.A.l, can be similarly aiounted for provided the increase of the factors 1f and ,t2 is

ta^ken into account. This ridge representa the Rayleigh mode in the water layer. When

Pt + 0 or c,r -+ O it degenerates to the case of the Rayleigh wave. As the depth of the

water layer becomes la,rge, the Faybigh wave transforms to the Scholte wave associated

with the plane interface between the liquid and the golid half-spaceE, travelling with a
phase velocity close to 0.996c1. This transformation is cha.racterised by the progressive

shift of thie ridge from d - 6, when Er iB small to d : 4 ay 1 when Hr ls large relative to
the acoustic wave length in water, aa can be seen in F'igs.A.l to A.4.

Ae the water depth increases interference between the pe'ks of the normal modes and
the Rayleigh mode gradually obliterates the groove in these figuree. This adsence of the
groove in pa,rt (b) of each figure ariseE because Br = -1 does not represent a null for

lEwrl'. This distinction provideg further evidence for the validity of the above analysis.

$A.2 The Multilayered Case

The geoacoustic model,rMKrwe have used to appro:rimate the real situation in the New

Zeala.nd experiments congists of 4 layers, the water layer, arfil unconsolidated sedimenta^ry

layer, a solid layer with a low shear-wave velocity, and the solid basement. This model is

described in Table 8.1(c).

po1 gi'nplicity, we first combine the two upper layers of this model and regard them as a

liquid layer, i.e. we neglect the second layer and its associated attenuation for the time
being (infact, the cha,racter of the l.8l' functions in two cases - with or without layer 2 -
aPpears to be very similar). Because conversion between shear and compressional waveg

NL
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can occur at both the liquid-solid interface and the solid-solid interface, the situation can

become very complicated. Exa,mining initially the shallow water cas€ (frr : 100m) we see

fron Fig.A.5 (in contrast to the previoue figures both pa.rts (a) and (b) aterepresentations

of the function lErl', but with viewing azimuths L80o appart) that at least three kinds of
modeg can exist.

First we identify the compressional modes indicated by the periodic etnrcture at low

wave numbers (coresponding to nea.rly nonnal incidence). Since the coupling between

compressional and shear waves is very weak in this region these modes a^re mainly formed

by reflection from two interfaces. The lowest peak frequency can be determined by the

formula

(r{.5)

and this clea,rly corresponds to the ai$6n' in Figs.A.S(a) and (b). The pea.k ig low in
a"'plitude becaus€ of the loss of wave ener$' into the basement. The second peal, occujing

at a frequencY .f"r = 3.75 Ez (log,fa:0.5?) deter-ined by the water depth, is more

significant. The contrast between these two mode type is more clea.rly seen in Fig.A.6
where the thickneeE of the water layer is only 5 m. In this water depth no water borne

normal modes are oqlected in the frequency range of interest; and the wea.k periodic

frequency structure that ig obs€ryed is obviously related to the modes frlgmed in the two

upper layers taken as a whole.

The second type of mode we indentify ig 'onociated with shear waves. Theae a,re associated

with the mountain chainr starting from points in the .0/-6 plane other than 6 : 0 (normal

incidence). These modes are not found in the region of small 6 becauge of the relatively
weak coupling mentioned above. Owing to the influence of the two interfaces a series of
modeg can be rocognised. We define these as "hybrid" modes - see Fig.A.5.

The third mode type ie the interface mode which is indentified with the ridge which
runs through the whole frequency range. At ve.ry low frequenciea, as discnssed in the

last section, this mode tende to the Rayleigh wave, associated with the lower bounda.ry

of layer 3 (6 - 4r : ct/[O.efUlrl * 0.69). With increasing frequency the ridge

shifts progressively to the rralue 6,2 : cr/[O.OfOlPr](= 1.414) as shoi,vn in Fig.A.5. A
comparison of Figa.A.5 and A.7 shows that this pattern is not altered significantly by the

reintroduction of layer 2 into the model.

The situation for the modified. MK-model is shown in Fig.A.8. The additional notable

feature is the valley which parallels the ridge of the interface mode. The reason for the

appearence of this feature can be seen from an ex""ination of the condition fto = -1.

f : dl I
' o 4Et (L+ hroffiilf : L'L' Hz ' (log / : 0'06)
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Chapter Eight: Appendix $A.2

As discuseed in the last section only the deepest interface is of importance at very low

frequencies. Under the condition R1 - -1 a groove exists at 6 : atlgs er 0.6g at the

low frequeucy end of the structure. At the high frequency end, on the other hand, it
is the uPper boundary which is more important. In this case the groove appears at
6 : aJ Fs = 1.41 for the case .R5 : -t. Between these two extremes there exists the
transistion which parallels the ridge - see Fig.A.8. Because the condition .Rl : -1 can

only be approximately rralid we obsenre a valley rather than a very deep groove.

Figure A.9 indicates the change which results when the alttenuation of layer 2 is removed.

The most significa,nt change is that the normal and hybrid mode structure becomes a

little more pronounced. In Fig.A.lO we obsenre the effecte of increasing the shear-wave

velocity in layer 3, Fs. The "'ain change is the disappea,rence of the hybrid mode atructure
showing that this feature is clearly associated with the low velocity layer. In fact when
the shear-wave velocity of layer 3 orceeds the sound velocity of the water layer, the upper

boundary of layer 3 becomes ntransparent', more shear-wave energT thus converts on the
interface to compressional wave enerry.

Another effect of increasing 9r is the turning of the courrn of the rralley towards lower wave

numbere corr€nponding to al\s which can be seen from Fig.A.1O or more clearly from
Fig.A.U. Finally, Figs.A.l0 and A.1l show also that wheather the shear wave velocity ps

is less or greater than the sound velocity of water the rnain pa,rt of the ridge ie always in
the inhomogeneous region owing to the nature of the interface mode. The phase velocity
of the interface mode is generally less than that of the eound wave in the water.
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CHAPTER NINE

Conclusions

This thesis builds on earlier work which seeuur to have confirmed that the nonlinear
interaction of ocean surface waves is the dominant Bource of the large infrasonic component
of the ocean noise freld and the associated microseig'nn. While these studies identified this
source and confirmed many of its theoretically predicted properties, a number of aspects

of phenomena wene left unsolved. This thesis has been concerned with clarifying these

issues. All of the questions posed at the outset of the thesis have been addressed and
most of the ea,rlier a,mbiguities have been removed. The results reafrrm trfug importance
of non-linear wave interactions above all other rnechanis"ns as the domintnt source of low
frequency noise. The main contributions of this work can be summariged as follows:

A geometrical description of the wave interaction, based on the dispersion relations,
has been developed. This allows for a better understanding of the physical processes

involved.

A complete theoretical analysis has been developed which remor'es the minofir
inconsistencies in the earlier treatments. Thege resulted largely as the result of the
independeut development of the subject in two separate branches of geophysics-
seismologr and underwater acoutics.

The theoretical analysis has been e:rtended to include the inhomogeneous com-
ponent of the wave induced presEure ffeld (all previous treatments have been
restructed to a discussion of the homogeneous alone). The dependence of the ratio
of the two components on frequency a.rrd water depth has been erraluated. This
work has also established a theoretical upper lirnit to the horizontal wavenumber
of the induced acoustic field and identified an acceptable value for this limit which
facilitates numerical computation. This has allowed a complete orpression for
the wave induced noise pr€ssrrre (and microseisms) to be established for use in
calculations of theoretical spectra.

A detailed examination of the influence of the geoacoustic structure of the seabed

on the seismic/acoustic response of the medium to the wave induced pressure has

been established.

The reflection-loss of a multilayered environment has been established as a function
of both frequency (logarithmic) and grazing angle (horizontal wave-number). A

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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three dimensional preeentation has been developed in which both the homogeneous

aad inhomogeneonc componente are included for the first time. All the character of
the reflection-loss behaviow has been explained in terms of the acoustic rcponse
of the envirotnent. This analysis has demonstrated that conclusions based on a

simple twodimenrbnal approach can be completely misunderrtanding.

The three dimensional analysis described aborre has also been shown to be very

useful in describitg the propqngation effects of the geoacoustic envirohent in terms

of the l.Elz functions (the Equare of the modulus of the Hankel Transform of the

Green's Function). A significant feature of this analysis has been the identification

of an interface wave mode within the inhomogeneoug region of the lElz functions of
the seabed displacement, the horizontal wave-number being inversely proportional

to frequency. This mode appears to have attracted little attention to date and

further studies of it are planned.

The orsistence of significant structure within the inhomogeneong region of the three

dimentional presentations of the reflection-losE and Green's firnctions has confirmed

the need to extend any analyais to include this component. The results obtained

confir'nr the analysis achieved in thig thesis.

The directional propertieo of the two componentg of the induced precsure field
have been evaluated. The homogeneous component has been shown to be effec-

tively omni-directional, whereas the inhomogeneous component exhibits significant

directivity. Calculations have demonstrated a non-negligible focusing occurs in the

direction of the wind wave field.

The theoretical analysig has been extended to include the interaction of multiple
seas(and sn'ell). Based on this analysis it has beea possible to account for the shape

and atructure of the waveinduced noise spectra.

The extended theory of nonlinear interactions developed in thiE thesis, together

with the threedimentional analysis of the reflectionJo$ and Green'e Function,

have allowed synthetic spectra of the prefsure and seismic fields to be established

as a function of wind speed for any geoacoustical model. When applied to the

complex environment of the New Zealand experiments the theoretical epectra show

good agreement with the ecperimental spectra reported by Kibblewhite and Ewans.

This agreement confirms that the assumptions which had to be adopted in that
progran had not seriously effected the general conclusions reached at that time.

(7)

(8)
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A comparieon of the experimental resultE in terus of the more comprehensive base

now available shows some general conclueions about the infrasonic noise field to be

drawn:

(") The effects of the inhomogeneous component on the total noise spectra
can be neglected when the depth of the sea.floor or the most acoustically

significant interface is greater than 5fi) meters.

The frequency and level of the rnain peak in the spectrum is determined by
the wind speed. At a wind speed of 30m/s the pea^k seems at a^round o.z Hz
and levels a.re of the order of 16OdB relative to lp Poz f Ez.

Both the inhomogeneous component and the goacoustic properties of the
seabed can introduce fluctuations of 410 d,B in spectral level.

In very deep water the firgt pea^k of the normal mode sequence cr't occur at
frequenciea low enough to raise the level of the main peak by up to lod,B.

All the spectral propertie predicted by theory are confirmed. In particular
the high frequency slope of the spectra is confirmed as being f -7 fot the noise

pressure spectra and ;-e for those describing the seabed displacement.

(b)

(")

(d)

(")
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